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Abstract

The ability to walk is critical for the functional independence and well-being of
elderly people. In this vein, musculoskeletal changes in the course of frailty syn-
drome impact on the functional status and affect the required strength in the lower
extremities to maintain physical performance and, specifically, to preserve gait ca-
pabilities. Accordingly, frailty progression compromises gait performance. In the
opposite direction, gait exercises are the most effective non-pharmacologic inter-
ventions to delay functional decline and to promote active ageing.

Nevertheless, gait is more than a locomotor activity. It is a cognitive complexity
task involving nervous system, muscle activation and joint movements, coordi-
nated by the cognitive function, particularly, the executive function. Neurophysio-
logical changes due to the effect of ageing, related to the presence of neurological
pathologies (including neurodegenerative diseases) or as a result of cognitive de-
cline affect gait capabilities. These gait changes are particularly visible in gait
variability. In this Ph.D. Thesis we hypothesize in the opposite direction, asking
ourselves how gait changes affect ageing and mental state.

Traditionally, gait assessment has relied on the evaluation of average spatio-tempo-
ral parameters, such as the average stride intervals or average cadence. Captured
variability within the human gait cycle has been defined as a white noise variation
inherent to the data acquisition process. Considered as a set of uncorrelated fluc-
tuations, gait variability has not been interpreted as an important piece of informa-
tion about how the multi-level neural control and the musculoskeletal systems are
involved to produce a consistent gait pattern and it has been discarded. However,
this trend has shifted, highlighting the importance of gait variability assessment,
as the number of publications demonstrating correlations between gait fluctuations
have increased, also assisted by the improvements in the accuracy achieved by new
Quantitative Gait Analysis techniques and the instrumentation used to demarcate
gait events.

This Ph.D. Thesis attempts to contribute to the development of Quantitative Gait
Analysis systems focused on monitoring spatio-temporal parameters of human gait
with special emphasis on assessing gait variability. Different prototypes are cre-
ated prioritizing low-cost and easy-deployment policies and enabling gait trials
more widely available. This Ph.D. Thesis also explores the associations between
gait variability and ageing in frail elderly subjects; and the impact on mental state
of gait variability and other commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment
through two empirical experiments. The gait data required for the assessments
comes from explicit gait trials performed while using one of the prototypes devel-
oped.



 



Resumen

La capacidad de caminar es fundamental para la independencia funcional y el bien-
estar de los mayores. Los cambios musculoesqueléticos causados por el śındrome
de fragilidad afectan al estado funcional y a la fuerza requerida en las extremi-
dades para mantener el rendimiento f́ısico y, espećıficamente, preservar las capaci-
dades de la marcha. La progresión del śındrome compromete el rendimiento de la
marcha. En sentido opuesto, los ejercicios de marcha son las intervenciones más
efectivas para retrasar el deterioro funcional y promover un envejecimiento activo.

La marcha es más que una actividad locomotora. Es una tarea de alta complejidad
cognitiva en la que intervienen el sistema nervioso, la activación muscular y los
movimientos de las articulaciones, coordinados por la función ejecutiva. Los cam-
bios neurofisiológicos debidos al envejecimiento, relacionados con las patoloǵıas
neurológicas (que incluyen las enfermedades neurodegenerativas) o como resul-
tado del deterioro cognitivo, afectan a las capacidades de la marcha. El deterioro
en la marcha es particularmente visible estudiando su variabilidad. En esta Tesis
planteamos una hipótesis en sentido contrario, preguntándonos cómo la marcha
afecta al envejecimiento y al estado mental.

La evaluación de la marcha se ha basado en el estudio de valores promedios de
parámetros espacio-temporales, como los promedios del intervalo de zancada o
la cadencia. La variabilidad en el ciclo de la marcha se ha definido como una
variación de ruido blanco inherente al proceso de adquisición. Considerada como
fluctuaciones no correlacionadas, no ha sido interpretada como un marcador ca-
paz de reflejar el estado del control neuronal multinivel y los sistemas muscu-
loesqueléticos encargados de producir un patrón de marcha consistente. Si bien, la
tendencia ha cambiado. La evaluación de la variabilidad de la marcha adquiere rel-
evancia a medida que aumentan las publicaciones sobre correlaciones causales en-
tre sus fluctuaciones; ayudado, en parte, por las mejoras en las técnicas de Análisis
Cuantitativo de la Marcha y en la instrumentación para demarcar sus eventos.

Esta Tesis contribuye al desarrollo de sistemas de Análisis Cuantitativo de la Mar-
cha centrados en su dimensión espacio-temporal, con énfasis en la evaluación de
su variabilidad. Se han desarrollado diferentes prototipos en los que se ha dado
prioridad al bajo coste y a las facilidades de despliegue, de modo que las prue-
bas cuantitativas de la marcha sean más accesibles. La Tesis también explora, por
medio de dos experimentos diferenciados, las asociaciones entre la variabilidad
de la marcha y el envejecimiento en mayores frágiles; aśı como el impacto sobre
el estado mental de la variabilidad de la marcha y de otras caracteŕısticas de la
evaluación de fragilidad. Los datos de la marcha necesarios para las evaluaciones
provienen de pruebas expĺıcitas empleando uno de los prototipos desarrollados.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and fundaments

This introductory chapter presents a brief of the theoretical foundations regarding

ageing, frailty, cognitive decline and their relationship with gait variability. Human gait

analysis is introduced to understand how gait variability can be measured providing the

necessary instrument to address the problem context and the motivation of this Ph.D.

Thesis. Besides, the main contributions of this work are highlighted and an overview

of the structure of this document is also provided. Lastly, this section briefly presents

all the international publications and research projects related to this Ph.D. Thesis,

together with other researches in which the Ph.D. student has been involved in.

1.1. Motivation

The ability to walk is critical for the functional independence and well-being of

elderly people. Whilst at first glance gait might appear an automated task, it is directly

connected to the executive brain functions that allow the adequate performance in

simultaneous actions. Gait requires several inputs from the motor cortex, cerebellum

and the basal ganglia, as well as feedback from visual, vestibular and proprioceptive

sensors to produce the coordinated muscle firings and limb movements that comprise

the gait cycle [1, 2]. Without a doubt, it is not a simple task, but a high cognitive

complexity task involving nervous system, muscle activation and joint movements.

Neurophysiological changes due to the effect of ageing affect gait variability and,

particularly, they produce a high impact on the correlation patterns between strides

[3, 4]. In the same way, changes in neurological function related to pathological issues

also affect gait variability. There are several studies that investigate the effect of neu-

rodegenerative diseases such as Huntington’s disease [4], Parkinson [5], Amyotrophic
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Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) [6], or some types of dementia [7, 8] in gait variability. In the

same vein, there are also studies focused on the relation between the onset of cognitive

decline and increasing gait variability [9, 10].

From the functional and mobility perspectives, gait is a basic marker of the strength

and physical performance in the lower extremities and the ability to carry out Activ-

ities of Daily Living (ADL) [11]. In this sense, functional status is possibly the most

relevant factor in the course of frailty syndrome. Therefore, preserving functional ca-

pabilities is a crucial objective in the elderly and gait exercise is the most effective

non-pharmacologic intervention to promote active ageing and to delay functional de-

cline which might lead to frailty [12]. In regard to changes in the gait cycle due to

frailty, gait speed is clearly affected by this syndrome [13]. Therefore, it has been

demonstrated its validity as a functional marker to predict future frailty states [14, 15].

Moreover, there are also studies showing how functional decline leads to higher gait

variabilities in frail elders [16].

Taking into account these previous premises about how gait variability is affected

by the effect of ageing, neurodegenerative diseases, cognitive decline or functional

deterioration as part of frailty syndrome, it seems feasible to hypothesize that inherent

gait variability can be used in the opposite sense as a potential marker (isolated or

in combination with other markers1) to help in the characterization of frailty state

or to identify elderly population suffering the onset of cognitive impairment. In fact,

there are several studies focused on Quantitative Gait Analysis (QGA) techniques which

demonstrate that gait variability and other derived gait parameters have potential use

as specific predictive markers of frailty syndrome [16, 17, 18], cognitive decline [19,

20], neurodegenerative diseases [21, 22, 23], for predicting fall risk [24, 25] or more

broadly, as a single predictor of adverse events in elders [26]. All these works are

focused on a long-term gait monitoring approach. They are all designed and conducted

as longitudinal prospective studies in which regular gait assessments are necessary to

register changes in gait variability over time.

In this context, Quantitative Gait Analysis (QGA) provides objective techniques to

detect gait events, such as heel-strikes or toe-off events, which make possible to com-

pute associated gait parameters and derived gait cycle phases. Inherent gait variability

is characterized over time by using these gait parameters and phases, for instance,

through the stride internal variability. There are currently specialized systems for QGA,

1 Including anthropometric, biological, nutritional, cognitive and functional markers, among others
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which are accurate and redundant. However, these systems are expensive and they are

limited to very controlled settings in clinical environments. There is a low number of

gait assessments over time not reflecting the real mobility status and functional ability

in subjects at their community [27] and much less being able to properly capture the

inherent gait variability over time with enough sampling resolution.

This Ph.D. Thesis attempts to contribute to the development of QGA systems fo-

cused on monitoring spatio-temporal parameters of human gait with special emphasis

on assessing gait variability. The different prototypes created prioritize low-cost and

easy-deployment policies so that such systems may be used in both, clinical and home

settings, in addition to enabling gait trials more widely available or accessible. This

also has a significant impact on the number of gait assessments (frequency) that may

be carried out over time. In this manner, a long-term gait monitoring approach with an

adequate sampling resolution could be adopted in future efforts.

This Ph.D. Thesis also explores the associations between gait variability and ageing

and gait variability and commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment, including

mental examination to determine the onset of cognitive decline. Different empirical

experiments are introduced throughout the thesis for these purposes. The gait data

required for the assessments comes from explicit gait trials performed while using some

of the prototypes developed.

1.2. Structure

This Ph.D. Thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 exposes the motivation of this work and defines the structure of this

document. The chapter develops the context and theoretical foundations essen-

tial for understanding this Ph.D. Thesis, describing fundamental aspects com-

ing from both, medical and technological parts. Frailty syndrome is introduced,

listing the most relevant markers used for assessment. Firstly, anthropometric

marker, together with biological and nutritional characteristics are presented.

Cognitive scales used to evaluate mental state are then covered. Lastly, attention

is put on daily functioning, presenting standardized scales to evaluate functional

abilities and mobility assessment. On this matter, the influence of gait in function-

ing is discussed. Human gait analysis methods are introduced to understand how
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gait characteristics can be obtained. Variability of some of these gait characteris-

tics is shown as an indispensable instrument to address the proposed motivation.

Illustrated examples of associations among ageing, frailty, cognitive decline and

gait variability reinforce this motivation. International publications and research

projects related to this Ph.D. Thesis, are listed in the last section of the chapter.

Chapter 2 explores related works considered of significant importance for the

development of this Ph.D. Thesis. Firstly, the role of QGA in Healthcare is dis-

cussed, providing examples of technological inclusion in which QGA is used in

different clinical processes. Following sections in the chapter focus on those cate-

gories of devices/systems for QGA which have been adopted in the cases of study

developed in Chapter 3. Specifically, related QGA works that uses wearable de-

vices such as sensorized insoles or instrumented shoes equipped with pressure

and/or inertial sensors are remarked. In a similar manner, related QGA works

based on passive vision-based systems for gait event demarcation and estimation

of derived gait parameters are presented. Two-dimensional approaches are first

introduced, followed by examples of three-dimensional vision systems intended

for QGA. Lastly, recent works about wearable inertial-based devices for QGA are

analyzed according to the anatomical reference used to set the sensor/s. Partic-

ular attention is paid to solutions which use trunk accelerations to identify gait

events. The chapter ends up discussing about gait variability definition and its

interpretation over the last years. Relevant reference works and examples of gait

variability analysis through linear and non-linear estimators are provided.

Chapter 3 presents and evaluates three heterogeneous prototypes that have been

developed to explore novel methods for QGA: (a) a passive vision system for QGA

using a low-cost structured light sensor, it makes possible to externally identify

the position and timestamp of gait events from recorded gait trials; (b) an am-

bulatory system for QGA based on a pair of wireless sensorized insoles, equipped

with pressure and inertial sensors. It makes possible to demarcate specific gait

phases in real-time; (c) an infrastructure for QGA in Assisted Living Environments,

with enables wireless communication with inertial devices used to demarcate gait

events from trunk accelerations in a non-intrusive manner.

Chapter 4 focuses on: (a) exploring the associations between gait variability and

ageing as part of the first evaluation conducted. Young and older adults, the
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latter subdivided into two subgroups according to its mobility grade, participate

in explicit gait trials while wearing the prototype of inertial device introduced in

the third case of study (Chapter 3). Two different gait variability estimators are

used in this experiment; (b) the second evaluation conducted covers a study to

assess the impact on mental state (cognitive deterioration) of gait variability and

other commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and future work. This last chapter exposes the conclu-

sions of this Ph.D. Thesis which take into account the contributions achieved, the

constraints encountered and the points for improvements, in both, the prototypes

developed and studied in Chapter 3 and the evaluations conducted in Chapter 4.

In addition, future research lines that arise from this work are introduced.

Appendices. At the end of the document the set of appendices that are referenced

throughout the manuscript is included. Appendices contain complementary in-

formation of interest to the reader of this Ph.D. Thesis.

A quick look of the structure of this work is shown in Figure 1.1, according to the

chapters defined above.

INTRODUCTION AND
FUNDAMENTS

Motivation

Structure

Context

Frailty in 
older adults

Gait analysis:
(*) QGA,

(**) SGA

Contributions

RELATED
WORKS

QGA and its role
in Healthcare

QGA and its role
in Healthcare

QGA through 
insole-based 

devices

QGA through 
vision-based

systems

QGA through 
inertial-based

devices

Gait variability.
Interpretation over

the last years 

Gait variability
through 

linear estimators

Gait variability
through

non-linear estimators

CASES OF
STUDY
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(*) Quantitative Gait
Analysis
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EVALUATION AND 
RESULTS
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

(**) Subjective Gait
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Ph.D. Thesis structure and chapter organization
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1.3. Context

This section introduces theoretical principles for the properly understanding of this

Ph.D. Thesis. Exposing the knowledge derived from this work and, particularly, estab-

lishing the theoretical foundations and background of the related work are the main

goals of this section.

Firstly, frailty in older adults is described through the frailty cycle. This model re-

flects the main symptoms that lead to the frail condition and their interrelationships

over the course of the syndrome. The relation between frailty and ageing process is

explained in detail and illustrated through the frailty phenotype [28]. Differences in

daily performance with regard to normal ageing process are also highlighted, show-

ing the importance of physical and functional factors as criteria of marked influence

in frailty assessment. In this sense, the relevance of gait in functioning is studied. In

addition, other relevant screening tools and markers that can be used in comprehensive

assessment of frailty are presented. Anthropometric, nutritional, geriatric syndromes,

functional markers considering activities of daily living and indicators of cognitive de-

cline/impairment are separately studied.

In this Ph.D. Thesis various prototypes to support QGA have been developed. These

prototypes rely on different technologies and techniques for gait data acquisition, rang-

ing from passive Vision-based systems, to externally estimate gait events through image

processing, to Body-born sensors that use inertial devices, pressure cells or a combina-

tion of the two, to measure forces exerted during the gait. The prototypes developed

have been evaluated in terms of accuracy in gait event estimations. In addition, some

of them have been used in different experiments involving young and older adults with

different age, functional capabilities, cognitive status and frailty conditions to acquire

derived gait parameters from explicit gait trials, with special emphasis on gait variabil-

ity assessment.

In accordance with the last paragraph, gait analysis is a substantial part of this Ph.D.

Thesis, for this reason, a separated subsection has been included in the Context part

defining the gait cycle and its gait events, subsequent gait phases and derived spatio-

temporal parameters. In addition, Subjective Gait Analysis (SGA) and Quantitative

Gait Analysis (QGA) methods to assess human gait are explained in detail showing

their differences and providing examples.

Specifically, two different taxonomies for QGA methods are exposed, one focused on

measurable dimensions considered to abstract a model of human gait; and the second
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one from the point of view of the nature of the devices/systems used for character-

izing the gait cycle. Prototypes developed as part of this Ph.D. Thesis will be easily

categorized under these taxonomies in the Cases of study chapter.

1.3.1. Frailty in older adults

The term frailty, has long been considered synonymous with disability and comor-

bidity, to be highly prevalent in old age and to confer a high risk for falls, hospitalization

and mortality [29]. However, it is becoming recognized that, although, frailty is age-

related, it is not only caused by old age itself and is not a normal part of ageing [28]. In

this sense, the frailty process appears to be a transitional state in the progression from

robustness to physical and cognitive functioning decline in which the elder is unable to

engage in activities of daily living. During this process, physiological reserves decrease

and become less likely to be sufficient for the maintenance and repair of the ageing

body.

Clinically, frailty is a syndrome, separate from disability and comorbidity with a

different pathophysiological process in which several systems are involved, causing

multiple impairments across different organs, physical function and cognitive capac-

ity [28, 30]. However, there is still a lack of consensus and dispute about its defini-

tion [31]. The “frailty cycle” proposed by Fried et al. [28] is one of the most complete

and accepted definition of frailty.

1.3.1.1. The frailty cycle. The clinical symptoms of frailty

The frailty cycle is proposed to describe the origin and progression of this syn-

drome. It tries to model the biological and physiological alterations which lead to

different frailty states and how these alterations are interrelated, providing an ade-

quate feedback on the progression of the syndrome. As can be observed in Figure 1.2,

the factors or symptoms included in the model are age-related alterations, however, as

stated before, frailty is not universal to old age [28].

An increased number of the symptoms reflected in the frailty cycle means and in-

creased severity of the syndrome. For instance, the most potential scenario leading to

clinical manifestation of frailty is caused by sarcopenia age-related muscle wasting dis-

order. Sarcopenia, is the main pathophysiological basis for frailty and is characterized

by the loss of lean body tissue, a decline in muscle fibre strength and an infiltration of
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Figure 1.2: Definition of the frailty cycle [28]

adipose cells [32]. Sarcopenia progression boosts the perceived difficulty for perform-

ing physical activities, due to the decline in muscle strength. People suffering from Sar-

copenia have an overall weakness feeling. The lack of daily physical activity affects to

the proper regulation of the resting metabolic rate and total energy expenditure [33].

As a result, frail elders may present signs as varied as fatigue, slow performance on

daily activities with particular high impact on gait quality, reduction in appetite and

food intake (also known as anorexia of ageing) with consequences of undernutrition

risk and unintentional weight loss [28]. In simple terms, the prolonged confluence of

physical inactivity and energy dysregulation results in nutritional deficiencies, loss of

lean body mass and physical and even cognitive functioning declines. As can be in-

ferred from these lines, the frailty cycle is a self-perpetuation and vicious cycle where

the biological and physiological alterations (nodes comprising the cycle) are directly or

indirectly related influencing each other in some way, so that it is difficult to establish

the pathophysiological origin of frailty syndrome in each particular case.

There exist some attempts to make the onset of frailty predictable or delayed [34].

In this context, there are few widely accepted criteria focused on frailty identification /

characterization. The Frailty Phenotype Index [28] is the most relevant and accepted

by the scientific community set of criteria to identify the onset of frailty and determine

its progression.
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Figure 1.3: Transitions among the states distinguished in the frailty phenotype developed
by Fried et al. [28]. Figure adapted from [29]

1.3.1.2. The Frailty Phenotype Index

The Frailty Phenotype Index (FPI) is based upon the frailty cycle which has just been

presented in Section 1.3.1.1. Three different states are distinguished by this phenotype:

not-frail, pre-frail and frail. In the case of the pre-frail state, despite the physiological

systems provide suitable responses to stimuli there exists a slight perceptible decline

in performance [28]. On the other hand, the physiological systems do not respond

properly or they have poor resilience when dealing with stressors in the frail state,

leading to reduce functional and cognitive abilities and potentially raising negative

outcomes such as the risk of falls, comorbidity, disability, incapacitation, hospitalization

and mortality in the worst case scenario [28].

The Figure 1.3 graphically describes the transitions among the frailty states de-

fined by this phenotype. As can be observed, the decline curve modelling the daily

performance and homeostatic mechanisms has a steeper slope and ends before in the

presence of frailty than in normal ageing. The “dynamic properties” arrows indicate the

set of factors and therapy interventions which have a positive or negative impact on the

frailty state, e.g., moving from pre-frail condition to robust after a physical therapy or

a protein supplementation program; or from pre-frail condition to frail after a nega-

tive outcome such as a sudden flare-up or worsening of a chronic disease, suffering a

hip fracture or after significant alterations in relevant biological markers [35], among

others.
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The FPI proposed by Fried et al. defines frailty as a clinical syndrome that can be

diagnosed by means of five delimited and highly accepted criteria. These are:

1. Unintentional weight loss

2. Self-reported exhaustion or fatigue

3. Low-level of physical activity

4. Slow gait speed (slowness)

5. Weakness

Weight loss criterion is fulfilled when losing at least 4.5 kilograms unintentionally

in the last year (i.e., not due to dieting or exercise).

Exhaustion is estimated through two statements from the CES-D Depression Scale

[36], see Appendix A.1 for more details.

Physical Activity level is considered by using the Minnesota Leisure Time Activity

questionnaire [37] which assesses the frequency of physical activity according to sev-

eral questions. For instance, asking about the time spent walking, dancing, cycling, etc.

Kilocalories expended per week are approximate from questionnaire replies, so that

values below <383 and <270, for men and women respectively, are considered low

physical activity levels.

The gait speed is quantified as the time spent to walk 4.57 meters (15 feet) at usual

pace. Value limits up to 6 or 7 seconds, depending the subject’s height and gender, are

considered normal or not coming from frail elders.

Lastly, weakness is quantified measuring the loss in handgrip strength. The limit

value is stratified by gender and BMI1 quartiles. Handgrip strength values below ∼30

kilograms for men and below ∼20 kilograms for women are relative to frailty.

Further detail about the evaluation procedure of the FPI criteria is provided in the

Appendix A.1.

From these five criteria for frailty characterization, three of them make reference

to physical factors: physical activity, gait speed and weakness (marked in bold in the

enumeration). Hence, it is important to consider the physical component (specially the

derived gait dimension) in the frailty diagnosis and treatment, assuming its significance

because they are directly connected with the functional status of elderly.

1 Body Mass Index
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According to the FPI, an elder is characterized as frail in the presence of three or

more criteria from this phenotype. One or two criteria determine the pre-frail condition

(transition state) and, those with no frailty criteria are considered robust or not-frail.

The FPI has been validated by Fried et al. in a three-year cohort study [28]. The results

obtained support the clinical definition of the frailty cycle (Section 1.3.1.1) and show

that FPI is an effective frailty assessment tool for community-dwelling elderly.

However, despite of providing positive outcomes for frailty intervention, the FPI is

mainly focused on monitoring physiological and functional changes. Although, it is

true that these two dimensions provide the most common clinical manifestations of

frailty and that, particularly, functional decline is a factor of marked influence for its

early diagnosis (e.g., after bone fractures caused by falling or in people with osteoporo-

sis [38]) there are other dimensions to be considered, such as social and economic sup-

port, psychological health or nutritional and biological markers, among others [39, 40].

Performing an integral assessment and health management of older adults represents

a big challenge to clinicians and, in most occasions, it is not carried out adequately. In

the particular case of frailty, an integral follow-up of the components affecting this syn-

drome may improve the accuracy in identifying pre-frailty states and also may promote

early intervention programs to minimize it [41].

1.3.1.3. Comprehensive assessment of frailty

Some authors have proposed specific tools that combine the assessment of the di-

mensions introduced in the last paragraph (social, nutritional, psychological, physical,

functional, etc) in order to provide a general measure of the patient’s condition. This

kind of geriatric assessment instrument is useful for the integral evaluation of frailty.

The Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) is one of the most interesting,

providing a multidimensional and multidisciplinary diagnostic instrument to collect

data on the medical, psychosocial, functional capabilities and limitations of elderly

patients [42].

The CGA differs from standard geriatric evaluations in three general ways:

1. It mainly focuses on elderly individuals with complex problems (like those who

suffer frailty syndrome).

2. It emphasizes functional status and quality of life (or well-being dimensions).
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3. It frequently takes advantage of an interdisciplinary team of providers due to its

multidimensional nature.

The domains of CGA include evaluation of physical and psychological health, social

and economic support, environmental factors and functional status [43]. The CGA

domains/dimensions are illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Social and 
Economic status

Functional 
domain

Physical health 
domain

Environmental
factors

Psychological health
domain

Figure 1.4: The Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) domains

As previously mentioned, the functional domain occupies a central place in the

CGA. It can impact upon, and be impacted by the rest of domains under consideration.

Thus, as in the FPI introduced in Section 1.3.1.2, the CGA prioritizes the physical and

functional dimensions, but in addition, the particular needs of frailty are addressed

from a comprehensive viewpoint including the remaining domains.

Furthermore, it is safe to assert that FPI dives into the functional decline from

a physical performance perspective, for instance, considering the influence of gait in

functioning. On the other hand, CGA measures functioning from a wider perspective, as

the ability to perform activities categorized as “Basic Activities of Daily Living” (BADL)

and activities categorized as “Instrumental Activities of Daily Living” (IADL). The first

ones enclose basic physical activities such as dressing, bathing, personal hygiene, eat-

ing, the ability to walk, etc; IADL, for their part, let an individual live independently in

a community, representing behavioural and social activities such as cleaning and main-

taining the house, managing money, shopping for groceries and necessities, using the

telephone, etc. In Table 1.1 representative examples of Basic Activities of Daily Living

and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living are summarized.
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Type of Activity Description

BADL

Self-feeding (not including cooking or chewing and swallowing)
Dressing
Continence and toilet hygiene (getting to the toilet, cleaning oneself, and
getting back up)
Personal hygiene and grooming (including brushing, combing, styling
hair, shaving, showering)
Functional mobility, (walking, transferring bed/chair, climbing stairs)

IADL

Using the telephone or other form of communication
Preparing meals and using cooking utensils
Moving within the community
Managing money
Shopping for groceries and necessities
Cleaning and maintaining the house
Taking prescribed medications

Table 1.1: Examples of BADL and IADL

Encountering problems when performing BADL’s and IADL’s is a functional marker

of relevant health outcomes in elderly, such as the onset of frailty. Thus, the ability to

remain independent has a direct impact on the quality of life or well-being in all other

domains reflected by the CGA [44].

The Edmonton Frailty Scale (EFS) [45] is another evaluation tool that combines

the assessment of multiple symptoms for a comprehensive evaluation of frailty. Partic-

ularly, the EFS assesses nine domains (cognition, general health status, functional in-

dependence, social support, medication usage, nutrition, mood, continence, functional

performance). The scale results can be from 0 to 17. The participants are classified

conventionally into categories, a higher score represents a higher degree of frailty1.

See Appendix A.2 for more details about how the form used in this scale looks like.

The Edmonton Frailty Scale collects many items in a single test. Its application,

under the supervision of a physician, has proven effective in evaluating frailty [46].

However, it does not guarantee complete objectivity during the process. This is because

EFS relies on summary evaluations with no more than two assessment questions per

dimension being considered so that the characterization achieved is based on limited

information from each domain.
1 Non-frail (≤5 points)

Vulnerable or pre-frail (6 ≤ n ≥ 7 points)
Frail (8 ≤ n ≥ 11)
Severe frail (12 ≤ n ≥ 17)
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In addition, all dimensions in EFS are scored subjectively with the exception of the

functional performance, which consists of measuring the time required for getting up

from a chair, walking at a comfortable pace to a mark (3 metres away) and then, coming

back to the chair and sitting on it. This type of test, known as “Timed Get Up & Go” test,

is frequently used in the literature focused on functional assessment [47]. Despite it

provides a way to estimate functional status from a physical point of view, the gait trial

conducted barely collects information about gait and balance performance, beyond the

time taken to conclude the trial.

There are many characteristics from the gait cycle that can provide useful informa-

tion to objectively measure gait performance and therefore enhance functional assess-

ment. A gait analysis supported by ICT1 may provide the set of quantitative measures

required to achieve an objective characterization of the human gait. As indicated in

Section 1.1, the thorough characterization of gait will serve as a functional marker use-

ful for the assessment of frailty, which is one of the aims pursued by the present Ph.D.

Thesis.

Turning to the EFS, despite its isolated use has proven helpful in stratifying the

frailty state in a group of institutionalized elderly [46], there are other screening tools

with dedicated markers for specific purposes, e.g., functional, nutritional, biological,

cognitive and anthropometric. These markers can be combined and used to explore

the prevalence of frailty in association with comprehensive assessment tools, such as

the EFS and the CGA introduced in this section or phenotypes such as the FPI from

Section 1.3.1.2.

The most relevant screening tools in the field of frailty assessment are shown in

the following subsections. As a curiosity, it is worth mentioning that the majority of

these markers are not widely used currently, merely relying on observing the elder to

diagnose frailty (without the use of any screening tool). Nonetheless, a thorough frailty

evaluation considers essential to combine and use specific assessment scales, like the

ones which will be presented below.

1.3.1.4. Anthropometric markers

Anthropometric data is used to characterize certain anatomical attributes and the

body composition of participants being evaluated. Anthropometric markers are closely

1 Information and Communication Technologies
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related to tests focused on biological and nutritional aspects. In most cases, these mark-

ers complement each other very well and are combined as part of a multidimensional

frailty evaluation.

In Table 1.2 the most commonly used anthropometric variables for frailty assess-

ment are illustrated. Variables referring to amounts of fat, water and lean mass can be

estimated through Bio-electrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) in a painless manner using

a weight scale equipped with this technology.

Variable Description

Age Measured in years

Size Height. Measured in centimeters (cm)

Weight Total Bodyweight. Measured in kilograms (kg)

Waist Circumference Measured in centimeters (cm)

Hand Grip Strength Dominant-Hand Grip Strength. Measured in kilograms (kg) through a
dynamometer

BMI Body Mass Index. Calculated as Total Bodyweight / Size2. Measured in
kg / m2

LBM Lean Body Mass. It represents fat-free body mass. It includes the body’s
water, bones, organs and muscle content. Measured in kilograms (kg)

LBM% Lean Body Mass percentage. Calculated as (Lean Body Mass x 100) /
Total bodyweight

BFM Body Fat Mass or Body Fat Weight. Calculated as Total Bodyweight - Lean
Body Mass. Measured in kilograms (kg)

BFM% Body Fat Mass percentage. Calculated as (Body Fat Mass x 100) / Total
bodyweight

Total Water Total Body Water. Measured in kilograms (kg)

Table 1.2: Commonly-used anthropometric variables in frailty assessment

1.3.1.5. Biological and nutritional markers

Biological markers used in nutritional assessment must be considered another of

the pillars for a comprehensive evaluation of frailty and, more generally, for an integral

evaluation of elderly people. However, the most popular frameworks for comprehen-

sive evaluation of frailty, such as the CGA and the EFS introduced in Section 1.3.1.3,

do not accomplish this kind of nutritional analysis because haematological tests are

required and therefore, a biochemical analysis must be performed to get the results

in a specialized laboratory. In some cases, there are insufficient resources to conduct

these tests or they can not be accomplished with the adequate frequency to be used as

coherent biological and nutritional markers.
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Schaan et al. [35] have studied the relevance of nutritional markers in the study

of the frailty state. They have determined a subset of nutritional markers, whose

deregulation might cause alterations in the frailty cycle, which was introduced in Sec-

tion 1.3.1.1. These alterations need to be treated through a change in dietary habits

and/or with supplementary medications.

The main nutritional markers identified by Schaan et al. which have a high impact

on the frailty cycle are illustrated in Table 1.3. Normal value ranges for elderly people

are shown. As indicated before, these marker values vary from person to person and

are influenced by the anthropometric ones introduced in Section 1.3.1.4 and vice versa.

An example of a laboratory report including the markers from Table 1.3 (among

others) is provided in the Appendix A.3.

Marker Description Max. - Min.

Total Proteins Used to evaluate the presence of liver or kidney dis-
eases in which the body does not produce or absorb
enough proteins. It is also used as a marker of the
nutritional status after surgery interventions.

6.4 - 8.3 g / dl

Serum Albumin Serum Albumin test is used to measure the amount
of this protein in the blood. It helps to determine if
the body does not produce or absorb this protein due
to the presence of liver or kidney diseases.

3.4 - 4.8 g / dl

HDL Cholesterol Known as “good Cholesterol”, its measurement is an
adequate marker to estimate artery functioning and
the risk of having heart diseases.

50 - 240 mg / dl

Triglycerides This type of fat is related to the level of LDL choles-
terol in blood, known as “bad Cholesterol”. This
marker can help to determine the risk of having heart
diseases, inflamed pancreas and atherosclerosis (an
excess build-up of plaque on the inner wall of a large
blood vessel). People with high triglycerides often
suffer from other conditions such as diabetes and
obesity.

50 - 200 mg / dl

Blood Iron level Serum Iron test allows to diagnose cases of anemia,
malnutrition and a range of other significant anoma-
lies.

50 - 170 mcg / dl

Ferritin The Ferritin Blood test measures the level of Ferritin
in the blood. Ferritin is a protein that stores iron and
releases it in a controlled fashion. It allows the body
to use the iron when needed. A Ferritin test indirectly
measures the amount of iron in the blood. It is used
to diagnose anemia and also to control the level of
iron reserves in people with chronic kidney failure.

10 - 120 ng / mL
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Vitamin B12 Its study is carried out when other markers indi-
cate the presence of megaloblastic anemia (anemia
with red blood cells greater than normal). This type
of anemia obstructs the absorption of vitamin B12.
Low levels may indicate the presence of neurologi-
cal symptoms related to numbness in limbs, weakness
and loss of balance in the elderly.

211 - 911 pg/ml

Serum Folic Acid With ageing, deficiencies in Folic Acid absorption may
appear. The Folic Acid is essential for the red blood
cell production and to enable tissue regeneration.

5.38 - 17 ng / ml

Serum Transferrin The value of the Transferrin protein indicates the
body’s ability to transport iron. It serves to assess
the patient’s protein status and the liver’s ability to
produce proteins. Its alterations may come from sev-
eral types of anemia, cirrhosis, liver failure, kidney
diseases and chronic infections.

202 - 336 mg / dl

Leukocytes It is about measuring the percentage of white blood
cells in the blood. Its study is performed to diagnose
infections, anemia and leukemia, and it is also used
to determine if treatment in any of these conditions
is working.

4 - 10 miles / mcl

Lymphocytes The study of the number of lymphocytes is usually
carried out if the patient shows signs of certain dis-
eases that weaken the immune system. It is also used
to differentiate between cancerous and noncancerous
diseases, as well as to determine if treatment for cer-
tain conditions is working.

1.5 - 7 miles / mcl

Hemoglobin The hemoglobin test is very often performed as part
of a Complete Blood Count (CBC). The results of the
CBC may reflect problems with fluid volume (such as
dehydration) or loss of blood, as well as assist in diag-
nosing infections, allergies and blood-clotting prob-
lems.

12 - 16 g / dL

Calcium Calcium blood test may provide information about
signs of certain bone diseases, kidney diseases,
parathyroid gland disorders, liver diseases, and other
disorders that affect the way the intestines absorb nu-
trients.

g / dl

Table 1.3: Nutritional markers whose deregulation might cause alterations in the frailty
cycle

1.3.1.6. Cognitive markers

Another relevant dimension for integral evaluation of elderly people and, partic-
ularly, for frailty assessment, is the one which concerns the mental health or mental
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state. Cognitive deterioration in the elderly impacts on vital capabilities. Particularly,
the loss of brain function, affecting memory, can lead to a state of dementia causing
disorders in individual and social skills such as judgment, language or social behavior.

For cognitive status assessment in a formalized way, the physician uses different
tests based on standardized questionnaires, which provide an estimated numerical
mark indicating the degree of cognitive impairment in the elder. The most popular stan-
dardized questionnaire for cognitive status assessment in the elderly is the Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) test [48], which is described in the following section.

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
This test is one of the most popular methods to assess cognitive/intellectual im-

pairment in older adults. Its appication is simple, non-invasive and it is widely used
in geriatric contexts. It takes no more than 10 minutes for its completion, allowing a
fast diagnosis of the cognitive impairment in the elderly. However, the test provides
a superficial evaluation of the mental state and it does not allow to know the domain
or the cause of the cognitive disorder in depth, further examinations are required for
it. Its verbal and written nature is another disadvantage which makes its application
difficult for patients with visual, auditory and/or literacy deficiencies.

Currently, there are several adaptations of the MMSE test. The original version [48]
is a general test of 11 questions over a total of 30 points. MMSE focuses on the study of
5 cognitive areas: orientation, registration, attention/calculation, recall/memory and
language. The resultant score is interpretable according to the following ranges:

24-30 No cognitive impairment

18-23 Mild cognitive impairment

0-17 Severe cognitive impairment

The full MMSE questionnaire is included in Appendix A.4 together with a detailed
explanation of how to evaluate each cognitive area and how to interpret the achieved
score.

There is a spanish variant of the MMSE test [49] which includes the evaluation of
the same cognitive areas than in the original one, although it uses a 35-point scale for
scoring. It is also included in Appendix A.4.

1.3.1.7. Activities of daily living functional assessment

As explained in Section 1.3.1.3, the measurement of frailty status with regard to
its functional component can be addressed from a physical perspective, for example,
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evaluating gait performance; or from the point of view of dependency and the ability
to carry out Activities of Daily Living (ADL). With regard to the latter, examples of
different kinds of Basic Activities of Daily Living (BADL) and Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living (IADL) have already been shown in Table 1.1. These two types of Activities
of Daily Living are the most important and frequently used groups of activities to assess
the level of dependency and functioning in elderly.

There are functional markers focused on evaluating autonomy in carrying out BADL,
such as the Barthel Index [50]; and functional markers widely used to estimate auton-
omy in carrying out IADL, such as the Lawton and Brody scale [51]. Particularly, these
two tests are detailed below.

Barthel Index
This screening tool consists of a test in which 10 items or different Basic Activities

of Daily Living (BADL) are scored. Specifically, the items are toilet use, bladder, bowels,
feeding, bathing, go up or down stairs, dressing, grooming, mobility ability, transferring
from/to bed/chair. Each of the items is rated with a score between 0 and 15, with in-
crements of 5 units and finding small differences depending on the activity. Low scores
refer to high level of dependency and high scores to greater independency. Regard-
ing overall rating, it is in the range between 0 and 100, according to this value the
following levels of dependency are defined:

Score Dependency

0-20 points Total Dependency

21-60 points Severe Dependency

61-90 points Moderate Dependency

91-99 points Poor Dependency

100 points Independency

Table 1.4: Levels of dependency according to the Barthel Index score

The Barthel Index test is provided in the Appendix A.5, maintaining its original
format. There are several variations of this test, the most popular is the one proposed
by Collin et al. [52] which is a slight modification of the original scale in which the
scoring uses increments of 1 unit instead of 5, so that the overall rating is from 0 to 20
points.

Granger et al. [53] have provided another version of the Barthel Index, modified
by the New England Rehabilitation Hospital. It introduces slight changes with respect
to the original. Subsequently, a revised version has been developed [54] including 15
BADL instead of the original 10. This version respects the basics from the original scale,
besides, it considers certain activities as more relevant specifying greater detail. For
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instance, it rates separately the dressing / undressing activity depending on whether it
concerns to the upper part of the body or to the lower. In addition, it includes activities
such as putting orthopedic appliances or prostheses, drinking from a cup, eating from a
dish and other modifications in this way, apart from the BADL included in the original
test. The Barthel Index version proposed by Granger et al. [54] is also provided in the
Appendix A.5.

Lawton and Brody scale
This scale allows physicians to estimate autonomy in carrying out IADL [51]. In

this case, the test is focused on the assessment of 8 activities:

Ability to Use the Telephone

Shopping

Food Preparation

Housekeeping

Laundry

Mode of Transportation

Responsability for Own Medications

Ability to Handle Finances

The rating of each of these IADL is determined on the basis of the given description
which better fits patient’s condition. Each activity is scored with a value of 0 or 1. The
overall rating, for its part, reaches the maximum level of dependency when 0 points
are obtained; and total independency with an overall score of 8 points.

For further details about the descriptions of each activity, the Lawton and Brody
scale proposed by Lawton et al. [51] is also illustrated in the Appendix A.5.

1.3.1.8. Gait and its influence in functioning

Limitations in mobility, the ability to move one’s body, interfere with functioning
and are a cause of loss of independence [55]. Gait is the most relevant manifestation
of mobility capacity. It can be defined as the coordinated firing of muscles and limb
movements to support the body and move it forward [2]. In the mobility domain, gait
analysis has been mainly used in the past as a physical marker for assessing risk and
preventing falls in the elderly [55, 56]. However, over time, gait assessment scales and
quantitative gait evaluation tools have extended their usefulness and they have allowed
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to analyze physical evolution and assess the risk for the onset of functional dependence
in the elderly [11, 26, 44, 47, 57, 58]. In this sense, works that use quantitative gait
analysis to evaluate functioning in the particular context of frailty assessment can be
found in the literature [18, 59, 60].

In addition, gait assessment has been used as a clinical marker for detecting changes
in the mobility capacity during rehabilitation processes, for instance, after strokes [61,
62, 63]; or to track diseases and disorder’s evolution with impact on functioning such
as Parkinson [64] or multiple sclerosis [65, 66]. In this context, it is important to high-
light that the cyclic gait pattern also called gait cycle is not automatically produced, as
one might think, and it is a complex task with a high cognitive workload that requires
attention, executive function and working memory. Early disturbances in these cogni-
tive processes may affect gait which becomes slower and unstable during single- and
dual-task gait trials [67]. In essence, gait and cognition are interrelated in older adults
so that quantifiable alterations in gait may be associated with falls [68, 69], the onset
of cognitive impairement [19, 70] and dementia [8, 71], among others. Furthermore,
muscle firings are governed by the central nervous system which requires sensory feed-
back to produce the coordinated movements during the gait. Therefore, central and
peripheral nervous system disorders may affect the gait performance [72, 73].

Gait evaluation can be performed through manual gait assessment scales in a sub-
jective manner, what we term “Subjective Gait Analysis” (SGA); or by means of instru-
mental gait analysis, also called “Quantitative Gait Analysis” (QGA), which is based on
the use of different technological devices to capture and measure information related
to human gait in a more objective way.

As gait analysis is a crucial part of this Ph.D. Thesis, the most relevant SGA scales
and technologies used for QGA are illustrated and compared comprehensively in a
dedicated section (Section 1.3.2).

1.3.2. Gait analysis

Gait analysis has proved to be useful to estimate functional performance in the
elderly, with particular emphasis in its application in the context of frailty assessment,
as indicated in Section 1.3.1.8. A brief introduction describing the differences between
Subjective Gait Analysis (SGA) and Quantitative Gait Analysis (QGA) methods has also
been provided in that section. A more detailed explanation listing a selection of the
most common subjective analysis tests and quantitative techniques for gait assessment
is presented here. Special attention is paid to the quantitative approaches, illustrating
the measurable dimensions that can be studied and the instrumental resources required
for this kind of analysis.
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At this point, it is considered mandatory to introduce a serious definition of the gait
cycle, illustrating the gaits events and phases subdividing it and the gait parameters
that can be derived.

1.3.2.1. Gait cycle. Definition, events and derived parameters

Gait is described as a cyclic movement of the feet in which both alternate in contact
with the ground [74]. Perry et al. also define it as a sequence of repetitive movements
that varies over time and from one person to another [75].

A more comprehensive description is provided by Nieto-Hidalgo et al. [76], where
a formal specification of gait is performed, consisting of a reference model and a set of
objectives that gait should satisfy. As a result, gait is defined as:

“An anthropomorphic upright self-displacement, in an alternating stepping of
two feet, with no additional fulcra, keeping at least a point of support at every
time, on a horizontal or slighty inclined surface.”

These three definitions have in common the description of gait as a periodic task,
that can be decomposed into gait cycles. Thus, one gait cycle can be defined as the
interval from when the heel of one foot makes initial contact with the ground (Heel-
strike event (HS)) to the following HS of the same foot. A graphical definition of a
normal or healthy / symmetrical gait cycle, introducing its relevant gait events and
derived temporal parameters is illustrated in Figure 1.5.

Besides the HS event, the Toe-off event (TO) occurs when each foot completely
leaves the ground. TO and HS events, referred to as gait events, help to determine the
gait phases and other derived parameters from the gait cycle. Therefore, in terms of
QGA, the correct timing of these gait events must be accurately measured for a properly
characterization of the gait cycle.

In normal/healthy symmetrical gait, TO occurs at about 60-62% of gait cycle [75],
dividing the cycle into stance (when the foot is on the ground) and swing phases (when
the foot is in the air), see Figure 1.5 for better understanding.

The stance phase begins with a HS and can be subdivided into the single support
(SS) and double support (DS) intervals. The SS interval represents the period of time
during a stride when only one limb is in contact with the ground; the DS interval is the
overlapping period when both limbs are in contact with the ground.

In a similar manner, there are other two important temporal parameters that can be
derived from the HS events. The step time or step interval that can be defined as the
measured time from HS of one foot to the next HS event of the opposite (contralateral)
foot; and the stride time or stride interval, which is defined as the measured time from
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Figure 1.5: Graphical definition of a normal/healthy symmetrical gait cycle

Figure 1.6: Stance and swing subphases within a symmetrical gait cycle. Subdivision
proposed by Perry et al. (extracted from [75])

HS of one foot to the next HS of the same foot, that means, one entire gait cycle as can
be observed in Figure 1.5.

A more refined division of the stance and swing phases is also proposed by Perry
et al. [75]. Their definition of a healthy gait cycle is graphically illustrated by the
diagram in Figure 1.6. According to the foot insole pressure patterns, the stance phase
can be subdivided into five subphases: Initial Contact (IC), Loading Response (LR),
Mid Stance (MSt), Terminal Stance (TSt) and Pre Swing (PSw). On the other hand,
the swing phase is also subdivided regarding the position of the sweeping foot into
three subphases: Initial Swing (ISw), Mid Swing (MSw) and Terminal Swing (TSw).
Each of the subphases are described in Table 1.5.
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Gait cycle phase Gait cycle subphase Description

Stance

Initial Contact (IC)
It represents 0-2% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

It is the moment when the foot hits the ground (with
the heel) and all of lower limb joints are in the right
position for the loading. It matches with the HS
event.

Ground reaction force passes posterior by the knee
and anterior by the hip.

The knees are extended at the end of swing phase,
reaching its maximum just before IC, and then it
flexes again.

Loading Response (LR)
It is 0-10% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

Using the heel as a fulcrum (rod motion axis), the
foot rolls into plantar flexion. It occurs at the begin-
ning of the DS period, between HS and contralateral
TO.

From almost full extension, the knee starts to bend
and the ankle begins plantar flexion.

Mid Stance (MSt)
It is 10-30% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

Now, the ankle is the fulcrum, as the forefoot strikes
the floor. The foot is stationary (stand) and the tibia
roles anteriorly. The hip continues to extend. Gluteus
medius and tensor fascia lata contraction maintain
hip balanced.

The knee reaches maximum flexion (10-20 degrees)
and then starts to extend.

Terminal Stance (TSt)
It is 30-50% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

Provides the highest propelling force during the gait
cycle. It also serves as base for limb advancement in
PSw. It is the subphase with maximum hip extension.

The knee extends and the ground reaction force in
the foot insole moves forward before the knee.
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Pre Swing (PSw)
It is 50-60% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

It begins with contralateral HS and ends with the TO.
The hip reaches maximum extension (10-20 degrees)
due to contralateral HS and then continues to flect by
gravity. The knee is in flexion.

At the end of this subphase there is maximum plantar
flexion, and after that, tibialis anterior begins to con-
tract to put the ankle in dorsiflexion position, in the
swing phase.

Swing
Initial Swing (ISw)

It is 60-75% of a healthy gait cycle and almost 25%
of the swing phase (Figure 1.6).

It starts with the TO event, meaning the beginning
of a SS interval of the contralateral foot. it includes
the period from the elevation of the limb to the point
of maximal knee flexion (both ankles are aligned in
coronal plane).

Hip flexors concentrically contract to advance the
swinging leg.

Mid Swing (MSw)
It is 75-87% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

It ends when the tibia becomes vertical, meaning that
the knee and hip flexion are egual.

The ankle finishes in dorsiflexion position.

Terminal Swing (TSw)
It is 87-100% of a healthy gait cycle (Figure 1.6).

Leg is reaching forward for next Initial Contact (IC)

The hip is around 20/25 degrees of flexion.

The knee is in 5 degrees of flexion (fully extended).

The ankle is in 0 degrees of flexion (neutral position).

Table 1.5: Description of the stance and swing subphases proposed by Perry et al. [75]

In addition to stance/swing subphases and temporal parameters like step or stride
intervals, knowing the exact spatial points where HS and TO events occur makes possi-
ble to estimate some other spatial parameters of the gait cycle such as the step length,
which is the linear distance between the HS of the trailing foot to the HS of the foot
in front; the stride length, which represents the linear distance between the HS of one
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Figure 1.7: Spatial parameters in the gait cycle

foot to the next successive HS of the same foot; or the step width, which is the dis-
tance from the midpoint of the heel (MH) in front to the opposite MH of the trailing
footstep [75], see Figure 1.7.

The magnitude of step/stride length is directly related to the subject’s height [77]
so that some related works in gait analysis normalize the step/stride length variables by
the length of the leg or by the subject’s height [78, 79], while others do not [80, 81]. in
a normal gait pattern, these spatial measurements are approximately symmetrical and
equal for both legs.

Gait speed and cadence can also be included to complete the set of spatio-temporal
parameters of the gait cycle presented in this section. Gait speed measures the velocity
of a walk on a level surface, quantified as the distance travelled per unit of time. It is
commonly expressed in centimeters per second (cm/sec). For its part, cadence refers
to the rhythm of the gait and it is expressed as the number of steps taken in a given
time (most commonly measured as steps per minute). Cadence, gait speed, stride/step
length and stride/step time are closely related and their changes are mutually influen-
tial. For instance, a subject whose stride interval is reduced (shorter cycle time) will
see increased his/her cadence, if in addition to these changes the stride length remains
the same or even decreases the subject will experience subsequently a decline in gait
speed.

1.3.2.2. Subjective Gait Analysis

Once the gait cycle has been well-defined and characterized from a spatio-temporal
point of view, the following sections will focus on presenting the most common Subjec-
tive Gait Analysis (SGA) tests and Quantitative Gait Analysis (QGA) techniques.

The simplest form of gait analysis can be accomplished with various observational
methods from ink markers applied to the heels or onto a flat surface for HS event
demarcation [82], to stop watches and manual video-based analysis. SGA methods
usually consist of analyses carried out in clinical conditions by a specialist. The patient’s
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various gait-related parameters are observed and evaluated while he/she walks on a
pre-determined circuit [83]. A selection of the most common SGA tests which are based
on the medical specialist’s observation of the gait cycle are listed below.

Timed 25-Foot Walk (T25-FW)
This test also known as the 25 foot walk test is the initiation component of the first

part of the Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC), a standardised quantita-
tive evaluation instrument consisting of three parts for use in clinical studies, particu-
larly clinical tests on multiple sclerosis assessment [84].

The T25-FW is a gait performance test based on a timed 25-walk. It has to be ad-
ministered at each visit during the MSFC assessment procedure. The patient is directed
to one end of a clearly marked 25-foot course (approximately 7.5 meters long) and
is instructed to walk 25 feet as quickly as possible, but safely. The time is measured
using a stopwatch and calculated from the initiation of the instruction to start and ends
when the patient has reached the 25-foot mark. The task is immediately administered
again (second trial) by having the patient walk back the same distance. Patients may
use assistive devices when doing this task. For further details about the administration
method of the T25-FW, please visit [85].

Despite using a stopwatch, this kind of gait test is not considered a quantitative eval-
uation instrument because, in terms of gait cycle characterization, it only provides an
estimation of gait speed depending on the time required to cover the 25-foot corridor.
QGA encloses quantitative techniques that take advantage of different technological
devices to capture characteristics of the gait cycle in an objective and accurate way, as
will be seen in Section 1.3.2.3. Therefore, although simply measuring time using stop-
watches provides limited estimations of gait performance that can be useful in some
multidimensional assessments (such as the MSFC), QGA proposes further and more
detailed assessments focused on a richer gait cycle characterization.

Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale (MSWS-12)
The 12-item multiple sclerosis walking scale (MSWS-12) is a self-report measure of

the impact of MS on the individual’s walking ability. The original scoring provides op-
tions 1-5 for each item, with 1 meaning no limitation and 5 meaning extreme limitation
on the gait-related item [86]. The items include questions like the level of concentra-
tion required during walking or how far the subject is able to walk. The complete list
is illustrated in Appendix A.6.

Because other neurological conditions may affect motor skills and the ability to
walk besides MS, the MSWS-12 test has been slightly modified and tested to become
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a generic profile to assess gait in a broad spectrum of neurologically disabled patients.
This variation is known as the Walk-12 test [87].

Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA)
The Tinetti test, also known as Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment

(POMA) [88], is a widely used tool to assess postural control and motor skills through
the observation of gait and balance. It has been successfully applied to the early detec-
tion of fall risk in the elderly with a year away [89, 90]. However, due to the nature of
its observations it can be used as a general purpose mobility assessment instrument.

During the first part of the Tinetti test (gait assessment) participants are required to
walk forward at least 8 metres at normal pace. They can use their habitual aid (walking
stick or walker). Ten related parameters are examined by the specialist, divided into
seven aspects which are listed in Table 1.6. Eight parameters receive a score between
0 and 1 point and two parameters in the range between 0 and 2 points. The maximum
possible score is 12 points, meaning a completely normal gait.

The second part of the Tinetti test comprises the balance assessment. In this case,
nine different aspects are considered, which are described in Table 1.6, for a total score
of 16 points (normal balance). The participants are required to alternate states of
sitting and standing during the balance assessment. Balance recovery ability is tested
after being pushed, rotating 360 degrees and with eyes open and closed in standing
position.

Part of the Tinetti test Aspect/Dimension considered

Gait assessment

Initiation of gait
Step length and foot clearance
Step symmetry
Step continuity
Path deviation
Trunk sway
Heel posture

Balance assessment

Sitting balance
Arises
Attempts to rise
Immediate standing balance
Standing balance
Balance recovery ability after pushing
Balance with eyes closed
Balance while rotating 360 degrees
Sitting down (action)

Table 1.6: Aspects or dimensions considered by the Tinetti test in each of its parts [88]
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After completing the two parts of the test, the sum of both scores is obtained. The
higher the total score, the higher the mobility performance of the participant. As this
test was originally intended for fall risk assessment, if the total score is below 19 points
(out of 28) the risk is high, instead, between 19 and 24 the risk of falling is mod-
erate [88]. The complete test with all its parameters is adequately explained in Ap-
pendix A.6.

Get-up and Go test
The Get-up and Go test [91] also assesses gait and balance like the POMA instru-

ment, however this test is less exhaustive than the first one and it evaluates both aspects
at the same time during a single trial. Consequently, the Get-up and Go test reduces
the evaluation time with regard to the Tinetti test, simplifying its administration by the
specialist. Like POMA, it was originally intended for early detection and assessment of
the risk of falling, nevertheless, the Get-up and Go test has also been integrated into
comprehensive geriatric assessment studies.

The evaluation procedure is completely observational and therefore, endowed with
an important subjectivity component which makes it more imprecise. The specialist
looks closely at the participant while he/she performs the following series of maneu-
vers:

1. Sit comfortably in a straight-backed chair.

2. Rise from the chair.

3. Stand still momentarily.

4. Walk a short distance (3 meters).

5. Turn around.

6. Walk back to the chair.

7. Turn around.

8. Sit down in the chair.

The above items are scored on a five-point scale: 1 = normal, 2 = very slightly
abnormal, 3 = mildly abnormal, 4 = moderately abnormal, 5 = severely abnormal;
taken into account indicators of the possibility of falling such as: undue slowness,
hesitancy, abnormal movements of the trunk or upper limbs, staggering, stumbling,
etc. Intermediate scores are averaged together so that a participant with a final score
equals or greater than 3 points is at risk of falling during the test or at any other time.
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There is a popular variation of this instrument known as the Timed Get-up and
Go (TUG) [47] which, besides the score indicated before, it adds the time in seconds
required to accomplish the maneuvers. Times below 20 seconds are considered normal.
On the other hand, trial durations between 20 and 29 seconds are associated with
slight to moderate abnormality. Finally, times above 30 seconds are considered severely
abnormal and they suggest a high risk of falling in accordance with the original scale
used in the Get-up and Go test.

Although adding the time used to complete the test brings some objectivity, TUG
continues to be considered a SGA instrument for similar reasons to those that were
discussed during the presentation of the T25-FW test.

Gait Abnormality Rating Scale (GARS)
It is a video-based observational analysis of 16 facets of human gait. The GARS [56]

includes five general facets/items, four facets particularly focused on the lower limbs
and seven more facets for the trunk, head and upper limbs. Each facet is scored from
0 (good function) to 3 (poor function). The total GARS score is the sum of the 16
individual facets. It represents a rank ordering of risk of falling, based on the number
of gait abnormalities recognized and their severity. Specifically, participants with total
scores above 9 points are considered at risk of falling.

Despite using video technology the gait assessment proposed by GARS is purely
observational, therefore it is also categorized as a SGA instrument. The complete set of
facets being considered is presented in Appendix A.6, together with a guide explaining
the observed gait abnormalities and the level of severity associated to each score.

1.3.2.3. Quantitative Gait Analysis

SGA is subject to human error in manually measurement of gait parameters. Fur-
thermore, these procedures are labour intensive, time consuming and not ready for
collecting gait data in a non-instrusive way, e.g. at home of the elderly person or in a
nursing home. Therefore, by combining all these issues, it can be said that SGA meth-
ods are inefficient for long-term gait monitoring mainly because gait trials can not be
easily repeated over time.

In contrast to SGA, QGA is based on the use of different sensors/devices to acquire
and measure information related to the human gait in a more objective way. Regardless
of the devices used, the main goal is to characterize gait objectively by abstracting
a model of human movement in which one or several of the following measurable
dimensions are considered:
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(a) Rotation angles of the ankle, knee and hip (b) Hip sway
on the antero-
posterior axis

Figure 1.8: Example of kinematics during gait. 1.8(a) Rotation angles of lower limb joints.
1.8(b) Hip sway during gait

Spatio-temporal dimension
It is focused on the accurate demarcation in time and space of the events and sub-

phases which compose the gait cycle. A set of spatio-temporal parameters that charac-
terize human gait, such as step/stride intervals, step/stride length, single and double
support percentage durations, gait speed or cadence arise from gait events and from
the subphases of the gait cycle proposed by Perry et al. [75].

Kinematic dimension
The measurements obtained in this dimension are related to the analysis of move-

ment geometry and the estimation of the angles described by the joints during gait.
Figure 1.8(a) shows an illustrative example of the rotation angles that undergo dif-
ferent lower limb joints (hip,knee and ankle) on the mid-lateral axis during a normal
step. Figure 1.8(b), for its part, illustrates the sway that occurs in the hip on the antero-
posterior axis during the swing phase in which the sweeping foot remains in the air.

Kinetic dimension
This dimension analyzes human gait from the point of view of dynamics and the

forces that intervene during its execution. Specifically, the external forces to which
joints are exposed during the gait are examined (e.g., ground reaction force, inertia,
gravity, etc), as well as internal force moments from the result of activation/deactiva-
tion of various muscles. In addition, the displacement of the Center of Pressure (CoP)
may be observed in each foot during the different gait phases.

Force platforms are used to acquire kinetic parameters of gait, such as the mag-
nitude of the ground reaction force, its point of application and its line of action.
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Generally, Kinetics are analyzed in combination with kinematics and anthropometric
parameters simultaneously captured in gait analysis laboratories.

The sketch in Figure 1.9 shows and example of a typical device configuration found
in laboratories specialising in gait analysis. Kinematic parameters from different joints
are estimated in conjunction with kinetics and spatio-temporal parameters coming from
gait. Infrared high-speed video cameras are commonly deployed in the area where the
gait trials take place together with one or more force platforms arranged on the floor.
Reflective markers (active or passive) are attached to the body joints and tracked with
the video cameras to acquire kinematic parameters such as the hip and knee joint
angles, for example to estimate hip sway; or to compute spatio-temporal parameters
like the gait speed or gait deviation, among others. The force platforms are mainly
used to obtain kinetic parameters such as the displacement of the Center of Pressure
(CoP). However, an array of force platforms may also be potentially used to identify HS
and TO events and therefore, spatio-temporal parameters.

Infrared 
Video
Cameras

Force 
Platforms 

Passive
Reflective
Markers

Figure 1.9: Typical device configuration in laboratories specialising in gait analysis

Specialized laboratories in QGA have become a measurement standard because of
their accuracy; however, they are expensive and therefore having access to one of them
is difficult and not guaranteed. In addition to these disadvantages, the measurement
of kinetic parameters is limited only to those steps that ’fall’ exactly on the force plat-
form/s. This fact can introduce a limitation during controlled gait trials, since the par-
ticipants can alter their natural gait so that their steps fall on the force plates causing
inaccuracies in the gait analysis.

In general, gait parameters coming from controlled gait trials performed in special-
ized laboratories may be affected by the fact that participants can feel conditioned by
the clinician supervision and the walkway system. Laboratory settings are usually not
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representative of a realistic living environment and the participants who are undergo-
ing the gait tests often present slightly different gait patterns modifying their walking
pace (e.g., increase/decrease the preferred gait velocity, step time, stride time, etc).
To deal with this problem during gait trial acquisition in specialized laboratories the
usual procedure is to order participants to walk, but not starting the gait data capture
immediately. This allows the participants to familiarize themselves with the laboratory
environment and to some extent forget the evaluative nature of the gait trial, the gait
data capture must be started at halfway point of the trial and without prior notice.

Dynamic Electromyography (EMG) dimension
Lastly, this dimension enables muscle activity monitoring by registering simultane-

ously the activity from groups of muscles through surface electrodes which are con-
nected to a processing unit equipped with a low-noise analog-to-digital converter. The
dynamic electromyography is focused on three main aspects in the context of QGA:

1. Identification of spasticity and other types of hypertonia.

2. Evidence of muscle selectivity, control and coordination during the execution of
the gait cycle.

3. Monitoring the contribution of individual muscles during the execution of the
gait cycle.

Figure 1.10 shows a person during a controlled gait trial on a treadmill while wear-
ing an EMG Bluetooth device from zebris (zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany) [92]
attached to a waist band. In this case four surface electrodes are used to analyze the
angle for each knee joint and to identify its extension and flexion phases.

It is worth mentioning that the cases of study presented in this Ph.D. Thesis focus
exclusively on the spatio-temporal dimension of gait analysis. Efforts have been made
in this particular dimension because of the large number of parameters describing the
gait cycle that can be directly derived from estimated events, such as HS and TO events.

On the other hand, there is also a classification of QGA methods from the point of
view of the nature of the devices/systems suitable for characterizing gait. They can be
divided into the three main categories listed below:

Image Processing (IP) or Vision-based systems.

Wearable sensors (WS) or Body-born sensors.

Floor sensors (FS).
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Figure 1.10: Commercial EMG Bluetooth measuring system from zebris (zebris Medical
GmbH, Isny, Germany). Figure extracted from [92] in which it is shown a person while
walking on a treadmill with the EMG electrodes attached to the lower limbs

Devices or systems within each of the categories may be used to measure one or sev-
eral of the dimensions indicated previously (i.e., spatio-temporal, kinematic dimension,
etc).

Image Processing systems
Computer Vision-based systems or IP systems are widely used for human motion

analysis, including gait data acquisition [93]. A typical setup for an IP system focused
on QGA is formed by one or more video cameras that can be used to gather gait-related
information. Techniques such as threshold filtering, background subtraction, edge de-
tection, gradient filtering or multi-camera calibration, are just some of the processing
stages that can be required to demarcate gait events and derive gait parameters.

One possible sub-classification of IP systems is related to the use (or not use) of
passive/active markers, as summarized below.
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The use of markers attached to the subject’s body during motion tracking definitely
increases accuracy and makes the measurements of gait-related information more ro-
bust than those coming from marker-less systems. However, markers attached to the
human body have proved to be obtrusive. In this particular context, it is worth to men-
tion that there exist highly specialized commercial systems intended for motion capture
(and gait data acquisition) employing markers, such as the Vicon (Vicon motion Sys-
tems Ltd., Oxford, UK) and the Optotrak (NDI Ltd., Ontario, Canada) motion capture
systems. Both are broadly used as gold standards in numerous works related to QGA.
Additional disadvantages are the large space required for their deployment and their
onerous cost. For these reasons, motion capture systems are typically only available in
clinical environments [63].

Regarding marker-less vision-based systems for the estimation of gait parameters,
it is common to start applying a background subtraction procedure to each captured
image frame, followed by techniques for human silhouette segmentation and classi-
fication. This allows to obtain the foreground binary human silhouettes within the
two-dimensional (2D) scene. Several feature extraction procedures may be applied to
the human silhouettes to estimate gait parameters or for gait recognition. For instance,
Choudhury and Tjahjadi [94, 95] combine different techniques over two-dimensional
human contours to compute dissimilarity scores with respect to a set of reference hu-
man gait phase silhouettes, such as Fourier descriptor extraction, histogram matching
and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), among others.

Furthermore, marker-less systems can adopt three-dimensional (3D) data acqui-
sition and processing approaches by segmenting several silhouettes of a participant
through depth mapping techniques, also called range imaging, depth mapping or dis-
tance mapping. Segmented silhouettes are projected onto a discretized volume space
to compose a 3D point-cloud silhouette.

Depth mapping consists of determining the distance away from the camera/origin
for a set of local points that form part of the real scene, represented as single pixels in
the captured image. By knowing this relative distance (depth), for each of the pixels, a
two-dimensional structure called depth map can be composed. A depth map or depth
image is directly linked with original captured images although, in this case, the range
of colours/tones is used to represent depth values. An example of a depth map is
illustrated in Figure 1.11

For its part, a point-cloud is a flexible structure for 3D data representation. From
the depth map structure, the conversion to a 3D point-cloud model is easy and almost
automatic. An example of a generated point-cloud silhouette from a participant while
walking towards the camera is illustrated in Figure 1.12 (keep in mind that it is a 3D
representation despite being shaped in the form of image in this document).
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(a) RGB image captured from the left camera of
a stereoscopic vision system

(b) Depth image generated through depth map-
ping. Lighter tones reflect objects closer to the
camera system

Figure 1.11: Depth map example. Extracted from OpenCV documentation [96]

Figure 1.12: Example of a generated 3D point-cloud silhouette

There are several technologies that can take advantage of depth mapping to com-
pose depth images from the scene and hence, segment point-clouds. The most relevant
are now listed (accompanied by some references of examples of uses related to QGA):
multi-camera vision systems (stereoscopic vision) [97, 98], laser range scanners [65],
Time-of-Flight cameras [99], Pyroelectric Infrared (PIR) sensors [100] and structured
light sensors [98, 101]. IP technologies which are in connection with this Ph.D. Thesis
are described below.

Stereoscopic Vision: The most basic multi-camera systems are composed by a
pair of monocular cameras which are separated by a baseline distance. More
complex setups, with an increased number of cameras, are also possible if the
stereoscopic model is replicated as many as needed. The stereoscopic setup en-
ables to use depth mapping to estimate objects’ distances through two captured
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images (stereo images), one per camera. Particularly, depth values are obtained
by means of a triangulation operation which is applied to the disparity measure-
ment of the same element in both captured images. A detailed explanation of
depth mapping and triangulation to generate depth images in stereoscopic vision
systems is provided in Appendix A.7.

Figure 1.11(a) illustrates the RGB1 image from the left camera of a stereoscopic
vision system, whilst Figure 1.11(b) represents the depth image generated through
depth mapping, using the disparity found between left and right captured images.
Lighter tones in the depth image reflect objects closer to the camera system.

In the context of 3D point-cloud silhouette segmentation, which is useful to per-
form further QGA analysis. Figure 1.13 shows a dual-camera vision system con-
sisting of two calibrated RGB monocular cameras orthogonally disposed to each
other. Segmented 2D human silhouettes from the captured images are projected
into a common discretized volume space, so that the intersection between projec-
tions compose the 3D point-cloud human silhouettes [101].

Figure 1.13: Two RGB cameras positioned orthogonally capture images from the scene.
Segmented silhouettes are projected into a discretized volume space. The intersection of
projections forms a point-cloud of the person for analysis. Figure extracted from [101]

Structured Light: Structured light sensors have become very popular in the last
few years due to their acceptable depth mapping resolution and their low price.
The mass sale of these sensors, as the Kinect 1 developed by PrimeSense (Prime-
Sense Ltd.2, Tel-Aviv, Israel) and distributed by Microsoft (Microsoft Corporation,
WA, USA) as a game peripheral has decisively contributed to it.

1 Red, Green, Blue color model (RGB)
2 Now owned by Apple Inc.
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The basic operation of a structured light sensor consists of projecting a known ar-
tificial geometric texture on the scene and computing the pattern’s disparity due
to the reflections on the objects’ surfaces when compared to the reference lay-
out1. See Figure 1.14 which shows the reference non-deformed infrared pattern
projected by the Kinect 1.

The disparity measurements can be converted into depth images (and conse-
quently converted into 3D point-clouds) by triangulation, in a similar manner
as it is done in stereoscopic vision systems, see Appendix A.7 for details.

Figure 1.14: Geometric infrared pattern projected onto the scene by a Kinect 1 structured
light sensor. It is used as reference layout to estimate disparity measurements through the
analysis of its deformations

Particularly, specific works are provided in the Chapter 2 (Related work) about
how segmented point-cloud silhouettes from RGB multi-camera systems or from
a single depth camera (structured light sensor) are further processed to be used
for QGA (i.e., fitting a skeletal model to the point-cloud silhouette or considering
lower limb point-clouds to identify the timing or location of certain gait events).
In addition, a passive vision-based system using a structured light sensor (Kinect
1) and point-cloud processing to demarcate gait events is introduced and fully
developed in the first case of study of this Ph.D. Thesis (Section 3.2).

Wearable sensors
Heterogeneous setups or devices consisting of sensors from different nature and

size which can be attached to various parts of the human body2 are considered in this

1 Obtained for a plane placed at a known distance from the sensor
2 i.e. body-worn sensors that can be attached to the soles of the feet, ankles, knees, hips, front or back

of the rib cage or human trunk, etc
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category, as long as they help to characterize human gait. These devices can include
inertial sensors as tri-axial accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers; various
types of pressure sensors as Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) and piezoelectric sensors;
bend sensors, for instance, to analyze dorsiflexion and plantar flexion of the foot dur-
ing gait, as well as electric field sensors to measure foot clearance or EMG devices to
perform dynamic electromyography, among others. WS technologies which are aligned
with this Ph.D. Thesis are described below.

Inertial Sensors: Based on the previous experience of the MAmI research group
[18] and from other research studies about inertial sensors [102, 103], it has
been proved that the use of a single tri-axial accelerometer attached to specific
parts of the body (e.g., waist, human trunk, ankle, etc) can be an acceptable
option to collect relevant data from gait exercise.

Obviously, gait data can be acquired in a more enriched form by using a com-
bination of sensors. For instance, although gait velocity can be computed by
integrating the ankle acceleration signals from a single tri-axial accelerometer,
and even a second integration of velocity can be used to estimate the sensor po-
sition, the double integration process accumulates big errors (integration drift).
This accumulated error makes inaccurate to use a single accelerometer attached
to the ankle for distance measurement and thereby for the properly estimation
of spatial gait parameters, such as step or stride length. Reducing this integra-
tion drift can be achieved assuming the condition of “zero velocity”, when the
foot is stationary on the ground (stance phase) and the ankle has no movement.
In such a way, the integration is only performed at each step interval (between
heel-strikes).

By means of a 6DoF IMU1, the stationary phases when the foot is solid on the
ground (“zero velocity” condition) can be better demarcated as the periods when
the gyroscope output magnitude (angular velocity) is small and the accelerometer
output magnitude is close to gravitational (1g). In this manner, these sensors can
be combined to get more accurate distance estimations during gait exercise.

Therefore, accelerometers and gyroscopes are commonly packaged together into
an IMU, which makes up a standardized base-line configuration for an inertial
device. Figure 1.15(a) shows a very popular 6DoF IMU IC2, the InvenSense MPU-
6050 (InvenSense Inc., CA, USA). This device is used in a widespread range of
applications, including those in the QGA context. Particularly, the prototype of

1 Six-Degrees-of-Freedom Inertial Measurement Unit, which consists of a tri-axial accelerometer + tri-
axial gyroscope

2 Integrated Circuit
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(a) InvenSense MPU-6050 6DoF
IMU. Packaged in QFN1 format.
Dimensions:4x4x0.9mm

(b) Orientation angles in the MPU-6050

Figure 1.15: InvenSense MPU-6050

inertial-based device for QGA proposed in the last case of study of this Ph.D.
Thesis is equipped with the MPU-6050.

It is important to note that gyroscopes provide the rate of change of angular po-
sition over time (angular velocity) measured in degrees/second. This means that
it is possible to estimate relative orientation (tilt) by integrating angular velocity.
For this reason, orientation estimations by only using the gyroscope data have a
tendency to drift over time due to the lack of a fixed frame of reference and the
inherent gyroscope’s bias. On the other hand, a single tri-axial accelerometer is
able to identify changes in direction with respect to gravity. This can also by used
for tilt estimation applying simple trigonometry to the acceleration (force) vec-
tor, however, it only works in a static context in the absence of other acceleration
forces.

In the scenario described above, the combination of signals from the gyroscope
and from the accelerometer (Sensor Data Fusion) helps to minimize the gy-
roscope propagating error and to correct the orientation estimated by the ac-
celerometer, removing the influence of other external forces. The diagram in
Figure 1.15(b) shows the three orientation angles (yaw, pitch and roll) that can
be estimated through the combination of a tri-axial gyroscope and an accelerom-
eter. Although it has been particularized for the MPU-6050 the diagram is valid
for any other IMU.

It is common to use Kalman [104] or complementary filters [105], among oth-
ers, as Sensor Data Fusion mechanisms to estimate orientation angles, reducing

1 Quad Flat No-leads surface-mount package
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signal noise and drift as much as possible. Particularly complementary filters are
very easy to implement and they combine “the best advantages of both types of
inertial sensors”. On the short term, gathered data from the gyroscope, because
it is very accurate and not susceptible to external forces. On the long term, gath-
ered data from the accelerometer, as it does not drift. The simplified form of a
complementary filter exemplifies this at a glance, as described in Equations (1.1)
to (1.3).

pitchAngleGyro = pitchAngleGyro+ gyroV elocityP itchAxis · dt (1.1)

pitchAngleAcc = arctan (
accDataY√

accDataX2 + accDataZ2
) · 180/π (1.2)

pitchAngle = 0.98 · pitchAngleGyro+ 0.02 · pitchAngleAcc (1.3)

First, orientation angles are computed by only integrating angular velocity from
the gyroscope. Equation (1.1) reflects the case of how the pitch angle is calcu-
lated. The required integral is approximated by adding to the last estimated pitch
angle (pitchAngleGyro) the change in the angular velocity over the pitch axis1

multiplied by the time passed since the last tick (gyroV elocityP itchAxis · dt).

Secondly, pitch angle is estimated again, although at this time only raw data from
the accelerometer is required. Equation (1.2) illustrates how trigonometry is used
to get pitch angle from accelerometer data (pitchAngleAcc).

Finally, Equation (1.3) implements the complementary filter. It updates the ori-
entation angle (pitch in the example) with the gyroscope data (pitchAngleGyro)
by taking 98% of its current value, and adding 2% of the angle calculated by the
accelerometer (pitchAngleAcc). This will ensure that the measurement does not
drift, but that it is accurate enough on the short term. The proposed percentages
can be slightly fine-tuned through empirical testing. The lower percentage just
acts as a 1st-order low pass filter to be applied to the rotation angle estimated
through the data gathered from the accelerometer. Conversely, the higher per-
centage serves as a 1st-order high pass filter to be applied to the rotation angle
estimated through the integration of the angular velocity.

The diagram in Figure 1.16 shows the different elements and stages that compose
a complementary filter. It summarizes the textual description and the equations
presented before. Lastly, Figure 1.17 shows an example of pitch angle estimation
through a complementary filter which is fed on raw data coming from a MPU-
6050 6DoF IMU.

1 Also called lateral axis or Y-axis
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Figure 1.16: Diagram explaining the structure of a complementary filter

Figure 1.17: Output of a complementary filter applied to data coming from a MPU-6050

Wearable inertial-based systems focused on QGA can be classified according to
the number of inertial sensors that must be attached to the body and the anatom-
ical reference used to set them, since this configuration determines the gait pa-
rameters that can be estimated and the way to accomplish it using the acquired
inertial raw data.

The range of wearable inertial-based systems for QGA goes from simple setups
which only require one IMU, or even one single tri-axial accelerometer placed on
the lower back or on the waist, to configurations that need a greater number of
IMUs. Examples of the latter are novel approaches that use two IMUs attached
to a head-mounted device or on a sort of glasses, where each IMU is located at
each glasses’ side piece. Such configuration enables researchers to acquire upper
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trunk accelerations during walking which is useful for estimating gait events and
especially suitable for assessing gait balance.

More common are wearable systems consisting of two IMUs attached to some
point of the lower limbs or the foot physiology (i.e., at the midpoint of each shank
or installed on the forefoot). This kind of systems capable of gathering inertial
raw data from lower limbs are, a priori, better suited for making estimations of
spatial gait parameters (e.g., step length) than those which only acquire inertial
data from the trunk. This is because forward accelerations of each separate foot
can be collected more accurately with these settings. Conversely, inertial data
from these anatomical references do not provide nearly direct estimations of gait
balance, as those attached to the trunk.

Lastly, there are also wearable inertial-based systems for QGA equipped with
three or more IMUs, combining sensors on the lower limbs with sensors on the
thoracic cavity, hips or upper limbs, among others. Generally, these configura-
tions with a greater number of devices are used to estimate joint angles, focused
on studying the kinematic and kinetic dimension of gait.

Particularly, specific works about wearable inertial-based systems according to the
division presented here are provided in the Chapter 2 (Related work). In addition,
two wearable inertial-based systems for QGA are introduced and fully developed
in the second and third cases of study of this Ph.D. Thesis, Sections 3.3 and 3.4
respectively. The second one is a heterogeneus system in the form of wireless
sensorized insoles that combines inertial devices with embedded force/pressure
sensors.

Pressure Sensors: Also known as force sensors are other components usually inte-
grated in specific wearable devices for QGA as sensorized insoles or instrumented
shoes.

A very illustrative example of the hardware that can be embedded in a sensorized
insole is the one presented by Hegde and Sazonov in 2014 [106]. This article
focuses mainly on the different electronic components that make up their pro-
totype of insoles, which is part of a bigger framework (SmartStep) intended for
applications such as activity monitoring, quantitative gait analysis, post-stroke re-
habilitation, body weight estimations or energy expenditure studies. Figure 1.18
shows the prototype, the PCB1 has 3 pressure sensors, particularly Force Sensitive
Resistor (FSR) sensors.

1 Printed Circuit Board
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In this sense, there are several types of pressure sensors regarding their mode of
operation, which has influence in the pressures range, sensitivity and linearity.
FSR or resistive sensors are probably the most commonly used, such as those in
the Hegde and Sazonov’s prototype. Piezoelectric sensors are also very popular
although less accurate in terms of pressure/force measurement. In Figure 1.19
examples of FSR and piezoelectric sensors are shown.

Figure 1.18: Prototype of sensorized insole made by Hegde and Sazonov [106]

(a) FSR pressure sensor (b) Piezoelectric pressure sensor

Figure 1.19: Commonly used pressure sensors

In the context of QGA, FSR or piezoelectric pressure sensors can provide an esti-
mation of the magnitude of the Ground Reaction Force (GRF) under the foot in
terms of voltage variation when pressure is exerted. Understanding how GRF im-
pacts on different points of the sole may help to identify plantar pressure patterns
and associate them with the gait phases and gait events which were defined in
Section 1.3.2.1.

In the case of FSR sensors, they vary their electrical resistance (modifying the
supplied voltage) due to the effect of pressure applied to their surface [107].
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Specifically, FSR sensors have three layers listed below and illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.20.

• A flexible substrate coated with a thick resistive-sensitive polymer film, aligned
with an active area.

• A plastic cover separator, which includes an opening aligned with the active
area.

• The active area consisting of a thin film with a pattern of conductive traces
in which isolated pins are connected to the processing circuit where analog-
to-digital conversion occurs.

Figure 1.20: Different layers that make up a FSR sensor. Extracted from [108]

Figure 1.21: Scheme of a voltage divider

The basic principle for the use of a FSR is a signal conditioning circuit. Specifi-
cally, a voltage divider whereby the output (Vout) is an analog voltage within a
certain range (normally 0-5 volts) that varies according to the force exerted on
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the resistive sensor [107]. The analog voltage is then converted to a digital value
by using an Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC).

Figure 1.21 shows the connection scheme of a voltage divider. It consists of a
voltage source (Vin) and two resistors connected in series (R1 and R2). The
source delivers current that will pass through the two resistors in a uniform way
because of the series connection. One of the two resistors has a variable value
(R1), the one that belongs to the FSR, while the other (R2) has a prefixed value
(e.g., 10 kilo-ohm). As explained before, FSR sensors decrease their resistence
when force is exerted on their surface so that their behaviour is the same as
variable resistors.

By Ohm’s Law, the voltage drop in a load is proportional to the current flowing
over it and to its own resistance. Furthermore, by Kirchoff’s Law, the sum of the
voltage drops in a circuit is equal to the voltage delivered by the source. Tak-
ing into account these theoretical bases the voltage output (Vout) for the voltage
divider circuit can be calculated using the Equation 1.4:

Vout = Vin ·
R2

R1 +R2
(1.4)

When no pressure is applied to the FSR sensor, the resistive-sensitive polymer
film and the active area (pattern of conductive traces) are not in contact, so the
resistance is infinite and no current flows through the circuit. As it begins to
exert force on the FSR sensor, the two layers mentioned above begin to come into
contact and the resistance starts to decrease, so that current circulates through
the circuit, thus generating voltage drops for the resistors, both, the variable
resistor that corresponds to the FSR (R1 in the scheme in Figure 1.21) and the
fixed resistor (R2).

In the case of piezoelectric sensors, they are capable of generating a measurable
voltage due to the effect of oscillations on their surfaces. Therefore, the mode of
operation is completely different to the FSR functioning.

Specifically, piezoelectricity is understood as the electricity which is the product of
electromechanical interactions, primarily electrical and mechanical oscillations.
These engagements create a transducer effect as per the application of mechan-
ical stress on materials (some specific kind of crystals) which have no inversion
symmetry. As a result of this centro-symmetric attribute, the reverse piezoelectric
effect is also plausible; this is, some particular kind of crystals can yield mechani-
cal pressure when subjected to an electric field. Piezoelectricity is mathematically
expressed as a linear relationship between the mechanical factors of strain, com-
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pliance and stress, and the electrical factors of electric displacement, permittivity,
and the strength of the electric field.

In simple terms, charges in a piezoelectric crystal are balanced at first. The effects
of the charges exactly cancel out, leaving no net charge on the crystal surfaces.
More specifically, the electric dipole moment vectors separating opposite charges
exactly cancel one another out, see the first drawing in Figure 1.22 that represents
the state of no stress.

If the piezoelectric crystal surfaces are stretched out or squeezed the charges
come out of balance. The effects of the charges (their dipole moments) no longer
cancel one another out and net positive and negative charges appear on oppo-
site piezoelectric crystal surfaces. As can be seen in second and third drawings
in Figure 1.22, the piezoelectric polarity depends on the mechanical action ex-
erted (stretching or squeezing). In this way, an output voltage across opposite
piezoelectric surfaces is generated.

Figure 1.22: Piezoelectric voltage generation

Whilst FSRs and piezoelectrics are the most common pressure sensors used in
wearable devices focused on QGA, there are many other kinds of sensors that
have been studied, ranging from capacitative pressure sensors and strain gauges
to variable inductance transducers [109]. Indeed, each of them gets the pressure
measurements in a different way.

Capacitative sensors produce a variation in capacitance through the displacement
of one of the metal plates from the built-in capacitor. The two metal plates be-
come closer to each other when pressure is applied. Minor distance between
metal plates means bigger capacitance. In this manner, capacitance can be used
to map the exerted pressure on the sensor.

For its part, a strain gauge consists of a resistive fine wire looped into a grid pat-
tern and cemented between two sheets of very thin paper. The wire is submitted
to a constant low voltage. If the strain gauge is deformed (stretching or com-
pressing its surface) the length of the wire varies and therefore, there is a change
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in its resistance that can be measured. Figure 1.23 graphically illustrates how
strain gauge deformation modifies the resistance.

Although strain gauges are capable of measuring pressures on the soles, they are
more useful as flexible goniometers to estimate flexion and extension angles in
lower or upper limbs. For instance, instrumented shoes can be equipped with
strain gauges to get dorsiflexion and plantar flexion angles. According to this,
strain gauges are a valuable resource to be used in kinematic analysis of gait.

Figure 1.23: Effects of deformation on resistance strain gages

Regarding variable inductance transducers, they consist of a magnetic core that
moves inside a coil. If pressure is applied the core will move forward increasing
the inductance proportionally to the portion introduced into the coil.

However, arrays of pressure sensors are not normally arranged isolated, instead,
they are combined with tri-axial accelerometers and gyroscopes inertial sensors
to make up wearable devices in the form of sensorized insoles or instrumented
shoes. Particularly, the Hegde and Sazonov’s prototype presented before com-
bines FSR sensors with a low-power tri-axial accelerometer and a low-power tri-
axial gyroscope in the sensor layer, see Figure 1.18. The prototype comes com-
plete with a flash memory that enables a buffering mode when there is a loss in
the established connection between the insoles and the smartphone application
where raw data is gathered. A CC2540 SoC1 from Texas Instrument (Texas In-
strument (TI) Inc., Dallas, USA) controls analog-to-digital conversion to quantify
voltage variation when pressure is exerted. The CC2540 SoC also incorporates a
BLE2 transceiver to send sensor data wirelessly to the smartphone application.

Other representative example of a highly elaborated wearable system in which
pressure sensors are complemented by IMUs and the inclusion of other sensors,
such as flexible goniometers (strain gauges) used to analyze dorsiflexion and

1 System on Chip
2 Bluetooth Low Energy
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plantar flexion and Electric Field Proximity Sensor (EFPS) or ultrasonic sensors
to measure foot clearance and stride length is the one developed by Bamberg et
al. [110], named “Gaitshoe”. Figure 1.24 illustrates the complex appearance of
the Bamberg et al. prototype.

Figure 1.24: “Gaitshoe” prototype composed of several heterogeneous sensors. Extracted
from [110]

Particularly, more specific works about sensorized insoles for QGA and instru-
mented shoes equipped with pressure and other heterogeneous sensors are pro-
vided in the Chapter 2 (Related work). In addition, as introduced before, the
second case of study presented in this Ph.D. Thesis focuses on the development
and evaluation of a pair of wireless sensorized insoles that combine FSR sensors
and embedded inertial devices for gait phase demarcation and activity recogni-
tion, see Section 3.3 for more details.

Electromyography (EMG): A completely different approach which has also been
used for QGA through wearable devices is based on the Electromyography tech-
nique introduced before (Section 1.3.2.3). Electromyography has been applied in
activity monitoring [111], and particularly for demarcation of gait phases [112,
113] by generally acquiring the surface EMG from Gastrocnemius and/or Soleus
muscles of the leg.

Floor sensors
Lastly, particular emphasis should be put on pressure sensors placed on the floor. In

this vein, there are two kinds of devices which are commonly used in QGA:

1. Instrumented walkways equipped with pressure sensors to measure gait parame-
ters during short walking paths.

2. Force platforms (also called force plates) designed to measure the forces and
moments applied to its top surface when a subject stands, steps, or jump on it.
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Figure 1.25: GAITRite walkway system located at INR (Instituto Nacional de Rehabil-
itación) in Mexico City

Both types of devices are regularly used in clinical studies looking at gait and balance.

It is worth to mention the GAITRite walkway system (CIR Systems Inc., PA, USA).
The GAITRite contains 7 sensor pads encapsulated in a roll up carpet to produce an
active area 61cm wide and 427cm long (see Figure 1.25). This system provides the
estimation of the gait parameters and gait phases that were detailed in Figures 1.5, 1.6
and 1.7. It is widely used as a ground truth in many gait analysis studies. Particularly,
the GAITRite walkway system has been used to measure the accuracy of the vision-
based system developed as part of this Ph.D. Thesis (Section 3.2).

1.4. Contributions

As indicated in the Motivation section, this Ph.D. Thesis addresses the develop-
ment of QGA systems to monitor the spatio-temporal dimension of human gait through
different technologies and processing algorithms. The prototypes developed have been
engineered to be affordable, easily deployed and non-intrusive. Using them, gait data is
collected effortlessly during explicit gait trials in controlled environments. Nonetheless,
these prototypes open up a new window towards the completion of implicit/automatic
gait trials at assisted living environments or private homes in the next future steps.

Long-term continuous gait monitoring is a desirable milestone which will allow
to gather inherent gait variability during daily living. This is the reason why afford-
able and easy-to-use devices to perform explicit gait trials must be first developed and
evaluated under controlled conditions ensuring that high accuracy is achieved in the
estimation of gait events. In this sense, very high accuracy is mandatory if, for instance,
reliable measures of gait variability, e.g. stride interval variability, have to be obtained.
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Specifically, three cases of study are presented, each of them explores novel methods
for QGA based on heterogeneous devices or systems. Prototypes fall into one or more of
the categories included in the taxonomy of suitable devices/systems for characterizing
gait according to their nature, proposed in Section 1.3.2.3:

A passive vision-based system for QGA through a low-cost structured light
sensor. An Image Processing (IP) system based on the Kinect 1 structured light
sensor is introduced. The software developed implements a novel algorithm for
gait trajectory estimation and straightness analysis using the depth images from
the scene. This algorithm makes it possible to automatically identify when par-
ticipants are walking straight, excluding turns from the gait trials.

In addition, tracked human point-clouds are thoroughly filtered and transformed
to segment the lower limbs. Resultant point-clouds are projected onto the ground
plane (footfalls). Normalized footfalls are further processed through a neat of-
fline procedure which relies on correlation coefficients from sets of (x, y) coor-
dinates of each footfall. Correlation coefficient time series are used to estimate
the position and timestamp of HS events. Derived spatio-temporal parameters
are computed from HS events, such as step/stride time and step/stride length,
among others.

Structured light technology and depth mapping, in combination with point-cloud
processing to estimate HS events provide great versatility in terms of sensor’s
location compared to other IP solutions for QGA. Structured light sensor can be
placed in line with the walking path, orthogonal to it, diagonal, etc. This is a
potential feature that may ease its deployment at home in future efforts.

An ambulatory system for QGA based on wireless sensorized insoles. A gait
phase detection system using a pair of wireless sensorized insoles is introduced in
this case of study. The wearable is intended to address gait monitoring through
a mobile application and it is designed to support real-time (online) demarcation
of gait phases, unlike the previous system where data was processed offline. Raw
data is transmitted via Bluetooth 2.0 to a mobile application running a service in
the background.

The wearable device developed consists of 4 FSR pressure sensors to assess the
force exerted by each foot during walking, in combination with a tri-axial ac-
celerometer per insole. The main contribution of this work is the fuzzy rule-
based inference algorithm implemented on the smartphone to detect each of the
Stance subphases and the Swing phase (Figure 1.6, Section 1.3.2.1) from the
sensor data. Additionally, to provide a solution that is insensitive to perturba-
tions caused by non-walking activities, a probabilistic classifier is employed to
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discriminate walking forward from other low-level activities, such as turning,
walking backwards, lateral walking, etc. The main purpose of the walking for-
ward discrimination is to provide a way to automatically segment gait fragments
over straight paths, as previously done in the first case of study. The reason is
that gait data acquisition for estimation of spatio-temporal parameters in clinical
settings, generally, only pays attention to linear/straight paths because turns or
abrupt changes in the gait trajectory distort spatio-temporal measures.

The combination of the fuzzy logic algorithm and the probabilistic classifier may
constitute a first step towards continuous QGA through a wearable approach, by
means of the avoidance of non-walking influences.

An infrastructure for QGA in Assisted Living Environments. Use of 6DoF
wireless IMUs to demarcate gait events from trunk accelerations. In this
third case of study an infrastructure for gait assessment in Assisted Living En-
vironments is developed and evaluated. The infrastructure is divided into three
different layers: Sensor layer, Communication layer and Analytics and Intelligence
layer. The Sensor layer contains a set of wearable devices (nodes) connected to
an existing WLAN1. Each node/wearable is equipped with a small SoC which
integrates a wireless transceiver and a micro-controller which manages the com-
munication with a 6DoF IMU. One single node is attached to the upper cloth of
each participant, on the back, close to the upper thoracic area during the gait
trials. A magnetic gripper is used for clamping.

Sensor raw data transmissions are controlled by the Communication layer which
implements a lightweight application protocol adequate for M2M2 data traffic be-
tween the nodes and the Analytics and Intelligence server. The last one provides
an adaptation of the straightness analysis algorithm introduced in the first case
of study to segment straight paths within the gait trials, discarding turns. In this
case, it uses the changes in the yaw orientation angles to analyze gait trajectories.

Other remarkable contribution of this work is the algorithm developed to de-
marcate HS and TO events. It uses the acceleration signal (magnitude) which is
convolved with varying levels/scales of Gaussian filters. This technique is known
as scale-space filtering and it enables multi-scale decomposition analysis accord-
ing to different smoothing levels (kernel widths). The whole set of kernels covers
a wide range of gait cycle durations. Cut-off points between filtered signals and
other robust features against temporal variation and noise are used to identify

1 Wireless Local Area Network
2 Machine-to-Machine
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singular peaks that correspond to gait events. This infrastructure has been used
for gait data acquisition in several explicit gait trials.

The possibility of carrying out explicit gait trials in both, clinical and home settings,
by means of solutions such as the ones presented in this Ph.D. Thesis makes quanti-
tative gait trials more widely available and accessible. By increasing the frequency of
quantitative gait assessments, specific parameters derived from the gait cycle may be
monitored assiduously. In this regard, particular attention to gait variability is pro-
vided. As introduced in Section 1.1 and subsequently discussed in Section 2.5, gait
variability is clearly affected by neurophysiological changes due to the effect of ageing
or because of changes in neurological function in the presence of neurodegenerative
diseases or other neurological pathologies.

This Ph.D. Thesis also explores the associations between gait variability and ageing
and gait variability and commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment, including
mental examination to determine the onset of cognitive decline. Different empirical ex-
periments which assess the impact of gait variability in these dimensions are presented
in Chapter 4 (Evaluation and Results). The gait data required for the assessments
comes from explicit gait trials performed while using the prototypes introduced in the
third case of study. Specifically, the following main contributions have been made in
the context of gait variability assessment:

Relationship between stride interval variability and ageing: use of linear
and non-linear estimators for gait variability assessment in assisted living
environments. The discriminatory power of gait variability is also studied as
other motivating part of this Ph.D. Thesis. Gait variability is used to discern
between age groups formed by young and frail older adults, as well as between
frail elder groups with different degrees of mobility. Particularly, stride interval
time series are gathered with the developed prototypes for QGA from the third
case of study (Section 3.4).

Stride interval time series are analyzed by using different variability estimators
to examine gait fluctuation patterns. Although empirical results do not provide
strong assumptions about correlations between the ageing process and gait vari-
ability, which would require a more accurate inclusion criteria considering sep-
arated ageing groups in the sample, e.g, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 years old
and also rigorously inter-group comparisons, the combination of the proposed
estimators looks promising as a tool to objectively assess gait variability. Clear
differences among the young adult and elder groups are found in terms of gait
variability that increase if elders walking and balance abilities get worse, showing
that there is an inherent association between ageing and gait variability.
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Associations between commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment
and mental state. The second evaluation conducted in Chapter 4 confirms that
age and stride interval variability, together with scoring in mobility and functional
scales are major factors for the early detection of cognitive deterioration/impair-
ment in frail elderly population. A logistic regression model is fitted to support
this assertion. The regression model not only allows to study the impact of each
explanatory factor (characteristics used in frailty assessment which includes gait
variability) on the presence of cognitive deterioration; besides, the model can be
used to help infer the mental state in frail elders, as a complement to popular
mental examination tests or as a first look at the cognitive status if psychological
assessment can not be performed easily and regularly.

1.5. Publications and projects

The results of this Ph.D. Thesis have been published in international conferences
and journals. In this section these publications are brieftly presented, together with
other research efforts in which the Ph.D. student has been involved in.

1.5.1. Journal papers

In terms of scientific publications, this Ph.D. Thesis has generated the following
articles in international journals:

Relationship between stride interval variability and aging: use of linear and non-linear
estimators for gait variability assessment in assisted living environments. I. González, J.
Fontecha, J. Bravo. JAIHC (ISI-JCR IF=1.423 Q3). October 2017, DOI: 10.1007/s12652-
017-0608-z.

Estimation of Temporal Gait Events from a Single Accelerometer Through the Scale-Space
Filtering Idea. I. González, J. Fontecha, R. Hervás, J. Bravo. J Med Syst 40(251) (ISI-JCR
IF=2.456 Q2). December 2016, DOI: 10.1007/s10916-016-0612-4.

Comparison between passive vision-based system and a wearable inertial-based system for es-
timating temporal gait parameters related to the GAITRite electronic walkway. I. González,
I.H. López-Nava, J. Fontecha, A. Munõz-Meléndex, A.I. Pérez-SanPablo, I. Quinõnes-
Urióstegui. J Biomed Inform 62, pp.210-223 (ISI-JCR IF=2.753 Q1). August 2016,
DOI: 10.1016/j.jbi.2016.07.009.

An Ambulatory System for Gait Monitoring Based on Wireless Sensorized Insoles. I. González,
J. Fontecha, R. Hervás, J. Bravo. Sensors 15(7), pp.16589-16613 (ISI-JCR IF=2.245 Q1).
July 2015, DOI: 10.3390/s150716589.
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1.5.2. Conference papers

This Ph.D. Thesis has generated the following articles in international peer-reviewed
conferences:

Associations between commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment and mental state
in frail elderly people. I. González, R. de la Cruz, F.J. Navarro, J. Fontecha, R. Hervás,
J. Bravo. Paper under peer review (15th July, 2018) for the 12th International Confer-
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Chapter 2

Related works

In this chapter related works considered of significant importance for the develop-
ment of this Ph.D. Thesis are presented.

2.1. Quantitative Gait Analysis and its role in Healthcare

QGA is applied in several fields of Healthcare with different purposes, such as the
assessment of gait pathologies and identification of gait abnormalities [75, 114, 115];
or kinesthetic feedback devices and Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) systems to
improve walking or to control the gait cycle of a prosthesis bases on gait phase detection
[116, 117, 118, 119, 120].

Particularly, FES systems are used for a wide range of gait disabilities (e.g., after
brain strokes, spinal cord injuries or neurological diseases), including disabilities found
in children (e.g., spastic diplegia or cerebral palsy). Other examples under the scope
of QGA are focused on improving feedback in the rehabilitation process at home or in
community dwellings through the measurement of motor recovery from several gait
parameters. These systems provide continuous data for both the participant who is
undergoing rehabilitation therapy and the therapist [121].

Additional uses of QGA in Healthcare are related to the use of estimated gait pa-
rameters along with appropriate reasoning techniques to guide physicians to optimal
decision making in orthotic management. In such cases, QGA can provide objective and
progressive data about gait deviation and functional deficits that must be addressed
with a custom orthosis [122].

Another potential use of QGA is associated with the prevention of pressure ulcers
in diabetic patients who have peripheral neuropathy, due to the loss of pain sensation
and repetitive plantar pressure. Foot force distribution measurement is important in
the assessment of diabetic feet [123]. In the same vein, Ranu [124] confirms that
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patients with peripheral neuropathy develop over 60% higher forefoot pressures when
compared to normal subjects. Feet are definitely the most frequent area of ulceration
in patients hospitalized for Diabetes Mellitus. In this sense, foot orthosis [125] is the
common treatment for plantar pressure relief and to avoid ulceration. However, there
are few studies that examine the direct impact of different shape variations of orthotic
insoles on planar pressure for peripheral neuropathy [126].

Moreover, as indicated in the Introduction chapter, QGA can be used as a powerful
tool for diagnosing and monitoring the clinical course of specific disabilities or diseases.
However, QGA has relevant requirements that must be fulfilled in order to achieve this
aim. For example, the inherent gait variability [127, 128, 129, 130] over time is a
crucial aspect for diagnosing frailty syndrome and neurodegenerative diseases (such as
Parkinson and some types of dementia) or for predicting fall risk. In this case, long-
term continuous gait monitoring [21, 23, 131, 132, 133] is useful to provide reliable
analysis and characterization of the gait changes over time. Furthermore, as in the
FES systems introduced above, several clinical applications of QGA require a real-time
approach to gait monitoring.

2.2. QGA through insole-based devices

In the last section the role of QGA and its usefulness in Healthcare was analyzed. In
connection with this, the current section goes deeper in QGA in the Healthcare context
covering the state of the art of solutions for gait analysis through insole-based devices.
These solutions are instrumented shoes or sensorized insoles which integrate different
arrays of pressure sensors, inertial devices or combinations of the two, for instance, to
make estimations of the ground reaction forces or to demarcate the different phases in
the gait cycle [75]. This kind of solutions for QGA are highlighted as an introductory
step prior to the case of study presented in Section 3.3 where a prototype of wireless
sensorized insoles for QGA was developed and evaluated.

Several works have proposed insole-based devices as wearable systems for the hu-
man gait spatio-temporal analysis. These solutions present different arrangement of
sensors. For example, Crea et al. [134] have developed an opto-electric pressure-
sensitive cell with dimensions of 12 mm × 12 mm and a height of 5.5 mm. They have
built a flexible insole that uses 64 of these pressure-sensitive cells together with an
integrated electronic board for high-frequency data acquisition, pre-filtering and wire-
less transmission to a remote computing unit. One of the advantages of this device is
that the sensor placement covers nearly the whole surface of the foot; therefore, the
sensing area is large enough to allow an accurate estimate of both the spatial coordi-
nates of the Center of Pressure (CoP) and the vertical Ground Reaction Force (vGRF).
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The main disadvantage of this device is that the sensors have a bad linearity at low and
high pressure, which will require more complex signal processing to ensure an accurate
representation of the pressure.

Crea et al. take advantage of the accurate estimation of vGRF and CoP in their
system and use these variables to implement a Gait Phase Detection Algorithm (GPDA)
based on a single threshold. The Gait Phase Detection Algorithm proposed is capable
of identifying three gait phases: “Stance 1‘”, “Stance 2” and “Swing”. The relationship
between the gait phases detected by their system and the theoretical model of human
gait proposed by Perry [75], which has been also used as a reference model in this
Ph.D. Thesis (Section 1.3.2.1), is shown in Table 2.1.

Crea et al. [134] gait phases Perry [75] gait phases

Stance 1 (ST1) Loading Response (LR) and Mid Stance (MSt)
Stance 2 (ST2) Terminal Stance (TSt) and Pre-Swing(PSw)
Swing (SW) Initial Swing (ISw), Mid Swing (MSw) and Terminal

Swing (TSw)

Table 2.1: Relationship between the detected gait phases in Crea et al. [134] and the
proposed gait cycle phases by Perry [75]

The GaitShoe prototype by Bamberg et al. [110] was already introduced in Sec-
tion 1.3.2.3 as an example of instrumented shoes for QGA (see Figure 1.24). It is
another remarkable study that proposes a highly elaborated wearable using an insole-
based configuration composed of three orthogonal accelerometers, three orthogonal
gyroscopes, four FSRs, two piezoelectric pressure sensors, two bend sensors and elec-
tric field height sensors to measure the foot clearance. The device is able to collect data
unobtrusively, in any environment and over long periods of time. Bamberg et al. use
it for QGA in healthy and Parkinsonian subjects. The sum of the four FSR sensors is
utilized to obtain two gait time events: HS and TO. However, instead of using fixed
thresholding operations, HS is marked after the local maxima of the sum of FSRs that
exceed the previous by more than 0.005 kg; similarly, TO is set at the first time point
after the local minima within 0.005 kg of the following point. Besides HS and TO, the
GaitShoe estimates foot orientation, velocity and stride length.

Lopez-Meyer et al. [121] also rely on the sum of five FSR sensors to estimate HS
and TO events. In their case, the proposed methodology adjusts a dynamic threshold
based on the pressure behavior of the sum of all five FSR sensors located in a shoe-
based wearable. The adjustable threshold algorithm is less sensitive to variability in
the subject’s weight and gait asymmetry and to intersubject variability (due to the
system’s evaluation with poststroke patients with different levels of hemiparesis). Other
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temporal parameters are obtained beyond HS and TO: gait cycle time, step time, stance,
swing, single support and double support.

Schepers et al. [135] present an ambulatory measurement system able to reliably
estimate foot placement during walking. Their prototype consists of a pair of orthope-
dic sandals composed of two six-degrees-of-freedom force/moment sensors beneath the
heel and the forefoot and two six-degrees-of-freedom inertial sensors rigidly attached
to the force/moment sensors. Analysis of the human gait’s spatio-temporal dimension
is not this solution’s main purpose, although it provides a tool to estimate the HS and
Heel-off (HO) time events through its force sensors and the two spatial parameters
Lateral Foot Placement (LFP) and stride length, by the integration of its inertial sensor
signals. The ambulatory system is compared to a reference optical position measure-
ment system, Optotrak (NDI Ltd., Ontario, Canada), as a golden standard. The system
is able to discriminate between different walking conditions (walking with “eyes open”
and with“‘eyes closed”) with accuracy. In this study, the sensor integration is remark-
able, as is the force sensors’ ability to define the initial and final conditions that help
reduce the drift caused by integration of the accelerometer and gyroscope signals.

A different approach also using inertial sensors and two mobile force plates mounted
under instrumented shoes is proposed by Liu et al. [136]. In this case, kinematic and
kinetic analyses of lower limbs are implemented based on a combination of measure-
ments of tridimensional segment orientations (calculated from inertial sensors located
at the ankle, knee and hip) and the ground reaction force obtained from the force
sensors.

Other remarkable study related to the use of sensorized insoles for QGA is the
one presented by Pappas et al. [118]. The authors provides a real-time gait phase
detection system with support for continuous gait monitoring and insensitivity to non-
walking activities, such as weight shifting between legs during standing, feet sliding,
sitting down, and standing up. Stance, Heel-off, Swing and Heel-strike event phases
are identified through a real-time GPDA by using a rule-based approach as a finite
state machine. The prototype of sensorized insole consists of 3 FSRs (heel, 1st and 4th
metatarsals) and a tri-axial gyroscope governed by a microcontroller.

Another different study also focused on gait phase detection by pressure patterns is
presented in [137]. In this case, a mixture model composed of Bernoulli distributions
is trained using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm over a time series col-
lection of four pressure sensor inputs during a walking exercise. The mixture model is
interpreted in terms of gait phases.

Furthermore, sensorized insoles and instrumented shoes have been used to perform
tasks other than QGA, although related in some way to the gait activity. For example,
the study carried out by Edgar et al. [138] combines in-shoe sensors (an assembly
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of five FSRs and a tri-axial accelerometer designed to operate in free-living conditions)
and a smartphone for automatic recognition of postures and low-level activities, such as
walking, sitting, idling, etc. Edgar et al. assess the identified activities to improve reha-
bilitation strategies after strokes, providing patients with behavior-enhancing feedback
and helping them to drive cortical reorganization to increase their activity levels.

This device is also used by Sazonova et al. [139]. In their case, the data the
footwear system supplies are utilized to estimate Energy Expendure (EE). EE prediction
is performed as a two-step process, with the first step as classification of postures/ac-
tivities into one of the four groups: sit, stand, walk and cycle [138]; and the second
step as EE prediction that uses the adequate branch of the four regression models built
for each given posture/activity group. A more recent evolution of this system (using
insoles instead of instrumented shoes) is presented in [140].

2.3. QGA through vision-based systems

The insole approach allows the perception of the gait cycle from inside the kine-
matic system, analyzing dynamic forces exerted on the soles of the feet during the
gait. On the other hand, visual inspection through Image Processing (IP) techniques
also provides characteristics of the gait cycle, although in this case the phenomenon
is perceived from outside the kinematic system ignoring dynamics. While insole-based
are well-suited for stance and swing subphase demarcation (Section 1.3.2.1), due to
the accuracy achieved in foot pressure patterns estimation. The visual inspection using
Computer Vision allows the robust detection of HS and TO gait events. However, it is
less appropriate for the segmentation of the internal stance and swing subphases due
to occlusions1.

A strong point of vision-based systems is that they may provide accurate spatial
parameters such as stride and step length by direct measurement of distances from the
images when HS and TO occur. Although spatial parameters could also be estimated
by inertial-based wearable devices through a double integration of the acceleration
signals, for instance, using insoles equipped with IMUs. The obtained displacement
would be only an estimation and not a direct measure of the enclosed distance, as it is
in the vision-based approach.

Despite vision-based systems are well-suited for studying the gait cycle from the
spatio-temporal point of view they are not linked exclusively with this dimension of
QGA, as shown in Section 1.3.2.3. There are also solutions which use vision-based

1 It depends on the setup of the vision-based system (number of cameras and type, the use (or not) of
active/pasive tracking markers, segmentation algorithms applied, plane/perspective used for acquir-
ing gait trials: frontal, sagittal or lateral view ), etc.
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Figure 2.1: Kinematics and spatio-temporal parameters obtained by Kumar et al. Extracted
from [141]

systems to analyze gait from a kinematic perspective by tracking the rotation angles
described by the limb joints during gait. For instance, Kumar et al. [141] developed
a vision-based system for QGA that uses a set of low-cost active markers, each one
consisting of an array of 4 visible red light Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) powered by a
small battery. Three of these markers are attached to each lower limb. A 1.3 Mega-pixel
USB camera is used for acquiring images at 50 frames per seconds. The acquired im-
ages are processed using color segmentation and a template matching approach which
serves to track the active markers placed at hip, knees and ankles.

2-D tracking information from the detected markers is processed to determine knee-
flexion angles; together with hip, knee and ankle trajectories in the form of vertical
and horizontal displacements. In this case, kinematic data is the input for different
algorithms used to estimate spatio-temporal gait parameters such as stride time or
stride length, among others. The flow diagram in Figure 2.1 illustrates the kinematics
and spatio-temporal parameters estimated with this solution.

Nieto-Hidalgo et al. [142] also proposes a solution for estimation of spatio-temporal
gait paramaters through a vision-based system that uses the embedded RGB camera of
a smartphone for acquiring gait sequences which are processed by the smartphone
itself.

Like in the Kumar et al. work, Nieto-Hidalgo et al. apply 2D processing techniques
to achieve parameter extraction, however, markers are not required in this case. ROIs1

are segmented after background subtraction and silhouette processing, which includes

1 Regions of Interest.
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silhouette segmentation, framing it in a bounding box and feet location according to
an anthropometric model. Demarcation of HS and TO events relies on different tech-
niques depending on the view used (sagittal or frontal view), ranging from gradient
computation, subtraction of signals and zero-crossing point detection to Gaussian fil-
tering. Besides gait event demarcation and estimation of spatio-temporal parameters,
their solution also includes a skeleton extraction method that provides the locations
of the head, neck, hip, knees, and feet. Therefore, kinematic parameters and rotation
angles between these joints may be obtained. Lastly, the solution is complemented
by a cloud platform equipped with a REST API and machine learning tools to classify
between normal and abnormal gait using the estimated parameters.

Vision-based systems for QGA, such as those reported above or the ones developed
by Choudhury and Tjahjadi [94, 95], which were introduced in Section 1.3.2.3, rely
on 2D image processing techniques independently of using markers or not. This kind
of systems require to have a fixed viewport, for instance, sagittal plane in the Kumar
et al. work. This requirement can prove a barrier to realize in-home gait monitoring
if there is not enough space to fit the required viewport or due to the presence of
obstacles in the field of view. Three-dimensional processing approaches through the
depth mapping techniques explained in Section 1.3.2.3 can help to deal with these
problems by segmenting several silhouettes of a participant at a time without using
markers.

3D approaches offer more flexibility regarding the sensor position than 2D pro-
cessing techniques, so that the sensor/s used for acquiring images (e.g., multi-camera
stereoscopic vision systems, laser range scanners, Time-of-Flight cameras, PIR sensors
or structured light sensors) can be located, for instance, next to the room’s roof or at
half the height of the wall, capturing several viewports of the scene, which makes them
an ideal solution to be deployed in the home environment avoiding possible obstruc-
tions. Flexibility in the location of the sensors and the composition of 3D point-cloud
human silhouettes through depth mapping offers a wide range of possibilities in QGA.

Point-cloud structures provide accurate spatial coordinates for each enclosed point
which makes them highly suitable for estimation of spatial gait parameters, like the
step or stride length, without the need of external references from the scene. In the
same vein, kinematic parameters and joint rotation angles can be estimated by fitting
a skeletal model using point-clouds as inputs.

Among all possible kind of sensors that can provide depth maps and, consequently,
point-clouds, specially attention is given to multiple calibrated monocular camera sys-
tems and to depth cameras that work through the projection of structured infrared light
patterns onto the scene (Section 1.3.2.3).
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Both approaches generate robust point-clouds with good resolution and they are
more affordable than laser range scanners or Time-of-Flight cameras. The first one
generally uses stereoscopic vision to compute the disparity map by examining distance
dissimilarities between pixels that correspond to the same point in the scene, reflected
in the left and right viewports. Depth is then estimated through triangulation (Ap-
pendix A.7). Monocular cameras equipped with RGB color or grayscale sensors are
used in this kind of multiple calibrated camera systems.

Regarding the solutions based on structured light patterns, infrared light is com-
monly utilized to project a grid pattern onto the scene which is captured through a
single infrared sensor, this is the case of the Kinect 1 device. Infrared1 light is not vis-
ible to the human eye. Furthermore, infrared spectrum is less sensitive to changes in
artificial light than the visible spectrum, however, sensors to acquire infrared light have
the disadvantage of being highly sensitive to ambient light because sunrays also are
in the infrared wavelength. Therefore, systems based on the projection of predefined
infrared patterns and the study of their deformation through one (or more) infrared
sensors are better suited for indoor uses. In order to compensate for this drawback,
there are also devices that emit visible beams (instead of infrared) forming structured
patterns at a very high frequencies, this technology is known as imperceptible/invisible
structured light [143, 144, 145].

Imperceptible/invisible structured light sensors are composed by a single visible
light source and two synchronized RGB cameras. The source projects a light pattern
followed by its complement (inverse pattern) in temporally alternating manner. Pro-
vided that the frequency of projection reaches the flicker fusion threshold (≥75Hz),
the right and the inverse patterns are visually integrated over time in human percep-
tion, and the illumination has the appearance of a uniform flat field (“white” light)
to humans [144]. The camera synchronization works as follows: the first camera is
synchronized with the projection of the first (right) pattern and permits to reconstruct
the scene thanks to the capabilities of structured light vision; the second camera has
a longer integration time and observes the scene under uniform/flat light (as a result
of pattern and complement projection) which permits to get a classical gray-level or
colored image and processes it.

Imperceptible/invisible structured light tries to combine advantages of structured
lighting and classical vision techniques (color and texture analysis or the possibility
to be used outdoors). The main disadvantage of imperceptible structured light is the
complex infrastructure required to make it work, the projector and the two cameras
have to be accurately synchronized. It is necessary to modify the projection hardware
and reprogramming its controller to achieve synchronization, such a setting is difficult

1 Wavelength ranging from 800nm to 1mm
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without having full access to the projection hardware [146]. Furthermore, the “white”
light emitted, which is visible to the human eyes, may be a drawback if unobtrusive
and implicit data acquisition want to be achieved, as in the case of QGA in the home
environment.

Regardless the technology used to generate the point-clouds from the scene (i.e.,
multi-camera calibrated vision systems or structured light sensors), there are several
methods to finally demarcate gait events and compute derived spatio-temporal gait pa-
rameters using the point-clouds. The work developed by Stone et al. [147] is specially
relevant for the purposes of this Ph.D. Thesis. Particularly, the idea of using footfall lo-
cations extracted from the point-cloud human silhouettes to estimate spatio-temporal
parameters is the same operating principle followed by the case of study presented in
Section 3.2.

The algorithm developed by Stone et al. to achieve footfall extraction from the
point-cloud human silhouettes is based on the assumption that during walking, one foot
will remain stationary while the other foot is in motion. The first step in this algorithm
is to cut off points from each point-cloud silhouette that are below two inches and
correspond to the feet (pass-through filtering). The footfall extraction process (second
step) is based on identifying 2D locations which are contained in the projection of
points below two inches onto the ground plane for a minimum number of consecutive
frames. These 2D locations have a high likelihood of corresponding to a footfall.

Figure 2.2, extracted from [147], shows the projection of points from the point-
cloud silhouettes below two inches onto the ground plane during five consecutive
frames. As the figure illustrates, only the section of the ground plane projection that
corresponds to a single footfall is contained in the projection for all five frames. By tak-
ing the intersection of the five projections, a set of those 2D locations, which are part
of a footfall candidate, shown in Figure 2.2(c), remain . This process of intersecting
ground plane projections is repeated for every frame. The number of frames to inter-
sect is set to five frames according to a formula which determines this value based on
the velocity and height of the point-cloud silhouette and the frame rate of the cameras.

Footfall extraction is only attempted during walking, which is identified using a
predetermined minimum velocity threshold. Specifically, if the velocity of the point-
cloud silhouette is below 7.5 inches per second, footfalls are not extracted.

In addition to identifying the location of 2D points believed to belong to footfalls,
each point is also given a right/left classification. The right/left classification is ob-
tained by fitting a line using least squares to the projection of the centroids from the
point-cloud silhouettes onto the ground plane within a local window. Each point is
categorized as either left or right, based on which side of the line they fall. See the
example shown in Figure 2.2(d).
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Figure 2.2: (a) Point-cloud human silhouettes for five consecutive frames. (b) Ground
plane projection of point-clouds below two inches. (c) Intersection of projections, cor-
responding to five frames. (d) Points belonging to footfalls for entire frame sequence,
with right/left classification of each footfall indicated by colors green/blue respectively.
Extracted from [147]

Figure 2.3: Comparison of footfalls obtained from the multi-camera system developed by
Stone at al. to those from GAITRite, as part of an example sequence. GAITRite footfalls
shown in blue (on top) with red cross marking centroid. Footfalls from point-cloud projec-
tions shown in green (beneath) with red square marking centroid. Extracted from [147]

Lastly, the 2D locations which correspond to the intersection in each frame (be-
lieved to belong to one footfall) are isolated from possibly 2D locations which belongs
to neighbors footfalls. An online clustering algorithm is used for this task which com-
bines 2D spatial locations, their right/left classification, and the frame number associ-
ated with their extraction. The algorithm attempts to add new points to existing footfall
clusters, if a new point does not fall within a given threshold, then a new cluster is cre-
ated. After each frame, new clusters are evaluated for merging them into pre-existing
clusters.
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Figure 2.3, extracted from [147], shows an example of resulting footfalls after clus-
tering. In this figure, the extracted footfalls by the multi-camera system (colored in
green) are plotted together with those obtained by a GAITRite walkway system (col-
ored in blue) used as a ground truth. The centroids from the footfalls estimated by
both systems are compared in terms of distance. Footfall information is finally used to
compute spatio-temporal parameters such as stride length, stride time or gait speed.

Another example of related work considered relevant for the purposes of this Ph.D.
Thesis is the one developed by Xu et al. [148]. In this work, kinematic data collected
by a Kinect 1 structured light sensor is used to estimate HS and TO gait events. Specif-
ically, the skeleton tracking algorithm developed by Microsoft [149] allows to identify
a total of 20 body joints from the depth maps containing human silhouettes obtained
by Kinect.

Using the kinematic data that provides the algorithm from Microsoft, and particu-
larly those joints below the trunk, timestamps for HS and TO events can be determined.
For this task, Xu et al. adopt the method proposed in a previous study [150]. The
timestamp of the HS is defined as when the anterior-posterior distance between the
heel of the front foot and mid-PSISs reaches the maximum, and for TO, the timestamp
is defined as when the distance between the toe of the rear foot and mid-PSIS reaches
maximum.

Figure 2.4: RGB image acquired by the Kinect 1 with overlapped lower limb joints esti-
mated by the Microsoft algorithm [149]. Figure extracted from [148]
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Figure 2.5: Orthographic depth map. Figure extracted from [151]

The method in [150] can detect HS and TO events from the kinematics data with
an approximately 1/60 second error when compared with the ground reaction force
GRF-based HS and TO estimations used as golden standard. In Xu et al. work [148],
gait events are obtained using the lower joints computed from the back views of human
silhouettes during a treadmill walking. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the RGB image
acquired by the Kinect 1 with the lower joints overlapped.

In the evaluation conducted, Kinect 1 device has proved satisfactory to measure
gait parameters through QGA. At this point, it is important to note that the suitability of
Kinect 1 sensor (or similar infrared structured light sensors) to measure gait parameters
has not been too much explored. In Xu et al. evaluation, it is proved that HS estimations
have less error than TO, because HS events are produced closer to the Kinect device.
This study requires a specific and rigid clinic set up with a treadmill and a Kinect 1
located at a fixed position behind it. Estimated gait events are compared to those
obtained with an Optotrack motion tracking system.

Kinect device and the depth mapping technique is also used by Auvinet et al. for
QGA purposes [151]. However, the skeleton tracking algorithm [149] is not applied in
this case. Instead, raw depth data directly serves to analyze the asymmetry of lower
limb movement which aims to be usable in daily clinical practice. As in the Xu et al.
work [148], the method involves recording the user walking on a treadmill. Nonethe-
less, the structured light sensor (Kinect 1) is placed in front of the user (not behind).

Acquired depth maps are firstly transformed into point-clouds (point-cloud trans-
formation), then the point-cloud human silhouette is localized in space within a 2.5
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meters (height) x 2 meters (depth) x 1 meter (width) bounding box centered on the
treadmill belt surface (clipping) and, after that, projected orthographically on a plane
perpendicular to the optical axis of the Kinect infrared camera (depth map correction).
Figure 2.5 extracted from [151] shows an example of an orthographic depth map.

The knee joints are identified in the orthographic depth maps as the ROIs be-
low 0.43 * H (H=mean height of the user) and 10 centimeters above the treadmill
belt. Knowing the position of the knees, the Double Support (DS) gait phase (Sec-
tion 1.3.2.1) is estimated as the maximum and minimum antero-posterior distances
between them. In turn, DS helps to identify HS events that mark the beginning of a
new step (half gait cycle).

Depth map frames during a half gait cycle are further processed to segment legs,
clustering them into two groups (left and right legs). In addition, depth map frames
belonging to the each leg are assessed in order to quantify gait asymmetry based on the
depth information. Gait variability is investigated in this work through the proposed
gait asymmetry index.

2.4. QGA through inertial-based devices

Focusing on the recent works that use wearable inertial-based devices for QGA, a
taxonomy may be easily tailored according to the anatomical reference utilized to set
the sensors, since this configuration determines the parameters that can be calculated.
The more significant approaches of this family are summarized below.

The ability to demarcate the timing of gait events through inertial data acquired
from a single waist or trunk mounted IMU has been an increasing interest in designing
wearable systems for QGA. Just the fact that a single unit can provide these gait events
is potentially interesting because it may reduce the number of inertial sensors attached
to the body. Evans et al. [152] estimated HS events from vertical and antero-posterior
accelerations through a tri-axial accelerometer held against the sacrum. TO was de-
marcated by an inflection in vertical acceleration. Identification of right/left HS could
be achieved from medio-lateral acceleration.

An inverted pendulum model of human walking was used by W. Zijlstra and A.L.
Hof [153] to identify HS events from users walking at a range of speeds on a treadmill.
A tri-axial accelerometer positioned over the second sacral vertebra enabled the acqui-
sition of antero-posterior accelerations which were low-pass filtered with a 4th order
Butterworth filter (first stage of filtering), and filtered again using a cut-off frequency of
2 Hz (based upon the expected maximum step rate). HS events occurred when the sign
of the antero-posterior acceleration changed from positive to negative (zero-crossing).
A refinement of the method was also provided within the same paper using the peak
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in acceleration preceding the zero-crossing to estimate the HS event. Both approaches
were validated by comparison to ground reaction forces with a significant improvement
in the last one (in terms of error in estimation).

The peak detection method proposed in [153] was adapted in [154] for estimating
HS events in older adults. In this occasion, temporal gait parameters were compared
to those estimated using a GAITRite as ground truth. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient
(ICC) for step durations were obtained ranging from 0.81 to 0.88.

Zero-crossing technique was also used by A. Mansfield and G.M. Lyons [155] to
acquire data from accelerations perpendicular to the lumbar spine (antero-posterior
axis). The gravity component was compensated by estimating the tilt of the accelerom-
eter during an initial standing position. After a 2 Hz low-pass filter, HS events were
segmented when the slope of the signal changed from negative to positive. The system
was compared to a footswitch device.

Other algorithm based on the description of gait events given by W. Zijlstra and
A.L. Hof [153] was the one proposed by González et al. [156]. A 30th order low-pass
FIR1 filter with a cut-off frequency of 2.5 Hz was applied to compute the principal
harmonic of the vertical acceleration obtained from a dedicated accelerometer unit
placed close to the L3 vertebral position. Filtered signal was used to locate maxima in
the vertical acceleration. Each HS event was marked at the maximum of the antero-
posterior axis which was immediately before a vertical acceleration maximum. TO
events were located as local minimum in a small neighbourhood after each vertical
acceleration maximum. The TO that followed a given HS corresponded to the contra-
lateral foot.

Also a tri-axial accelerometer device was also used by Yang et al. [157] for real-
time gait cycle parameter recognition. In this study, the device was placed between
the anterior superior iliac spine and the right iliac crest to measure trunk accelerations
during walking. Several gait parameters were estimated in real-time by using an auto-
correlation procedure. Five Parkinson’s disease patients and five young healthy adults
participated in the experiment for validation purposes.

A completely different approach for gait event demarcation was presented by God-
frey et al. [158]. A time-frequency decomposition of the vertical acceleration from a
tri-axial accelerometer placed on the fifth lumbar vertebra was used. Firstly, vertical
acceleration signal was integrated and then differentiated using a Gaussian CWT2. HS
events were identified as the time of the minima. The differentiated signal underwent
a further CWT differentiation from which TO events were identified as the times of
the maxima. A GAITRite electronic walkway was used as ground truth for validation

1 Finite Impulse Response
2 Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
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Figure 2.6: Characteristic of shank angular velocity, ω (for one leg), during two consecu-
tive non-pathological gait cycles. Heel-strikes are marked by vertical dashed lines. Figure
extracted from [63]

purposes. The experimental protocol conducted consisted in walking at normal pace
for 2 minutes following a 25 metres designed route.

In reference to other anatomical references used beyond the trunk, Yang et al. [63]
utilized two inertial devices (tri-axial acelerometer + tri-axial gyroscope) attached to
the midpoint of each shank to measure angular velocity of post-stroke patients with
hemiparetic gait. The authors estimated gait speed and also detected foot contacts
(HS and TO events) based on an inverted pendulum walking model applied to the
preprocessed shank angular velocities.

Specifically, for each inertial sensor, the gait segmentation algorithm was imple-
mented to divide a walking sequence into a series of gait cycles. The average gait
speed for each gait cycle was calculated for the paretic and non-paretic leg separately.
The beginning of each gait cycle was defined by the shank vertical event, when the
longitudinal direction of the shank was parallel to the direction of gravity. This specific
gait event has been determined from the characteristics of the shank angular velocity
for normal (non-pathological) gait [159], see Figure 2.6. Despite differences in ampli-
tude, the major characteristics (shape and peaks) of the angular velocities for both the
paretic and non-paretic legs resemble the pattern of those with a normal gait.

Similarly, Mariani et al. [160] installed IMUs directly on the forefoot over the bases
of first and second metatarsals. Gait events of patients with normal gait and with
different degrees of ankle disease were detected based on kinematic gait features.

Another inertial system for QGA which can be considered relevant for the purposes
of this Ph.D. Thesis is the one developed by López-Nava et al [103]. They used two
wireless IMUs equipped with 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis magne-
tometer to be placed on the lateral distal lower limbs of the users. Raw acceleration
data was processed offline in order to obtain gait patterns from characteristic peaks
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related to HS and TO events. The characteristic peak detection is based on a proba-
bilistic method. More details about this system are provided in Section 3.2 where it is
compared with the low-cost passive vision-based solution for QGA which has been de-
veloped. Absolute and relative errors from gait parameters estimated with both systems
are compared against the GAITRite used as ground truth.

On the opposite site to the inertial systems presented above which are based on a
single IMU to acquire trunk accelerations or based on a pair of inertial devices to be
attached to the lower limbs (i.e., shanks, forefoot, angles, etc), there are also inertial
systems that use more complex arrays of sensors in order to analyze the kinematic
dimension and to estimate gait features from it. Guenterberg et al. [161] used eight
IMUs, 3D accelerometers and 2D gyroscopes placed on the arms, forearms, thighs and
shanks of young users with the aim of estimating gait parameters. The authors in-
troduced a method for temporal gait parameter extraction based on hidden Markov
models. While the use of multiple IMUs may provide accurate kinematic data, it is
clear that these systems become more intrusive the more complex their setup is.

2.5. Gait variability definition and its interpretation over the

last years

Even when no gait abnormalities are observed, after a Subjective Gait Analysis
(SGA), and considering gait occurs in an apparently regular fashion from one stride
to the next, the application of QGA techniques reveals variability within the gait cycle
in the form of fluctuations that occur at microscopic level [162, 163].

Fluctuations found in the gait cycle have traditionally been defined as white noise
variations inherent to the gait data acquisition process. Considered as uncorrelated
fluctuations, they have not been interpreted as an important piece of information about
how the multi-level neural control and the musculoskeletal systems are involved to
produce a consistent gait pattern [164]. Thus, these fluctuations have been filtered out
and discarded during the gait analysis in the past, only focusing on the evaluation of
average spatio-temporal parameters, such as the stride/step intervals.

However, the trend has shifted progressively in the last fifteen years as the number
of publications empirically demonstrating statistical correlations between gait fluctua-
tions have increased [165, 166, 167]. This question has also been discussed in depth
by Chau et al. [1], in their study some heuristic guidelines are provided for managing
the variability during empirical gait trials. The authors claim that sources of variability
in the gait measurements can be categorized as either external or internal to the indi-
vidual who is being observed. Among external factors, influences of the physical envi-
ronment, such as the type of walking surface and its tilt, the level of ambient lighting,
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the footwear employed or constraints due to the use of semi-rigid ankle orthoses are
considered. Internal gait variability, in turn, includes inherent aspects to the person’s
neurological, metabolic and musculoskeletal health, and can be further subdivided into
inherent natural fluctuations, ageing effects and pathological issues.

2.5.1. Gait variability through linear estimators

In the context of internal gait variability, most researches have focused on stride-
to-stride fluctuations, also named stride-to-stride variability, or simply gait dynamics.
Some of these works, have relied on the quantification of the magnitude of the stride
interval variability by using linear estimators (e.g., Coefficient of Variation or Standard
Deviation). In these cases, overall level of consistency in the gait cycle is estimated by
these dispersion measures [8].

Lindemann et al. [168] show how variability of a set of spatio-temporal parameters
is computed from a variable sequence of gait cycles during controlled trials. Specifically,
gait speed and stride length are used. The standard deviation of these parameters,
together with their average values, serve to determine the length of the gait initiation
phase before achieving steady-state walking in frail older people. The authors conclude
that assessments of steady-state gait in frail elders should exclude the first 2.5 metres
of walking, also recommend at least 20 stride cycles for a thorough assessment of gait
variability.

Similar results have been obtained by Brach et al. [129]. In their study, the reliabil-
ity of gait variability is also examined during controlled trials of different path lengths
(e.g., 4-metres walk and two 4-metres walks). A representative sample of 558 older
adults participates in the study. In this case, the standard deviations from the steps
recorded are used as measures of variability. After a comparison between them through
independent t tests across different levels of health, functional status, and physical ac-
tivity, the authors conclude that measures from the two 4-metres walks demonstrate
greater reliability, claiming that the gait variability calculated from a limited number of
steps has fair to good test-retest reliability.

2.5.2. Gait variability through non-linear estimators

Beyond the analysis of gait variability by using linear estimators, a new perspective
has been established in the last years based on the application of non-linear methods
to acquire inherent structural information from stride-to-stride fluctuations [167, 169].
Particularly, the structure within the stride interval time series has been proven sensitive
in capturing dynamic properties of the locomotor system [170]. Fluctuations in the
stride interval exhibit correlations which are not only linked or influenced by the most
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recent strides (finite-range correlations), but also long-range correlations where a stride
interval statistically depends on those at relatively remote times. This dependence
decays in a scale-invariant fractal manner [163].

Out of the context of gait variability and stride-to-stride fluctuations, long-range
correlations have also been observed in a wide class of scale-invariant phenomena,
after analyzing their respective non-stationary time series [171, 172, 173, 174, 175].

From a neurophysiological viewpoint, the long-range power-law correlations found
in the stride interval time series exhibit a long-term behaviour that appears to be in-
trinsic to healthy multi-level neural control and musculoskeletal systems [4]. Even
under stationary conditions (e.g., walking on a treadmill) and regardless of gait speed,
the long-range correlations persist in healthy young adults [176], only disappearing
if they are forced to break their natural walking, for example, during metronomically-
paced gait trials [162, 177]. Although the breakdown of long-range correlations during
metronomically-paced gait may suggest a supraspinal origin [1, 4], the source of these
long-range correlations is still uncertain and there are hypotheses ensuring that these
non-linear dynamics occur due to the neurological integration of visual and auditory
stimuli, mechanoreception in the soles of the feet, along with vestibular, proprioceptive
and kinesthetic inputs arriving at the brain on different time scales [177, 178].

Despite the origin of stride interval fluctuations remains to be determined, there
is a clear evidence that neurophysiological changes due to the effect of ageing affect
to the internal gait variability, and particularly to the long-range correlations in the
stride interval time series [3, 4, 176, 179, 180]. The changes in the multi-level neural
control and musculoskeletal systems decrease the ability to produce the fluctuations
governed by fractal dynamics that were persistent in healthy young adults [176]. In
other terms, the stride fluctuations lose their natural fractal variability as part of the
normal process of ageing. This can be quantified, since the stride interval fluctuations
become quasi-uncorrelated or even uncorrelated.

In the same way, changes in neurological function related to pathological issues
also break the long-range correlations. Haausdorff et al. [4] investigate the effect of
advanced age and neurodegenerative Huntington’s disease on long-range correlations
in the stride intervals. They demonstrate that stride interval fluctuations are more
random (less correlated) in elderly subjects and in subjects with Huntington’s disease
than in young participants. There are similar studies focusing on analyzing the impact
of other neurodegenerative diseases on gait dynamics, such as Parkinson’s disease [5,
170, 181, 182, 183] and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [6], with similar results regarding
the loss of natural fractal variability in the group with pathologies.

In order to map the long-range correlations observed in the stride interval time
series and estimate their degree of self-similarity, Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)
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is the most commonly used method. DFA outputs the scaling exponent α or fractal
exponent, which is interpreted as a parameter to measure the strength of the fractal
correlations observed in the stride interval fluctuations. The DFA is designed to find
long-range correlations in infinite time series, however this is not possible in real QGA
protocols where the amount of strides in each gait trial is limited, thus, there will be
uncertainty regarding the fractal characterization [184].

Reducing the length of the time series results in an overestimation of the fractal
exponent [185]. Nevertheless, with a sufficient number of stride intervals, the loss
of accuracy in the estimation of the fractal exponent is not relevant. In this sense,
Pierrynowski et al. [185] found the reliability to increase with each minute of walking
added to the time series. The longest gait trial they measured was eight minutes,
providing a good reliability (ICC1 ∼ 0.8). More generally, Delignieres et al. have
proved that the reliability of DFA and other methods of fractal analysis with short time
series (< 210 points) is still well-suited [186].

There is no recommended minimum number of strides or a minimum accepted
duration for gait trials using DFA. This duration varies from 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 or 10 minutes to
1 hour [4, 163, 180, 181, 182, 187, 188]. Gait trials in QGA are limited to a few number
of consecutive strides before stopping or turning. The space constraints in the clinical
settings reduce the ability to produce the long time series required in DFA. However,
previous studies [170, 189] have proved that after stitching together discontinuous
stride series, segmented as a result of a turn, the fractal exponent remains positively
correlated in the resulting time series, not being affected by the segmentation.

The use of the DFA method to assess gait variability, specifically stride interval vari-
ability, is thoroughly explained in Chapter 4 of this Ph.D. Thesis. Non-linear estimation
through DFA is used in conjunction with linear estimation of stride interval variabil-
ity through the Coefficient of Variation. Relationship between stride interval variability
and ageing is analyzed through these estimators in two groups of frail older adults with
different walking ability, in comparison with a young adult group (control). Stride in-
terval time series are acquired through the inertial-based device built for this purpose.
The wearable inertial sensor is located at the thoracic area in order to acquire trunk
accelerations.

1 Intraclass Correlation Coefficient
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Chapter 3

Cases of study

3.1. General description of the cases of study conducted

In this chapter three heterogeneous prototypes that have been developed to explore
novel methods for QGA are described and evaluated in three different cases of study.
Each of the cases of study focuses on the spatio-temporal dimension of human gait
(Section 1.3.2.3). This means that any of them could provide the opportunity to per-
form gait variability assessment, as this is the major motivation of this Ph.D. Thesis.
Specifically, stride interval variability can be gathered using any of them with enough
accuracy to be considered a relevant functional/mobility marker in frailty assessment
or in other types of syndromes, as can be seen in the following sections.

The different prototypes created prioritize low-cost and easy-deployment policies
so that such systems may be used in both, clinical and home settings, in addition to
enabling gait trials more widely available or accessible. This also has a significant
impact on the number of gait assessments that may be carried out over time, if this kind
of systems become more popular. Therefore, gait variability could be monitored with
a greater granularity through this low-cost and easy-deployment systems than with an
expensive GAITRite walkway or a similar clinical instrument. For the time being, all
the gait trials carried out in the different cases of study are explicit gait trials controlled
by a test operator. Future efforts should be aimed at encouraging implicit/autonomous
gait trials and long-term gait monitoring.

Specifically, the cases of study presented can be broken down as follows: (a) a pas-
sive vision system for QGA using a low-cost structured light sensor (Section 3.2), it
makes possible to externally identify the position and timestamp of gait events from
recorded gait trials; (b) an ambulatory system for QGA based on a pair of wireless
sensorized insoles, equipped with pressure and inertial sensors (Section 3.3). It makes
possible to demarcate specific gait phases in real-time; (c) an infrastructure for QGA in
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Assisted Living Environments, with enables wireless communication with inertial de-
vices used to demarcate gait events from trunk accelerations in a non-intrusive manner
(Section 3.4). In particular, the prototype in the last case of study will be used in the
evaluation in Chapter 4.

3.2. Passive vision-based system for QGA: estimating tempo-

ral gait parameters through a structured light sensor

An Image Processing (IP) approach is adopted in this first case of study. Specifically,
a low-cost passive vision-based system that externally estimates HS events through a
structured light sensor (Kinect 1) and 3D point-cloud processing. This vision-based
system is compared with a reference clinical instrument (GAITRite walkway system)
using an experimental protocol focused on the feasibility of estimating HS events over
two groups of healthy adults (five elders and five young subjects) under controlled
conditions.

The comparison also includes HS demarcation through a wearable inertial proto-
type that relies on two wireless acceleration sensors mounted on the ankles [103]. This
case of study has been conducted as part of an international collaboration between
INAOE1, INR2 and MAmI Reseach group [190]. Thus, It has been decided to keep the
study as it was originally conceived and also provide the information and evaluation
results of the wearable inertial prototype developed by López-Nava et al. (INAOE).

Errors of the vision-based and wearable systems, regarding the ground truth (GAIT-
Rite), are computed. Inter-group and intra-group analyses are also conducted to trans-
versely compare the performance between both technologies, and of these technologies
with respect to the reference system.

The comparison under controlled conditions is required as a previous stage towards
the adaptation of this kind of solutions to provide continuous in-home gait monitoring
as part of the future work.

Theoretical foundations and related works about Gait Analysis, and more specifi-
cally, about QGA through vision-based and inertial-based systems have been provided
in Sections 1.3.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Assuming that the above information has been under-
stood, the Materials and method is introduced below.

1 Instituto Nacional de Astrof́ısica, Óptica y Electrónica (Mexico City, Mexico)
2 Instituto Nacional de Rehabilitación (Mexico City, Mexico)
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3.2 Passive vision-based system for QGA: estimating temporal gait parameters
through a structured light sensor

3.2.1. Materials and methods

Firstly, the three systems that have been compared in this case of study are de-
scribed, paying special attention to the low-cost passive vision-based system proposed.

3.2.1.1. Wearable inertial-based system

The wearable system consists of two wireless inertial sensors to be placed on the
lateral distal lower limbs of the subjects. The sensors used are LPMS-B (LP-research,
Japan) miniature wearable inertial measurement units. Each one comprises three dif-
ferent MEMS sensors: 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis magnetometer.
Its communication distance scope is of 18m, it has a lithium battery of 3.7V at 800mAh,
and it weights 34g.

These sensors are firmly fixed to the external side of each ankle of the subjects us-
ing elastic velcro straps. The anatomical reference for sensor setting is five centimeters
above the malleolus aligning the plane formed by the x-axis and z-axis of the sensors
with the sagittal plane of the subjects, as shown in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b). Raw ac-
celeration data was processed offline in order to obtain gait patterns from characteristic
peaks related to both gait events: heel-strike and toe-off.

(a) Sagittal view (b) Frontal view

Figure 3.1: Wearable inertial-based system placed on the ankles of a person. 3.1(a) Sagit-
tal view shows the coordinated system of the IMU placed on the right ankle. 3.1(b) Frontal
view shows the coordinates system of the IMUs placed on both ankles

The characteristic peak detection is based on a probabilistic method known as
Bayesian models. These models are implemented to classify the characteristic peaks
into steps or non-steps. The models are previously trained using gait data from real
people during controlled gait trials, such as elders. The acceleration data from x-axis
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Figure 3.2: Step and stride times using heel-strike (HS) events from x-axis signals from
IMUs placed on the ankles of a subject

and z-axis was segmented based on gait events of actual steps correctly classified. Fi-
nally, temporal gait parameters were estimated from segmented acceleration signals.
In particular, to estimate step time/interval and stride time/interval only heel-strike
events are used.

In Figure 3.2 it is shown the acceleration data segmented into five steps and four
strides made by one subject. A complete description of this approach and previous
results have been reported in [103].

3.2.1.2. Passive vision-based system

The main intended purpose of this case of study has been to provide a low-cost,
easy-to-install and marker-less (non-obtrusive) vision-based system for QGA.

In this context, it is crucial that the chosen technology and the artificial vision al-
gorithms applied are robust to the sensor’s location. From this point of view, flexibility
when placing the vision sensor inside the environment is definitely a key point in order
to provide in-home gait monitoring in the future work. The proposed vision-based so-
lution should return similar performance in gait parameter estimations under different
scenarios if, for example, the sensor is located next to the room’s roof or at half the
height of the wall, capturing different views of the scene.
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3.2 Passive vision-based system for QGA: estimating temporal gait parameters
through a structured light sensor

All the above premises encouraged us to choose a structured light sensor, particu-
larly the Kinect 1 device, to acquire depth information about the scene which can be
processed later as 3D point-cloud data structures. The basic operation of the structured
light sensor, which includes the projection of a geometric texture on the scene for the
computation of the disparity map, its subsequent conversion to depth image and the
generation of a related point-cloud structure has been introduced in Section 1.3.2.3
(Image Processing systems).

The entire process from data acquisition and point-cloud extraction to gait parameter
estimation, through the proposed vision-based system is fully detailed in the following
subsection.

Gait analysis methodology
An overview of the processing stages performed by the vision system to estimate

gait parameters is shown in Figure 3.3.

In broad terms, the proposed system is able to detect HS events from subject’s point-
clouds after several filtering and algebraic operations of transformation (represented as
sequential modules in the scheme) which will be detailed throughout this subsection.

The process also includes an algorithm to estimate gait trajectories followed by the
subjects within the vision field of the sensor, as our future work is to realize in-home
gait monitoring. Previous to the HS extraction, an exhaustive analysis of the trajectories
straightness is conducted in order to segment gait paths, since turns or abrupt changes
inside the trajectories distort the measurements.

The proposed system will only compute HS events for each sequence of subject’s
point-clouds considered part of a straight path. This casuistry is graphically illustrated
in Figure 3.4, where a screenshot of the system shows the output of the trajectory
analysis module. The estimated trajectory is coloured in yellow. This trajectory con-
tains several loops, zig-zags and abrupt changes, and only one path/segment has been
considered straight enough (marked in blue) for further gait assessment.

Other remarkable aspect before describing in detail each of the modules/steps
sketched in Figure 3.3 is the fact that all the treatment from subjects’ point-cloud pro-
cessing to the estimation of gait events and temporal parameters is done offline. This
ensures that the data acquisition process (see module (b) in Figure 3.3) can maintain
a framerate very close to 30 Hz. If this process had been done online, i.e. after the
depth map acquisition in each frame, the framerate had been affected and the time
resolution required to accurately estimate HS events would be aggravated. Therefore,
the modules from (c) to (f) run in a background service which is temporally supplied
with a sequence of depth maps from the data acquisition module.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the proposed vision-based system for QGA
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Figure 3.4: Straight path demarcation inside a gait trajectory

Calibration (module (a)). Starting at the leftmost module in Figure 3.3, a rigorous
calibration process of the Kinect IR camera must be first performed in order to obtain
reasonable accurate depth maps. In this case, the calibration consists in identifying the
intrinsic parameters of the IR camera, that is, the distortion function and the elements
of the camera matrix. Formulas 3.1 and 3.2 show the forms of distortion function f (d)(·)
and camera matrix K considered in this work, where k represents the image distortion
coefficients, α the skew coefficient, fx and fy the focal length and u, v the normalized
image projection of a point from the IR camera reference frame [191]:

f (d)(x) = (1 + k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6) · x, r2 =

√
u2 + v2 (3.1)

K =

 fx α · fx cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1

 (3.2)

To identify these parameters the procedure requires to collect sensor outputs and
compare them with reference data using a special calibration target, i.e., an object
of precisely known dimensions. In this case, a simple chessboard pattern that must
be captured in different angles and placements over the scene for a proper intrinsic
calibration.

In order to simplify the calibration step, which is not the main aim of this study, an
open source toolkit called RGBDemo [192] which integrates calibration functionality
was used to identify the intrinsic parameters of the IR camera.
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(a) RGB-D video player output

(b) Segmented human depth silhouette

Figure 3.5: Segmentation of human depth silhouettes. 3.5(a) Screenshot of the RGB-D
video player output, RBG image is on the left and depth map on the right. 3.5(b) Human
depth silhouette segmented from the depth map

The calibration step is isolated from the rest of modules in Figure 3.3 because it is
only conducted during the initial setup of the system or if the Kinect device is replaced
by another one.

Data acquisition (module (b)). The OpenNI [193] application programming inter-
face is used to interact with the Kinect device. This API provides all the necessary tools
for low-level data manipulation as the conversion of disparity values to depth values
using the intrinsic parameters from the calibration module; and high-level function-
alities, such as the people tracking algorithm over depth map sequences, used in the
point-cloud extractor (module (c)) to segment human silhouette depth data from the
scene.

Two different MapGenerator nodes from the OpenNI API allow the interface to
asynchronously handle new data acquisition every 1/30 sec. The ImageGenerator node
produces RGB images and the DepthGenerator produces depth maps which are stored
together with their related timestamps. The RGB images are only used for visualization
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purposes through the RGB-D video player and do not interfere in the subsequent pro-
cessing stages. Stored depth maps from the scene will feed the point-cloud extractor
module (see Figure 3.3).

In Figure 3.5(a), a screenshot of the RGB-D video player module shows a captured
frame during a gait trial. On the left side is the RGB image and on the right the depth
map in grayscale.

Point-cloud extractor (module (c)). The expected output of this module is a set
of labelled point-clouds representing the subjects in the scene. In order to address this
task a sequence of depth maps from the whole scene is taken as input (see Figure 3.3).

The usual procedure is to apply a background subtraction algorithm to each cap-
tured frame in order to segment a single person moving. The background subtraction
algorithm could be more or less adapted to handle dynamic background changes in
the environment [194]. If more than one human silhouettes must be segmented at the
same time, the foreground extraction procedure has to be complemented by some kind
of clustering and people tracking algorithms. Furthermore, the foreground extraction
can be done on the RGB image, on the depth data or on a combination of both. The
invariance of the depth image to changes in light conditions and its robustness to low-
light levels are the main determinants to choose the foreground extraction from depth
data in this case.

Although the designed protocol to compare the vision system with respect to the
wearable-based and the GAITRite involves a single person on the walkway, it has been
decided to employ the user tracker functionality incorporated in the OpenNI API be-
cause it provides robust tracking (up to eight people in the scene) using only depth
information. Again, this decision has been taken to facilitate the future deployment of
the system to monitor gait on a continuous basis in environments where two or more
people may be in the field of view of the sensor.

The OpenNI user tracker provides an ‘user map’ data structure called SceneMeta-
Data where the background pixels are labelled with 0 value and the pixels from hu-
man silhouettes are numbered consecutively with identifiers from 1 up to the amount
of subjects in the scene. The superimposition of user and depth maps for the actual
frame produces what has been called human depth silhouettes (see an example in Fig-
ure 3.5(b)).

Given the human depth silhouettes and the intrinsic parameters of the IR camera,
the subject’s point-clouds can be obtained as follows:
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Assuming that a point in a human depth silhouette is available in of the form (ps, z),
where ps are its (column,row) coordinates in the depth map and z is the distance from
the sensor (IR camera), the transformation is given by Formulas 3.3 and 3.4:

pc =
[
f (d)

]−1 (
K−1 · ps

)
(3.3)

Pc = [pc, z] (3.4)

Therefore, Pc is the tri-dimensional transformation of a specific point from a depth
silhouette to the IR camera coordinate frame. As can be observed, f (d) and K are the
distortion function and camera matrix considered in Formulas 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
Each subject’s point-cloud is generated repeating Formulas 3.3 and 3.4 for every point
of the related silhouette.

The Kinect sensor accuracy affects the quality of the generated point-clouds. After
calibration of the intrinsic parameters of the IR camera, there is an estimated root
mean square error of 59 ± 27mm at a distance of ≈3.8m from the sensor [191], rising
quadratically. However, the OpenNI user tracker operates up to ≈4.2m, clipping objects
beyond this boundary.

Finally, as part of this module it is also necessary to generate the point-cloud of the
whole scene because it will be used in the point-cloud treatment module (module (d))
for ground plane estimation (see Figure 3.3).

Point-cloud treatment (module (d)). This module makes some preprocessing op-
erations over the whole scene point-cloud and over the subject’s point-clouds. Firstly,
the ground plane equation is estimated from the scene point-cloud through an iterative
RANSAC1 algorithm [195].

The underlying principle behind the RANSAC family of algorithms is to iteratively
choose random points (usually three) and check how many of the remaining points
lie on the estimated plane (inliers), using some distance threshold. The plane that
got the highest number of inliers is finally kept, and its equation is refined using least
squares fitting with the inliers. If there is a prevailing plane, it will be detected in a few
iterations, since there is a high probability that three random points belong to it.

The ground plane normal from the RANSAC’s estimation is used to implement a
pass-through filter to cut off points from each subject’s point-cloud that are below 40cm
and correspond to the lower limbs. These filtered point-clouds are referred to as lower
limb point-clouds in Figure 3.3. An example of a lower limb point-cloud can be seen in
Figure 3.6 (coloured in red).

1 Random Sample Consensus.
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Figure 3.6: Subject’s point-cloud (marked in white) and the segmented lower limb point-
cloud (marked in red)

Optionally, the lower limb point-clouds can be filtered to remove outliers, e.g. using
a radius outlier removal filter.

Gait trajectory estimation and analysis (module (e)). In order to estimate the tra-
jectory followed by one subject during a gait trial, the first step is to compute the cen-
troid locations for each of the lower limb point-clouds inside the gait sequence. Then,
if these centroids are projected onto the ground, the produced time series represents
the trajectory. However, it is yet a little noisy, in order to smooth it a two-dimensional
Kalman filter [104] is applied.

In Figure 3.7(a), the yellow line shows an example of the trajectory followed by
one subject while walking in a home environment, after Kalman filtering.

Once the gait trajectory is estimated, the procedure to discriminate straight paths
is carried out. For the conducted protocol (described in Section 4.2.1) each subject
walks several times along the GAITRite covering straight paths in both directions, the
trajectory analysis enables straight path segmentation before the subsequent heal-strike
detection.

Obviously, the segmentation of straight paths is an increased requirement when the
trajectory is no longer predefined and may contain turns or abrupt changes (unlike the
conducted protocol in this case of study). As previously stated, if the system is going
to be deployed to provide continuous gait monitoring as part of the future work the
trajectory analysis will be an essential stage in that process.
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(a) Smoothed gait trajectory (b) Demarcated straight paths

Figure 3.7: Trajectory estimation and analysis. 3.7(a) Smoothed trajectory described while
walking in a home environment. 3.7(b) Demarcated straight paths (coloured in blue) from
the trajectory described in Figure 3.7(a)

The trajectory analysis to identify straight paths involves two mechanisms to mea-
sure straightness:

1. Computing how much, on average, the tangent to the trajectory is changing.

2. Fitting a line using linear regression and determine the Root-Mean-Square Devi-
ation (RMSD) as straightness indicator.

The algorithm detailing how these two mechanisms are combined is summarized by
the flow diagram in Figure 3.8. The procedure to identify straight paths considers that
the first candidate starts at the beginning of the trajectory (startIndex=0), thus, the
main task is to find where this straight path candidate finishes due to an abrupt change
or turn in direction. In order to accomplish that, the trajectory is divided into small
fragments with a default size of 15 frames (≈0.5sec).

The algorithm iterates over the fragments measuring the straightness of the trajec-
tory enclosed by each of them. The procedure responsible for this is called tangent-

Straightness(), marked in bold in the diagram in Figure 3.8. It consists of com-
puting how much, on average, the tangent to the enclosed trajectory is changing. For
an ideal linear trajectory, this would be zero as the tangent is constant. For more
details, the procedure tangentStraightness() is mathematically defined in the
Appendix A.8.

According to the execution flow shown in Figure 3.8, the candidate to straight path
is building up while moving forward through the trajectory (the red loop in the Fig-
ure 3.8). When the trajectory enclosed by a specific fragment is above a predefined
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i = 0
startIndex = 0 
endIndex = 0 

true

false

straightness = tangentStraightness(f)

straightness > threshold1
false

i++

new Frament f (i, i + fragmentSize)

(*) true
endIndex = i endIndex - startIndex 

>= minPathDuration

false

startIndex = i+1

straightness = leastSqrRegression(p)

Path p (startIndex, endIndex)
true

straightness <= threshold2
false

(*) An abrupt change or turn in direction has 
been found.

straightPaths.push_back(p)

true

i < projectedCentroids.size() - fragmentSize

Figure 3.8: Trajectory analysis flow diagram

threshold the candidate under construction is ended (endIndex = i) because an
abrupt change in direction has occurred. If the candidate exceeds a minimum dura-
tion, it continues to the second mechanism of straightness analysis (linear regression),
otherwise it is discarded and the process to compose a new candidate to straight path
begins again.

In the second stage, a linear least squares regression is conducted to validate if
the candidate from the first mechanism is definitely a straight path. The procedure
responsible for this is called leastSqrRegression(), marked in bold in the diagram
in Figure 3.8.

During the linear regression, the RMSD is computed as straightness indicator. If
the coefficient is under a fixed threshold the path is considered straight and it is stored
together with its estimated slope and intercept parameters.

Figure 3.7(b) illustrates the demarcated straight paths obtained from the same tra-
jectory as in Figure 3.7(a). Other example has been also presented in Figure 3.4. The
straightness definition in the path demarcation process can be more or less rigorous
depending on several parameters such as the fragment size, the predefined thresholds
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Figure 3.9: Heel strike detection. 3.9(a) 3D viewer displaying the subject’s point-cloud
(white), the lower limb point-cloud (red) and the straight path (blue). 3.9(b) Normalized
and aligned lower limb projection. 3.9(c) Filtered Pearson’s correlation coefficient time
series

and the minimum path duration. This is reflected in the the number and the duration
of the identified straight paths.

Gait parameter estimation (module (f)). This module encloses the operations
required to estimate HS events and compute step and stride time/interval parameters
from the lower limb point-clouds obtained in module (d) (see Figure 3.3). The set of
straight paths from the trajectory analysis (module (e)) are also required to ensure that
HS events are estimated over the delimited sequences of lower limb point-clouds that
correspond to straight paths.

The procedure adopted is similar to the one proposed by Stone et al. in [196] where
a correlation coefficient computed over the 2D projection of the lower limb point-cloud
is used. In this particular case, the Pearson’s correlation is utilized as correlation coef-
ficient. Moreover, better results have been obtained filtering the correlation coefficient
time series through a scale-space filter, as a previous step to heel-strike estimation. Af-
ter filtering, the required peaks and valleys to identify HS events emerge clearly. The
procedure is well-detailed below. It is repeated for each of the straight paths:

1. The lower limb point-clouds that are part of the path are projected onto the
ground plane. In Figure 3.9(a), the 3D built-in viewer displays the lower limb
point-cloud of one subject while walking along the gait path at a particular time.

2. In order to get a homogeneous representation, each projection is normalized and
then aligned respect to the path line which it belongs. The angle between the
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path’s slope and the x-axis of the IR camera coordinate frame in the Kinect is
used for the rotation. See Figure 3.9(b).

3. For each normalized projection the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is computed
as:

r =

∑n
i=1 xizi√∑n

i=1 xi
2
∑n

i=1 zi
2

(3.5)

where n is the total number of points in the normalized projection, and xi and zi
represent the X and Z coordinates of the i point inside it.

4. The time series of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r(t) is smoothed using
a scale-space filter. Specifically, r(t) is convoluted with three Gaussian kernels

F (x, σj) = 1√
2πσ2

j

exp
−x2

2σ2
j using different smoothing parameters σj (j ∈ [1, 3]).

Therefore, three signals r̂σj (t) are obtained and then combined composing the
scale-space filter shown in Formula 3.6:

rfiltered(t) =

3∏
j=1

r̂σj (t) (3.6)

The signal rfiltered(t) represents the output of the scale-space filter. Local max-
ima in rfiltered(t) correspond to left HS events and local minima to right HS
events. Since one local maximum and one local minimum are expected to be
found for each gait cycle (consisting of two steps), we set σj ∈ {Tmin/4, (Tmin +
Tmax)/8, Tmax/4}, which works for a range of gait cycles/strides from Tmin to
Tmax. A value of Tmin = 500ms is predefined for the minimum stride duration
and Tmax = 1750ms for the maximum stride duration. These thresholds are
derived empirically from previous gait trials such as those carried out in [74].

More filtering levels could be considered, however three σ smoothing parameters
are enough to cover {low, medium and high} gait cycle durations. Other applica-
tion of scale-filtering, in this case to smooth trunk acceleration signals to estimate
HS and TO events is presented in the last case of study (Section 3.4).

As can be observed in Figure 3.9(c), local maxima in the filtered time series
correspond to left HS events (marked in white) and local minima to right HS
events (marked in yellow). As the gray arrow indicates, a right HS event has
occurred few milliseconds before.

Once heel-strikes are identified for both limbs in each straight path, step and stride
time parameters are easily computed by subtracting the timestamps.
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Figure 3.10: General setup for the gait trials. 3.10(a) GAITRite walkway. 3.10(b) Wear-
able insertial-based system. 3.10(c) Kinect structured light sensor placed in the two tested
configurations: sagittal plane – height=65cm and sagittal plane – height=240cm

3.2.1.3. Reference system

The GAITRite electronic walkway system has been used for validation purposes in
this case of study. This commercial device, commonly utilized in clinical gait assess-
ments, has been previously introduced in Section 1.3.2.3 (Floor sensors). Particularly,
the GAITRite unit from INR contains seven sensor pads encapsulated in a roll up carpet
to produce an active area 61cm wide and 427cm long (see Figures 1.25 and 3.5(a)).
Specifically, each sensor pad has an area of 61cm square and contains 2304 sensors
arranged in (48 × 48) grid pattern. It can work at different sample rates from 60Hz

to 240Hz and it achieves a temporal accuracy of ±1 sample and a spatial accuracy of
±1.27cm, according to [197].

The GAITRite is commonly used as a ground truth in QGA validations. Webster et
al. [198] have assessed in detail the validity of the GAITRite system for the measure-
ment of step parameters. In our particular case, the step and stride time estimations
from both lower limbs are compared with regard to the ones obtained from the wear-
able and the vision-based systems. A technical description of how the GAITRite system
estimates these and other gait parameters is provided in [197].

3.2.2. General setup

The setup of the GAITRite walkway, with respect to the proposed systems is shown
in Figure 3.10. As can be seen, one meter at both ends of the instrumented walkway
have been added to allow acceleration and deceleration stages.
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3.2.3. Subjects and conditions

Eight female and two male subjects have participated in the gait trials. The in-
clusion criteria for the protocol are ages from 18 to 80 years and no evidence of gait
disorder or known motion limitation. The subjects have been divided into two groups
of ages: five young adults (age: 24.4 ± 5.3 years; height: 1.61 ± 0.06 m), and five
older adults (age: 68.2 ± 6 years; height: 1.55 ± 0.06 m). The classification into these
groups is based on two reasons: First, the preliminary results of the wearable approach
in [103] have shown that the classification of patterns in acceleration signals consid-
ering two groups of different ages is more accurate than the general classification of
patterns using a single group, regardless to their age; Second, this division enables
inter-group comparison of the step and stride time parameters to assess if there ex-
ists significant differences between groups and, if so, how these are reflected by the
systems.

The size of the sample has been set to 10 subjects, this number of participants
is frequently used in QGA studies. In the systematic review conducted in [199], 23
studies focused on three-dimensional kinematic gait measurement have been analyzed,
ranging from 1 to 50 participants and with a median value of 10 subjects during the
gait trials.

Before tests began, volunteers gave their consent to participate and they received a
non-technical explanation of the protocol. Then, height and length of the legs of each
participant were registered. Each gait trial consisted in walking barefoot at a comfort-
able speed along a 6.27m1 straight line, as illustrated in the scheme of Figure 3.10.
Participants were asked to look at a visual target placed at eye level in front of the gait
direction to minimize distractions that might affect the natural gait.

The Kinect sensor was 240cm separated from the walkway2, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Two height configurations were tested, the first one with the Kinect device at 65cm

from the floor and the second at 240cm. For each of the height configurations subjects
walked with the inertial units placed on the ankles five times; the first and the last
were gait trials with no data collected. Therefore, six gait trials were recorded for each
participant.

1 1 meter acceleration stage + 4.27 meters GAITRite length + 1 meter deceleration stage.
2 The required distance to capture the whole GAITRite in the field of view of the Kinect.
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Table 3.1: Absolute and relative errors in temporal gait parameters for the young adults

GAITRite VS approach Gait param Abs error(ms) Rel error(%)
Mean±StDev Mean±StDev

GAITRite VS wearable system
step time 16.8±14.1 3.1±2.7
stride time 21.8±16.0 2.0±1.5

GAITRite VS Kinect (h=65cm)
step time 20.1±13.8 3.7±2.5
stride time 23.0±20.0 2.1±1.9

GAITRite VS Kinect (h=240cm)
step time 22.4±15.1 4.1±2.7
stride time 29.6±17.3 2.7±1.6

Table 3.2: Absolute and relative errors in temporal gait parameters for the older adults

GAITRite VS approach Gait param Abs error(ms) Rel error(%)
Mean±StDev Mean±StDev

GAITRite VS wearable system
step time 16.1±14.4 3.0±2.5
stride time 26.3±15.7 2.4±1.4

GAITRite VS Kinect (h=65cm)
step time 24.2±21.0 4.1±3.4
stride time 27.3±25.1 2.3±2.1

GAITRite VS Kinect (h=240cm)
step time 22.2±20.1 4.0±3.6
stride time 27.1±27.7 2.4±2.4

3.2.4. Evaluation and discussion of the case of study

3.2.4.1. Absolute and relative errors with respect to the GAITRite system

For validating purposes the differences between the step time and stride time esti-
mations from the wearable and vision-based approaches with respect to the GAITRite
have been computed.

The comparison has been divided into three different parts for each age group to
get a better understanding of the results:

1. GAITRite versus wearable-based system.

2. GAITRite versus vision-based system (The height of the Kinect is 65cm).

3. GAITRite versus vision-based system (The height of the Kinect is 240cm).

The results obtained from the absolute and relative errors are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.1 and Table 3.2, for young and older adult groups, respectively.

In general, step time and stride time are correctly estimated by both systems, the
wearable and the two Kinect height configurations. The step time obtained using the
Kinect device for the older group in both heights is the gait parameter with more rela-
tive error, with values around 4%± 3.5. This, certainly is an acceptable outcome (with
margin for improvement), since in terms of absolute error systems are dealing with
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values below 50ms. Similar relative errors (around 4% in step time) are reported in
literature related to the development of systems for spatio-temporal gait assessment.
Greene et al. [200] evaluated the performance of two algorithms for spatio-temporal
gait parameter estimation through the used of body-worn sensors with regard to the
GAITRite. The average relative errors obtained for step time were 2.76% and 3.54% at
normal and slow gait respectively, in a group of seven healthy adults (aged 23 to 49).
In a related work, Kim et al. [201] obtained errors for step time determination between
5% and 5.5% at normal and slow gait, respectively. Fifteen healthy young adult (25.8
± 2.6 years) participated in that experiment wearing a smartphone-enabled camera-
based system (SmartGait) which was compared to the GAITRite.

The wearable inertial-based system performs estimations with slightly lower abso-
lute and relative errors, as can be seen in the tables; specially with less error dispersion.
At this point it is necessary to emphasize that the wearable approach includes together
the data acquired from both controlled trials at a height of 65cm and 240cm, for each
age group.

Concerning the Kinect configurations there does not exists a substantial difference
or improvement regardless with the sensor height, as it is reflected in the tables.

3.2.4.2. Inter-group analysis

An inter-group comparison of the step and stride time/interval parameters has been
also carried out to transversely analyze if there are significant differences in gait pa-
rameters between the older and younger adult groups and, if so, which is the achieved
resolution of both proposed systems to capture these differences. In Figures 3.11(a)
and 3.11(b) the results of the inter-group comparison for the step and stride time pa-
rameters are graphically detailed using box plots.

As can be observed, the inter-quartile range (IQR) which represents the middle
50% of the values is longer in the older group for both parameters obtained from the
three systems. That indicates a substantial difference in the data dispersion, some-
thing that might be expected for the old population where gait patterns tend to be
more heterogeneous, as will be noticed later in the intra-group analysis conducted in
Section 3.2.4.3 to determine single differences between the subjects.

In terms of quartiles, the middle range of the step time for the young adult group is
between Q1wearable = 508msec and Q3vision = 567msec. In the case of the elders, it is
between Q1wearable = 488msec and Q3vision,wearable = 635msec.

Similarly, for the stride time, the middle range for the young adult group is between
Q1wearable = 1025msec and Q3GAITRite = 1125msec. The older adult group has a
middle range of stride time between Q1wearable = 986msec and Q3vision = 1298msec.
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(a) Inter-group comparison of the step time

(b) Inter-group comparison of the stride time

Figure 3.11: Step/stride time inter-group analysis

Other remarkable aspect emerging from the inter-group analysis is the asymmetry
of the median (Q2) in the step and stride time for the older adult group, which is
present in the three systems. As can be observed in Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) the
deviation of the median to the first quartile is very clear for the older adult group and
it is not replicated in the young group. Particularly, this is interpreted as there is a
greater variability in the step time of the older adult group when measurements are
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above ≈520msec. Likewise, there is a greater variability in the stride time of the older
adult group in measurements of over ≈1040msec (corresponding to approximately
50% of the data). The upper whisker for both gait parameters in the three systems
also confirms that there is high data dispersion in measurements above the Q3 for the
older adult group. As reflected in the box plots, upper whiskers are longer than lower
whiskers for this age group. Conversely, for the young adult group the lower whisker
is longer, showing more dispersion.

From the inter-group analysis can be concluded that the GAITRite, the wearable
and the vision systems characterize each adult group in a similar way, being observed
common patterns between them in the measurement’s distribution for both step time
and stride time.

3.2.4.3. Intra-group analysis

In order to supplement the previous inter-group analysis a detailed assessment of
the step and stride time estimations for the three systems considering separately each
subject has been carried out. The different box plots in Figure 3.12 illustrate the
intra-group analysis. The graphics for the young adult group are presented in Fig-
ures 3.12(a) and 3.12(c) (left column) and the respective for the older adult group in
Figures 3.12(b) and 3.12(d) (right column).

At a glance, one can easily recognize the reason why there was more data disper-
sion in measurements of step and stride time above the second quartile (Q2) for the
elders during the inter-group analysis, as already concluded in Section 3.2.4.2, see Fig-
ures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b). Specifically, there are two subjects (id=319 & id=322) with
gait patterns different from the rest of the group who are characterized by slower steps
and strides, specially the subject with id=322. Although all participants were previ-
ously evaluated by the clinicians without evidence of gait disorder this subject should
be further assessed to check if pathological gait exists.

In the box-plots for the young adult group there is also a participant with a slightly
different gait pattern. In this case the subject with id=325 shows shorter step and stride
times than the rest of the group. This is coherently captured by the three systems, as
can be observed in Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(c). The measurements from this subject
have influence in the young adult group as it is reflected by the inter-group analysis,
although to a lesser extent than the previous case. The greater length of the lower
whiskers for the young adult group in the stride time comparison (Figure 3.11(b))
highlights this fact.

Given the estimations of the gait parameters obtained for each subject it is compli-
cated to extrapolate some decisive conclusions for a particular approach. Nonetheless,
some trends in the systems behaviour and in data distribution can be noted. The wear-
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(a) Intra-group comparison of the step time (young

adults)

(b) Intra-group comparison of the step time (old adults)

(c) Intra-group comparison of the stride time (young

adults)

(d) Intra-group comparison of the stride time (old adults)

Figure 3.12: Step/stride time intra-group analysis

able inertial-based system tends toward a small negative bias in the measurements of
the step and stride time compared to the GAITRite, most of its box-plots are slightly
offset downward with respect to the GAITRite. In the vision system there is not any
clear and consistent trend and it varies more erratically depending on the subject who
is performing the gait trial. More data dispersion is particularly notable with respect to
the others showing bigger boxes and longer whiskers in many cases.

3.2.5. Conclusions of the case of study

The comparison under controlled conditions between the two developed systems
and the GAITRite is a required step prior to the system deployment in a living envi-
ronment and their adaptability to provide continuous gait monitoring. This research
aims at contributing to this task designing and conducting the protocol presented in
the previous sections.

To the best of my knowledge, there are not studies that combine a system validation
metric based on absolute and relative error estimation, supplemented by inter-group
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and intra-group analyses to compare temporal gait parameters, highlighting the system
outputs. Therefore, this case of study is expected to develop knowledge to support the
evaluation of low-cost technologies for QGA.

Definitely, this first case of study aims to support the design of technologies for QGA.
The vision-based system, which has been precisely detailed in this section, and the
wearable system developed by López-Nava et al. [103] and included in the comparison
are proof of that.

Focusing on the passive vision-based system presented, some positive and nega-
tive aspects can be underlined after the evaluation conducted. The use of a structured
light sensor and the depth mapping technique provide relative distances within the
scene. This can make possible the direct estimation of spatial gait parameters, such as
step/stride length and gait speed without additional extra steps. This task is most diffi-
cult to achieve and more inaccurate by using inertial devices, where double integration
of acceleration signals are required. Conversely, the passive vision-based system de-
veloped makes offline estimation of gait events. Thus, it can not be used for real-time
applications, for instance, to predict immediate falls or to provide instant feedback af-
ter freezing of gait, that is common in Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, whilst the passive
vision-based system is non-intrusive it has other problems related to infrared light, such
as the interferences in the presence of sunlight or occlusions.

3.3. An ambulatory system for QGA based on wireless sen-

sorized insoles

A gait phase detection system based on wireless sensorized insoles is presented in
the second case of study. The system can be used in gait analysis mobile applications
and it is designed for real-time detection of five gait subphases (Stance subphases and
Swing, Figure 1.6). The gait phase detection system employs 4 FSR pressure sensors
per insole to assess the force exerted by each foot during walking.

The communication of each sensorized insole with a smartphone is achieved by
means of a Bluetooth 2.0 module and one Arduino Fio single-board computer (BCMI
Labs AB, Malmö, Sweden) [202]. Each insole also includes a 9DoF IMU1. However, the
IMU data is not used by the GPDA. Particularly, a fuzzy rule-based inference algorithm is
implemented on a smartphone to identify each of the gait phases based on the pressure
sensor signals.

Additionally, to provide a solution that is insensitive to perturbations caused by non-
walking activities such as standing up or sitting down, a probabilistic classifier based

1 Nine-Degrees-of-Freedom Inertial Measurement Unit, which consists of a tri-axial accelerometer +
tri-axial gyroscope + tri-axial magnetometer
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on Gaussian Näıve Bayes (GNB) is employed to discriminate walking forward from
other low level activities as turning, walking backwards, lateral walking, etc. The GNB
classifier uses pressure data from the FSRs, identified gait phases and also acceleration
data from the IMUs to be fully operational. The goal of this second algorithm is to
facilitate future efforts towards continuous long-term gait monitoring, by means of the
avoidance of non-walking influences as a first stage.

Theoretical foundations about Gait Analysis (Section 1.3.2), and more specifically,
about the gait cycle and gait subphases (Section 1.3.2.1) and QGA through wearable
systems (including inertial and pressure sensors, Section 1.3.2.3) have been provided
throughout this Ph.D. Thesis. In addition, related works about QGA using insole-based
devices are presented in Section 2.2. Assuming that the above information has been
understood, the Materials and method is introduced below.

3.3.1. Materials and methods

The gait phase detection system based on wireless sensorized insoles comprises
three main modules. Each module is defined as a set of hardware and software el-
ements with a specific purpose in the ambulatory system under development. An
overview of the system is shown in Figure 3.13.

The first module (boxes on the left in Figure 3.13) describes the hardware and
software co-design of each sensorized insole. On the hardware level, each insole is an
assembly consisting of two kind of sensors: the FSRs and the IMU. In order to manage
data acquisition, one Arduino Fio is programmed with a piece of software to provide the
Bluetooth module with the data from the sensors, after the analog-to-digital conversion
required. The Bluetooth module (set to slave mode) establishes the communication
between the insole module and the mobile application module.

The mobile gait monitoring application (the top right box in Figure 3.13) is the
system’s main software component. This module essentially runs in a smartphone’s1

background service. It includes the solution’s two main algorithms (represented as
submodules). The first is the fuzzy rule-based inference algorithm for real-time gait
phase detection (GPDA), which will be explained in detail in Section 3.3.1.2. The
second algorithm makes possible foot movement pattern recognition (walking forward
discrimination) by means of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for feature selection
and the GNB classifier for clustering. It will be explained in detail in Section 3.3.1.3.
Essentially, when the walking forward action is recognized, the gait phase detection will
continue to capture gait parameters until the action finishes.

1 Specifically, a Google Nexus 7 (2013) is being used in the gait trials
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Figure 3.13: Overview of the ambulatory system for gait monitoring based on wireless
sensorized insoles

The gait phases and other estimated gait parameters will be uploaded to a remote
server (Remote Server Storage) (the bottom box in Figure 3.13), where they will be
stored for further processing.

3.3.1.1. Hardware and software description

Figure 3.14 details the hardware components in each insole. The arrangement of
FSRs is illustrated in Figure 3.14(a). The FSRs used have a round 0.5” diameter sensing
area [203], provided by Sparkfun (Sparkfun Electronics Inc., Colorado, USA). Four FSR
sensors are placed on each insole. The first sensor is located at the hallux (toe), two
more sensors are located at the forefoot (first and fifth metatarsals) and one more is
located at the heel.

In Figure 3.14(b) the final prototype is illustrated. The Arduino Fio, the 9DoF IMU,
the Bluetooth module, one resistor array and a 3.7V LiPo battery are encapsulated in-
side a small plastic box, which will be attached to the posterior part of the tibia, near the
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(a) Arrangement of FSR
sensors

(b) Final prototype (c) Hardware details

Figure 3.14: Insole hardware prototype. 3.14(a) Arrangement of FSR sensors on the
insole. 3.14(b) Final prototype. 3.14(c) Arduino Fio + 9DOF IMU (GY-80) + 3.7V LiPo
batt. + Bluetooth module WLS125E1P

Achilles tendon. The 9DoF IMU, named GY80, is the small board on top of the Arduino
Fio (Figure 3.14(c)). It is a popular Chinese device that can connect to the Arduino
through the I2C1 protocol. There are four sensors on it, a gyroscope (L3G4200D), an
accelerometer (ADXL345), a magnetometer (HMC5883L) and a barometer and tem-
perature sensor (BMP085).

The signals from the FSRs and from the IMU are preprocessed by the Arduino Fio
and packet to be sent to the smartphone by the Bluetooth module. In the built proto-
type, a Bluetooth Bee (WLS125E1P) [204] device from Seeedstudio (Seeed Technology
Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China) is used for this task. The raw data from each insole is sent
to the smartphone gait monitoring application at a sampling rate of 50Hz. The appli-
cation runs under the Android platform, using two separated threads to manage the
connection with each insole and another thread to synchronize sensor events. Once
the data is acquired, the raw data will be smoothed through a low pass filter to remove

1 Inter-Integrated Circuit serial bus
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Figure 3.15: Relationship between gait subphases and foot pressure patterns. 3.15(a)
Detected gait subphases from the subdivision proposed by Perry et al. [75]. 3.15(b) FSR
and foot pressure patterns

small fluctuations, before feeding the two main algorithms detailed in Sections 3.3.1.2
and 3.3.1.3.

3.3.1.2. Real-time GPDA

The human gait model proposed by Perry et al. [75] distinguishes eight different
subphases that were illustrated in Figure 1.6 and explained in detail in Table 1.5 (Sec-
tion 1.3.2.1). In this case of study five phases are segmented (Figure 3.15(a)), derived
from Perry’s model. The stance subphases (LR, MSt, TSt, PSw) can be identified only
by examining the foot pressure patterns using the FSRs. However, the pressure sensors
are useless for identifying Perry’s proposed swing subphases (Initial Swing (ISw), Mid
Swing (MSw) and Terminal Swing (TSw)). In this case of study, only the swing phase
(Sw) as a whole can be detected when no pressure is exerted on any FSR. To detect
the three swing subphases, a procedure involving two gyroscopes to estimate the knee
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angle (as in [205]) could be implemented; however, the device would become more
intrusive.

Relationship between gait phases and foot pressure patterns
Figure 3.15(b)) represents the expected pressure patterns in each stance subphase

(LR, MSt, TSt, PSw). Four circles in each insole indicate the FSR’ positions. A black
circle signifies a high force exerted on the related FSR. A white circle denotes a low
pressure or no pressure is exerted; and finally, a gray circle indicates that FSR’s signal
is unused (or irrelevant) to describe the related gait phase through its pressure pattern.
For example, in the mid-stance (MSt), force is still exerted on the heel; however, the
center of pressure is moving towards the mid-foot, and depending on individual gait
patterns, a small pressure can appear on the forefoot. Therefore, the toe and the first
metatarsal status are not considered, but the fifth metatarsal and the heel are expected
to experience high pressure.

Fuzzification process
The previous studies described in Section 2.2 propose insole-based devices that

generally rely on threshold methods or fixed state rules to estimate gait phases or gait
parameters; however, some cases remain where subjects have extremely light pressure
patterns during gait, which result in very low sensor signals. These gait patterns could
go undetected by a threshold algorithm or a finite state machine. A smoother GPDA
based on fuzzy logic can provide more accurate gait pattern detection [205].

The human gait cycle is not a set of discrete events; rather, the transitions between
foot pressure patterns are soft and continuous. Fuzzy logic is able to capture the con-
tinuity and smoothness involved in human walking by means of an adequate number
of membership functions and the appropriate choice as to their nature. Therefore, if
attention is paid to Figure 3.15(b)), each of the stance subphases can be expressed as
human-readable rules. For example, the beginning of the TSt phase can be modeled as
follows:

If FSRheel is low AND FSR5th is high AND FSR1st is high =⇒ TSt (3.7)

where FSRheel represents the FSR placed on the heel and FSR5th and FSR1st the
FSRs placed on the fifth and first metatarsals, respectively. As expected, there are no
conditions about the FSR on the toe (hallux); regardless of its low or high value, if the
other requisites are satisfied, the gait cycle reaches the terminal stance phase.

Table 3.3 represents the expected input levels for each rule’s activation, according
to the foot pressure patterns shown in Figure 3.15(b). All of the stance subphases are
modeled, as well as the swing phase.
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Table 3.3: Fuzzy rules set

FSRheel FSR5th FSR1st FSRtoe Gait phase (membership value)

high low low low LR−→1

high high - - MSt−→1

low high high - TSt−→1

low low - high PSw−→1

low low low low Sw−→1

A fuzzy approach similar to the one presented by Kong and Tomizuka [206] is
adopted in this case of study with some divergences. Two different fuzzy sets (low
and high) define each linguistic variable (FSRx). As in the Kong and Tomizuka’s fuzzy
approach, only one rule models each stance subphase and the swing phase. However,
there are some differences in how the rules are constructed and in the activation levels
of some of the inputs.

At this point, an obvious question arises: how it is decided whether a FSR input
has more membership in the “low” status category or the “high” one?; or in other
words, how is each fuzzy set constructed?. To answer this question, two membership
functions define each linguistic input variable’s domain. These membership functions
have been carefully chosen to preserve the principles of continuity and smoothness
over their entire range, as well as ensuring continuity and smoothness in the transitions
between gait phases. Therefore, two normalized symmetric sigmoid functions are used
to represent the grade of membership for low status (Equation 3.8) and the grade of
membership for high status (Equation. 3.9) of an input value:

flow(x) =
1

(1 + es(x−x0))
(3.8)

fhigh(x) = 1− flow(x) (3.9)

where x represents the input value from each sensor, normalized in [0, 1]; x0 is the
inflection point where the grade of membership is exactly 0.5 (it will be fixed as x0 = 0.5

to maintain symmetry in the domain of the input variable); and s represents the slope
of the sigmoid function.

Figure 3.16(a) shows an example of the two membership functions’ final configu-
ration in a linguistic input variable (FSRx). The red function represents the grade of
membership in the low fuzzy set and the green the grade of membership in the high
fuzzy set. Across the domain, the sum of memberships is always 1. It is important
to note the influence of the chosen slope. As s increases (s → ∞), the membership
function becomes clearer, and transitions lose smoothness, although they are faster.
Figure 3.16(b) shows four sigmoids with different slopes (from 20.0 to 100.0).
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Figure 3.16: Membership functions’ configuration. 3.16(a) Membership functions for each
linguistic input variable. 3.16(b) Examples of low membership functions with different
slopes

After some empirical trials using the system, a slope of s = 15.0 was chosen for all
membership functions, except the sigmoid functions in the FSRtoe variables. In these
cases, a slope of s = 50.0 was used. The main reason for this exception lies in the fact
that the forefoot pressure (particularly toe pressure) during PSw phase is very short,
and the transition between non-pressure and pressure patterns occurs more sharply.
Therefore, the PSw phase is better segmented with this slope configuration.

One important aspect prior to the fuzzification relates to the signal processing of
the sensor data before feeding the GPDA. This step is described in the overview of the
system in Figure 3.13. The signal from every sensor is smoothed through a simple low
pass filter before being used by the walking forward discrimination and the real-time
GPDA submodules. Additionally, each input value must be normalized in [0, 1] to be
in the same domain as the related sigmoid function (see Figure 3.16(a)). We have
developed a calibration procedure to be performed the first time a subject uses the
insoles or if he/she changes footwear. The calibration process is also reflected in the
real-time GPDA submodule in Figure 3.13. It involves two stages for each foot:

1. Lifting the foot off the ground and measuring the forces exerted on each FSR (no
weight is applied).

2. Posing the whole foot down and remeasuring the forces exerted again (full body
weight is applied).

The calibration process is performed to estimate the effective range of each FSR
[min,max]. The retrieved data in each stage is sorted, and the first quartile is calculated
and assigned to the min (first stage) and to the max (second stage), respectively. Once
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Figure 3.17: Sensor value normalization

the calibration ends, the estimated min and max values for each input variable are
used continuously in the normalization process. (Figure 3.17).

The estimation of the effective range of each FSR input is necessary, because some
FSRs could attain a light pressure even when the foot is in the air (0.5 to 1.0 Volts(V)
instead 0.0 V) due to the contact of the FSRs with the foot. On the other hand, the 3.3

V expected at maximum pressure normally are around 2.8 − 3.0 V and vary from one
FSR to other.

Returning again to the example shown in Equation 3.7 and the rules outlined in
Table 3.3, the determination of each gait’s phase output membership requires an infer-
ence operator. Each AND intersection in Equation 3.7 can be interpreted as a T-norm
operator. Kong and Tomizuka [206] use the algebraic product as the T-norm; in our
case, however, we implement the minimum T-norm. Based on the definition rule of
the TSt phase from Equation 3.7, if the following membership grades are given as an
example:

The grade of membership for low is 0.95 in FSRheel, FSRheel(xlow) = 0.95

The grade of membership for high is 0.90 in FSR5th, FSR5th(xhigh) = 0.90

The grade of membership for high is 1.00 in FSR1st, FSR1st(xhigh) = 1.00

The output grade of membership to TSt is: min{0.95, 0.90, 1.00} = 0.90.

As expected, if all the conditions are satisfied the output tends to 1.
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3.3.1.3. Activity recognition. Walking forward discrimination

In this section, the second main component of this case of study is detailed. Looking
again at the overview of the system described in Figure 3.13, this section corresponds
to the “walking forward” discrimination algorithm, inside the mobile gait monitoring
application.

Once the submodule for detecting gait phases in real-time is implemented, the
workflow must focus on the algorithm for gait recognition. Specifically, the ideal is
achieving nearly real-time classification of several foot movement patterns. The pro-
posed algorithm is based on three stages:

1. Feature extraction (Section 3.3.1.4):

From the FSR signals (in the time and frequency domains).

From the anterior-posterior acceleration (forward-backward accel.→ Z axis)
(in the time and frequency domains).

From the vertical acceleration (up-down accel. → Y axis) (in the time and
frequency domains).

From the gait phase sequence; it uses the last estimated gait phases from the
GPDA as input; It will be further explained later.

2. Feature selection (Section 3.3.1.5): Based on the PCA algorithm for dimension
reduction.

3. Classification of foot movement patterns (Section 3.3.1.6): by means of the GNB
classifier, the system is able to predict eight low-level activities or foot movement
patterns:

walking forward, walking backwards, lateral walking (walking left), lateral
walking (walking right), turning left, turning right, sitting down and stand-
ing up.

The classification of foot movement patterns enables making a distinction between
the walking forward activity and the other foot actions, which are useless for gait phase
detection. When the GNB classifier identifies a straight-line gait, it automatically no-
tifies the GPDA submodule, and the latter begins to store the gait phases in a new
gait instance until the walking forward activity finishes. In this way, gait monitoring is
achieved and the system is capable of identifying gait phases in real-time.

It is important to point out that when the duration of the walking forward activity is
too short (e.g., a sequence of one or two strides), the proposed solution has insufficient
sensitivity to fully identify the walking forward sequence. Generally, the classifier takes
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two seconds to recognize the foot movement pattern. Regardless, this solution has no
interest in detecting these kinds of walking forward sequences. That is, if, for instance,
the aim is to provide a long-term gait monitoring solution in future efforts, it is not
necessary to capture every isolated step. In fact, excessively short gait sequences are
inadequate to study gait variability. In the same way, the first steps at the start of a
walking forward sequence do not properly represent the subject’s gait until stability is
enhanced. Furthermore, when the sequence is near its end, the gait slows down until
stopping. Therefore, if a statistical engine will use extracted gait instances to estimate
temporal gait parameters, such as average step time or stride interval variability, neither
the beginning of the walking forward sequences nor the end should be considered.
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Figure 3.18: Feature extraction for each low-level activity (set of 1200 samples)

3.3.1.4. Feature extraction and training dataset

The GNB classifier is trained with 8 sets of 1200 samples, one for each low-level
activity recognized. For the time being, all of the training sets are carried out by the
same test subject with a normal gait. As indicated previously, some of the extracted
features are in the time domain and others in the frequency domain. The Fast Fourier
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Transform (FFT) is used to convert the required data to the spectral domain. The
buffer size of each FFT is 128 values (corresponding to ∼ 2.5 seconds due to the system
runs at 50 Hz). Variations in each FFT’s buffer size could provide different results and
deserve exploration. Nevertheless, buffer sizes between 2 and 3 seconds are sufficient
to characterize the foot movement pattern in a real-time situation with a reasonable
delay.

The feature extraction is explained in the flow diagram in Figure 3.18. Each re-
ceived sample primarily consists of the eight FSR values (four per insole), the antero-
posterior and vertical accelerations, the current gait phase in each foot and the times-
tamp related to the sample. Eight buffers contain the most recent 128 values associated
with each FSR sensor, and four buffers (two per insole) contain the most recent 128
values of the antero-posterior and vertical accelerations, respectively.

0
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return

Figure 3.19: Feature 4: Computing the gait phase sequence
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For each sample, 37 features are extracted. Features 1-3 are calculated for each FSR
and acceleration buffer. Feature 4 (gait phase sequence) is computed once per sample.
The process is described in the flow diagram in Figure 3.19.

Feature 4 attempts to characterize the ”walk forward” and ”walk backwards” move-
ment patterns that are taking advantage of the gait phase activation sequence, which
are provided by the GPDA submodule. The sequence buffer stores the last four acti-
vated phases. Finally, a single natural number in base 10 is composed using this buffer,
and it is provided as Feature 4.

3.3.1.5. Feature selection: PCA for dimension reduction

The PCA’s desired outcome is to project the feature space (the dataset consists of
37×9600 dimensional1 samples) onto a smaller subspace that represents the data “well”
(with minimal loss of information). To achieve this goal, the first step is computing the
37-dimensional mean vector using all the samples:

m =
1

n

n∑
j=1

xj (3.10)

where xj is the j sample of the dataset and n = 9600 is the size of the dataset containing
all samples, ignoring divisions in classes.

The next step is to compute the scatter matrix (S), using the samples of the dataset
and the mean vector (Equation 3.10), with the following equation:

S =
n∑
j=1

(xj −m)(xj −m)T (3.11)

In this case, the scatter matrix is a 37 × 37 matrix that allows us to calculate the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Some of the eigenvectors will form the axes of the new
feature subspace. However, the eigenvectors only define the directions of the new
axes (they have all the same length of 1). In order to decide which eigenvectors will
compose the final lower-dimensional subspace, it’s necessary to pay attention to the
eigenvalues. The approach involves choosing the top I eigenvectors with the largest
eigenvalues, which own more information about the data distribution, and dropping
the rest. Concatenating these I eigenvectors, a transformation matrix (W ) is composed.
W is a 37× I-dimensional matrix, where I < 37.

Finally, we transform the samples onto the new I-dimensional subspace using W
via Equation 3.12:

y =W T × x (3.12)
1 37 features per sample and 1200 samples for each of the 8 foot movement patterns or low-level

activities recognized (9600 samples ignoring class labels)
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As it will be shown in Section 3.3.2.2, after several trials, the best accuracy (∼ 92%)
is achieved in classification when I = 22.

3.3.1.6. Classification of foot movement patterns using the GNB classifier. Walk-
ing forward discrimination

A näıve Bayes classifier is trained using the dataset and the selected features (I)
from the PCA. Based on the Bayes’ formulae, the posterior probability is determined
by:

p(W = wk|X = x1j , · · · , xIj) =
p(W = wk)p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj |W = wk)

p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj)
(3.13)

where p(W = wk) represents the prior probability, defined as the general probability of
encountering the wk class (i.e., walking forward); p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj) is the evidence
factor of the given sample we want to classify into one of the (K = 8) foot movement
patterns or classes. Each symbol xij refers to the value of the ith feature in the jth

sample. Finally, p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj |W = wk) is the likelihood of wk respect to X.
The classifier will predict that X = x1j , · · · , xIj belongs to the class having the highest
posterior probability.

As p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj) is the same for all the K classes and only works as a scale
factor that guarantees that the posterior probabilities’ sum is unity, it can be discarded.
Consequently, only the enumerator (p(W = wk)p(X|W = wk)) needs to be maximized.
It can also be assumed that prior probabilities are equally likely, that is P (W = w1) =

P (W = w2) = · · · = P (W = wk), and therefore, maximize only the likelihood of wk
respect to X, what is quite simple yet powerful:

p(W = wk|X = x1j , · · · , xIj) ∝ argmax
wk

p(X = x1j , · · · , xIj |W = wk) (3.14)

The maximization process can be further simplified by making the näıve assumption
of class conditional independence:

p(W = wk|X = x1j , · · · , xIj) ∝ argmax
wk

I∏
i

p(X = xij |W = wk) (3.15)

As every xij is a continuous value, we can assume that each feature value within a
class follows a Gaussian distribution:

p(X = xij |W = wk) =
1

σik
√
2π
exp

[
− 1

2

(
xij − µik
σik

)2]
(3.16)

The Maximum Likehood Estimation (MLE) technique is used to get the best esti-
mates of mean (µik) and variance (σik) in order to model the density function from the
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3.3 An ambulatory system for QGA based on wireless sensorized insoles

given training samples of each class:

ln(p(W = wk|X = x1j , · · · , xIj)) ∝ argmax
wk

I∑
i

ln(p(X = xij |W = wk)) (3.17)

ln(p(W = wk|X = x1j , · · · , xIj)) ∝ argmax
wk

I∑
i

ln

(
1

σik
√
2π

)
− 1

2

(
xij − µik
σik

)2

(3.18)

⇒ µ̂ik =
1

n

∑
j

xij , σ̂ik =
1

n

∑
j

(xij − µ̂ij)2 (3.19)

The normal distribution parameters (µ̂ik, σ̂ik) are estimated for each i feature using
all of the samples (j = 1 . . . 1200) in each k class or foot movement pattern (Equa-
tion 3.19). Subsequently, the estimated parameters are used in Equation 3.18. The
GNB classifier outputs the class with the largest value (proportional to its probability).

3.3.2. Evaluation and discussion of the case of study

The evaluation of this case of study comprises three parts. The first one involves
comparing the GPDA implemented based on fuzzy logic with the theoretical model of
human gait proposed by Perry et al. [75], which was introduced in Section 1.3.2.1 and
illustrated in Figure 1.5; the second part analyzes the impact of PCA technique on the
GNB classifier’s estimated accuracy; lastly, the third part focuses on a simple experiment
to test the GNB classifier’s ability to detect when the walking forward pattern is replaced
by one of the other seven recognized foot patterns.

3.3.2.1. Evaluation of the real-time GPDA submodule.

To verify the gait phase detection algorithm’s accuracy, the system was tested on five
male young adults. All candidates presented a healthy gait (without any gait pathol-
ogy) and had an age range of 33 ± 2. Prior to the gait data capture, the participants
were asked to perform some trials of walking with the ambulatory system attached as
in Figure 3.20(a). For each subject, three separate trials were stored, each of them
consisting of 10 gait cycles for each foot. The first and the last gait cycles in the trials
were discarded. As was said in Section 3.3.1.3, the start and the end of the walking
forward sequence do not properly represent the subject’s gait, due to poor stability (in
the case of the beginning) and gait deceleration (at the end of the walking sequence).

For each valid cycle in each trial, the five gait phases of normal gait (LR, MSt, TSt,
PSw, Sw) were properly identified in the expected order (one phase consecutively after
another and demarcated with the maximum membership ∼1).
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Figure 3.20: The ambulatory system for QGA. 3.20(a) Wireless sensorized insoles
setup. 3.20(b) New gait instance user interface

In Figure 3.20(b), a screenshot shows the user interface of the new gait instance
dialog, which displays the segmented gait phases in real-time during an explicit gait
trial. The drawn feet in the left column reflect the pressures registered by the FSR
sensors using colored circles (darker when more pressure is exerted). The main frame
on the right displays the FSR signal magnitudes and tri-axial accelerations in each
insole (top), as well as the membership outputs to each gait phase (bottom). The screen
capture in Figure 3.20(b) reflects the beginning of a gait trial, with seven cycles/strides
collected. The highlighted areas in red enclose an example of gait cycle for the left foot
and for the right foot, respectively.

To perform a more thorough analysis of the gait phase detection system, the de-
tected gait phases from the trials were compared with those from the Perry’s theoret-
ical model of human gait [75], generally accepted by the experts and therefore used
as a ground truth. Perry’s model was chosen rather than an empirical reference system
based on a specific lab setting or a commercial solution for motion and QGA (such as
the Vicon system or the GAITRite electronic walkway). The theoretical model provides
a proper approximation of the system’s accuracy during gait phase detection, avoiding
possible inherent inaccuracies from the laboratory instrumentation.

For each gait trial, the average time of each gait phase estimated by the GPDA
submodule was computed (taking into account the eight valid cycles for the left and
right feet separately). The result was compared with the expected time for this par-
ticular phase in the reference system. According to the human gait cycle proposed by
Perry et al., the Loading Response (LR) occupies 10% of the total length of the cycle,
Mid Stance (MSt) 20%, Terminal Stance (TSt) also 20%, Pre Swing (PSw) 10% and,
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finally, Swing (Sw) the remaining 40% of the cycle time (see Table 1.5). For the ease of
comparison, the percentages of Perry’s gait phases are transformed into time units via
Equation (3.20):

GPhaseT ime =
GPhase%

100
×GCycleT ime (3.20)

where GPhaseT ime is the duration of the gait phase in the reference system, taking
into account the defined percentage for this phase (GPhase%) and the duration of the
actual gait cycle (GCycleT ime) being measured.

Table 3.4: Average duration of each estimated phase vs. Perry’s gait cycle (left)

Subjects Trials LR (ms) MSt (ms) TSt (ms) PSw (ms) Sw (ms)

Subject A
Trial 1 10 115 13 −98 5
Trial 2 −40 140 5 −86 −21
Trial 3 −71 148 8 −97 20

Subject B
Trial 1 34 38 15 −42 −44
Trial 2 12 39 −3 −61 −40
Trial 3 59 29 5 −45 −46

Subject C
Trial 1 −14 101 −20 −50 8
Trial 2 −35 99 20 −75 5
Trial 3 −29 99 −11 −52 0

Subject D
Trial 1 23 34 −6 −56 −39
Trial 2 32 37 11 −45 −43
Trial 3 47 41 12 −50 −40

Subject E
Trial 1 −25 69 −18 −38 −9
Trial 2 −29 84 −14 −48 −12
Trial 3 −13 80 4 −44 −1

Avg (±SD) −3 (±36) 77 (±38) 1 (±12) −59 (±19) −17 (±22)

Table 3.5: Average duration of each estimated phase vs. Perry’s gait cycle (right)

Subjects Trials LR (ms) MSt (ms) TSt (ms) PSw (ms) Sw (ms)

Subject A
Trial 1 −32 134 9 −85 −14
Trial 2 −5 121 14 −94 −1
Trial 3 −47 139 2 −75 6

Subject B
Trial 1 18 17 21 −64 −30
Trial 2 43 42 26 −40 −41
Trial 3 48 29 17 −40 −38

Subject C
Trial 1 −30 97 15 −65 11
Trial 2 −26 102 18 −51 8
Trial 3 −23 104 7 −56 10

Subject D
Trial 1 48 38 27 −43 −39
Trial 2 22 21 22 −60 −27
Trial 3 43 34 18 −39 −39

Subject E
Trial 1 −25 91 18 −61 13
Trial 2 −25 98 13 −55 12
Trial 3 −22 100 19 −47 12

Avg (±SD) −1 (±33) 78 (±41) 16 (±7) −58 (±16) −10 (±22)
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Tables 3.4 and 3.5 exhibit the relative differences (in milliseconds) between the
average duration of each gait phase estimated by the GPDA and the expected duration
from the reference system (theoretical model). The values are computed for each gait
trial. A negative average duration denotes a shorter detected gait phase relative to the
reference gait phase. Conversely, a positive average value denotes a longer detected
gait phase relative to the reference gait phase. Table 3.4 shows the relative differences
associated with the left gait cycles and Table 3.5 the relative differences associated with
the right gait cycles. The last row in each table contains the total average duration of
each gait phase (Avg), as well as the standard deviation (SD). As can be seen, the larger
differences from the reference system are in the MSt phases (overestimated around 78
± 41 ms) and in the PSw phases (underestimated around −59 ± 19 ms). In terms of
accuracy, the relative differences from the reference system are very similar for the left
and right gait cycles.

3.3.2.2. Evaluation of the GNB classifier for foot movement pattern recognition.

To estimate the GNB classifier’s accuracy, a six-fold cross-validation is performed.
Each set of 1200 samples, one for each low-level activity recognized, is divided into six
parts. In each of these six iterations, one part is used for testing and the remaining five
for training.

At this point, it is important to highlight that the 8 sets of 1200 samples that have
been combined for training and testing the GNB classifier, are all carried out by the
same male adult (31 years old) with a healthy gait cycle. Samples performing the same
low-level activities recorded by more participants could provide different results and
deserve exploration.

To analyze how the PCA helps improve the GNB classifier’s estimated accuracy, it
has been tried different configurations that vary the number of selected features from
the feature space (following the ranking of features imposed by the PCA algorithm,
choosing those features that own more information about the distribution of the data)
between a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 37 selected features.

In Figure 3.21, the GNB classifier’s accuracy during cross-validation analysis is plot-
ted (y-axis) against the number of selected features (x-axis). The GNB classifier’s ac-
curacy follows a line of growth until a total of 22 features are selected, then holds a
constant value around 90% to 92% accuracy and finally begins to decrease at 30 to 37
features (to 80% to 82% accuracy).

Applying cross-validation analysis to the eight training sets of 1200 samples, it can
be seen how the GNB classifier’s accuracy is enhanced by ten percent (reaching 92%).
At the same time, the feature space is reduced from 37 to 22 dimensions.
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Figure 3.21: GNB classifier’s accuracy depending on the number of selected features

3.3.2.3. Experimental test: non-walking forward detection

A simple experiment was conducted to test the GNB classifier’s ability to detect
when the walking forward pattern is replaced by one of the other seven recognized
foot patterns. Two gait paths were designed and painted on the ground to accomplish
this task: first, a three meter-long straight-line path (Path A, Figure 3.22(a)), where
only walking forward is expected to be detected; second, a path where a turn must be
negotiated (Path B, Figure 3.22(b)).

The percentages of recognition of each foot movement pattern are illustrated in Ta-
ble 3.6. Ten trials in each path were performed by the same male adult who previously
trained and evaluated the GNB classifier (31 years old and normal gait). The percent-
ages were computed as the sum of the time a foot movement pattern was recognized
between the trial’s duration.

“Start” and “stop” lines in each path were placed 0.7 meters in front of and past the
capturing area to avoid the standing position detection at the beginning and at the end
of the walking sequence and to ensure the subject had a comfortable speed when he
reached the capturing area.

Looking at the percentages of recognition of each foot movement pattern in Path A
(straight-line path), the walking forward pattern was detected an average of 99.64%
± 0.46% of the trial’s duration, which represents that quantitatively, the walking for-
ward action was recognized almost all of the time with only a few false negatives:
0.01% ± 0.03% (turning left) and 0.34% ± 0.45% (standing up). Additionally, there
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Figure 3.22: Experimental test: non-walking forward detection. 3.22(a) Straight-line
path. 3.22(b) Turning path. 3.22(c) During the experiment

was a decrease in the walking forward percentage of recognition in Path B due to the
turning actions. In this case, the walking forward pattern was detected an average of
80.45 ± 0.46, about 20% less than in the trials in Path A. The required turning ac-
tions to follow Path B made the turning left and turning right actions be recognized
with average percentages of 10.53% ± 0.89% and 8.34% ± 1.50%, respectively. A few
false positives were also identified: 0.01% ± 0.02% (left lateral walking) and 0.67% ±
0.43% (standing up). It is important to note that it cannot be ensured that the turning
actions were correctly recognized when they took place, despite the lack of a synchro-
nized camera recording the gait trials. However, the superiority of the walking forward
pattern is remarkable and turning actions appear grouped at certain punctual times,
thus, it is a good sign.
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The influence of non-walking forward actions has been proven in this experiment.
In this manner, the system can be used to identify a straight-line gait over time, which
is the most useful for QGA.

3.3.3. Conclusions of the case of study

This case of study introduces an approach to providing a wearable solution for gait
monitoring focused on gait phase detection. The implemented prototype consists of
a pair of wireless insoles equipped with pressure sensors and inertial measurement
units, which supply the required data to enable implementation of the system’s two
main functional components. First, the GPDA module allows real-time demarcation of
stance subphases and the swing phase. Second, the GNB classifier identifies several
foot movement patterns and allows the isolation of walking forward actions.

In principle, the two components introduced before provide independent function-
alities (as explicit gait analysis and low-level activity quantification, respectively). Any-
how, the combination of them is what can make possible continuous and long-term
gait monitoring that does not require any user interaction in future steps. Both com-
ponents are evaluated through independent experiments. The accuracy of the GPDA is
verified and compared with a theoretical reference model, which provides a rough idea
of the general accuracy of gait phase detection and illustrates the system’s response be-
tween gait phase transitions. However, it is necessary to additionally evaluate the GPDA
module using a reliable device generally accepted by experts as a ground truth (e.g.,
GAITRite, Vicon motion system, etc.) in future efforts. This will allow a quantitative
error analysis, which should better support the accuracy assertions.

The combination of the PCA + GNB classifier has proven accurate enough (around
90% to 92%) for the male young adult (31 years old) who conducted the training, and
it is a valid configuration when it is not critical to capture every single step. Nonethe-
less, it would be adequate to analyze the behavior of the classifier in depth when bigger
training sets coming from more than one person are adopted for each foot movement
pattern. Furthermore, as future work, it is necessary to test other more advanced clas-
sifiers to overcome the weaknesses of a single GNB.

In addition to carrying out further separated evaluations of the algorithms, making
a full assessment focused on the integration between the two main modules (real-time
GPDA and walking forward discrimination) is a primary requirement. Furthermore,
the system must be adapted to continuous long-term gait monitoring. This means
that some heuristic rules must be implemented to verify that the extracted walking se-
quences are valid in terms of time duration, correct temporal order between steps, etc.
In such a context, it is also important to evaluate the behavior of the system under real-
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wireless IMUs to demarcate gait events from trunk accelerations

life conditions and environments (e.g., apartments with older adults in independent
living conditions).

Lastly, one of the problems encountered during the evaluation of the GPDA is de-
rived from the availability of only a single prototype of the sensorized insoles during
this stage of the investigation. Furthermore, the insoles were made for a Size 43 (Euro-
pean), and the five male participants who volunteered in the trials (GPDA evaluation)
had sizes from 42 to 44. This provides inaccuracies in pressure measurement, due to
the fact that the FSR sensors are not properly arranged in the hallux and metatarsals.
It is necessary to develop a new affordable prototype that can be highly replicable in
order to build insoles with different sizes. The sensorized insoles provide real-time gait
phase demarcation which was not possible with the low-cost passive vision-based sys-
tem presented in the first case of study (Section 3.2). However, the wired prototype is
hard to be replicated fast enough, thus, it is crucial to evolve towards a PCB prototype.

3.4. An infrastructure for QGA in Assisted Living Environ-

ments. Use of 6DOF wireless IMUs to demarcate gait

events from trunk accelerations

An infrastructure designed for QGA in Assisted Living Environments is presented in
this case of study. A set of inertial-based wearable devices (nodes) connected to the
same Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) make up the infrastructure’ Sensor layer.
As will be described in this section each of the nodes will be attached to the upper cloth
of one subject, close to the T1 thoracic vertebra, to gather inertial raw data from the
trunk during explicit gait trials in the Assisted Living Environment (elderly care home).

The offline algorithm developed to demarcate HS and TO events from trunk accel-
erations will be detailed and validated.

Moreover, the infrastructure presented here will be used to assess gait variability
(stride interval variability) in frail elders through explicit gait trials carried out in the
elderly care home’s facilities. This evaluation will be presented in Section 4.

Theoretical foundations about Gait Analysis (Section 1.3.2), and more specifically,
about considered events and derived parameters from the gait cycle (Section 1.3.2.1)
have been provided throughout this Ph.D. Thesis. QGA techniques based on inertial de-
vices (Section 1.3.2.3) and related works about QGA using these devices are presented
in Section 2.4.

Assuming that the above information has been understood, the Materials and method
is introduced below.
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Figure 3.23: Overview of the infrastructure created for QGA in Assisted Living Environ-
ments

3.4.1. Materials and methods

An overview of the infrastructure created for QGA in Assisted Living Environments
is shown in Figure 3.23. The infrastructure can be divided into three different layers:
Sensor layer, Communication layer and Analytics and Intelligence layer.

The Sensor layer contains the set of wearable devices (nodes) connected to the
WLAN. As introduced before, each of the nodes is attached to the upper cloth of one
subject, close to the T1 thoracic vertebra. A two-piece magnetic gripper is used for
clamping, as shown in the scheme in Figure 3.24(a). Each wearable device is equipped
with a ESP826612E (Espressif Systems Inc., Shanghai, China) SoC, which integrates
a 32-bit RISC Tensilica Xtensa LX106 micro-controller and a 802.11 b/g/n wireless
transceiver. This configuration enables I2C communication with a single InvenSense
MPU-6050 6DoF IMU (InvenSense Inc., CA, USA), as shown in Figure 3.24(b).

The Sensor layer makes possible to acquire trunk accelerations and orientations
from each person and transmit this data to a local server (broker) using the MQTT1

messaging protocol, commonly implemented in IoT2 networks for managing sensor
data transmissions.

1 Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT). It is a lightweight application protocol on top of the
TCP/IP protocol. It is based on publication/subscription policies to defined messages, known as topics

2 Internet of Things
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VT

ML
AP

6-DOF IMU
close to T1
thoracic vertebra

Upper cloth
fabric

Magnetic 
gripper

yaw

pitch
roll

(a) Scheme showing the position of each
wearable

(b) Hardware prototype

Figure 3.24: Wearable device details. 3.24(a) The scheme showing the position of each
wearable, attached using the magnetic gripper. The vertical (VT), antero-posterior (AP),
medio-lateral (ML) axes and the Euler angles are shown. 3.24(b) The hardware inside the
wearable prototype

On the other hand, there are some background services in the Analytics and In-
telligence layer which communicate with the broker to perform different tasks, see
Figure 3.23. Straightness analysis service and Gait event (HS and TO) estimation service
are subscribed to the sensors/imu raw data/# topic, receiving trunk accelerations
and orientations angles (Euler angles) from the IMU at a 70 Hz uniform sample rate.
This frequency is adjusted on the basis of the results obtained by [207], where the
recommended minimum sampling rate is higher than 30 Hz to clearly segment the
gait events. The first service (Section 3.4.1.1) segments straight paths within the ex-
plicit gait trials, discarding turns. The trajectory followed by the yaw orientation angle,
specifically its changes over time, makes up a time series which provides enough infor-
mation to detect when the gait trajectory is no longer straight. The second background
service implements an algorithm to identify HS and TO events based on the scale-space
filtering idea and the zero-crossing technique [74] applied to the trunk accelerations
signals, as it will be detailed in Section 3.4.1.2.

After the application of these two background services, the stride interval time se-
ries associated with the explicit gait trial are obtained in an offline process, following
these stages: 1) computing stride interval time series within a gait trial using the HS
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events. Steps and strides during turning moments are discarded; 2) combining (stitch-
ing together) separate stride interval time series according to their temporal proximity
in one final stride interval time series that represents the gait trial. The final time series
is published on the series/stride intervals/# topic, see Figure 3.23.

In addition, there are two more services in the Analytics and Intelligence layer that
use the combined stride interval time series to analyze its variability through linear (Co-
efficient of Variation) and non-linear (DFA) methods. Related works about linear and
non-linear estimators for gait variability assessment were introduced in Sections 2.5.1
and 2.5.2, respectively. Furthermore, the infrastructure described here will be used to
evaluate gait variability in the two experiments conducted later in Chapter 4.

Finally, the Communication layer includes the web client application that is shown
in Figures 3.25(a) and 3.25(b). In addition to managing wearables/nodes and control-
ling the gait trials, the web client application shows all the relevant information about
a particular gait trial, plotting the gait events and providing gait variability estimations
by subscribing to the gait coefficient variation/# and DFA scaling expo-

nent/# topics.

3.4.1.1. Straightness analysis

The orientation of the trunk is used to segment the straight paths and discard the
turns within the explicit gait trial. In particular, the variations of the yaw angle1 (see
Figure 3.24(a)) make up a time series which provides enough information to detect
when the gait trajectory is no longer straight.

Despite the MPU-6050 IMU contains a Digital Motion Processor (DMP) that pro-
vides accurate orientation estimations, a one-dimensional Kalman filter [104] has been
applied to the yaw angle signal to smooth it, as a previous step to identify the straight
path segments. The bottom graph in Figure 3.25(b) shows the variation of the yaw an-
gle in an explicit gait trial after Kalman filtering (solid black line). As can be observed,
five straight gait segments may be distinguished at a glance (horizontal segments).
Peaks and segments with vertical slope correspond to turns, for instance, every time
the end of a corridor is reached and a turn is necessary to continue the gait trial.

The straightness analysis method is an intended reuse of the one presented in the
first case of study (Section 3.2.1.2 - Gait trajectory estimation and analysis). In this
case, the trajectory at sample t is represented as (x(t), y(t)) where y(t) is the yaw angle
(trunk orientation) relative to this sample, and x(t) indicates its internal timestamp,
provided by the corresponding wearable. The method involves the same two mech-

1 Rotation around the vertical axis
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(a) Wearable device management

(b) Gait trial details

Figure 3.25: Web client application. 3.25(a) The wearable device management view,
controlled by an operator to begin/end gait trials on demand, add/remove wearables, etc.
3.25(b) The gait trial detail view shows information about a particular gait trial, such as
the demarcated gait events from both feet, trunk orientation angles, etc.
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anisms to perform the straightness analysis than in Section 3.2.1.2 - Gait trajectory
estimation and analysis. They are listed below:

1. Computing how much, on average, the tangent to the trajectory marked by the
yaw angle is changing (tangentStraightness()).

2. Fitting a line using linear regression and determining the RMSD coefficient as
straightness indicator (leastSqrRegression()).

The algorithm which details how these two mechanisms are combined is summa-
rized by the flow diagram shown in Figure 3.26. It is slightly different than the flow
diagram shown in Figure 3.8, because of the adaptation to yaw angle series. The pro-
cedure considers that the first candidate (straight path) starts at the beginning of the
yaw angle series (startIndex=0) or, in other words, at the beginning of the gait trial.
Thus, the main task is to find when this straight path candidate finishes due to a turn
or an abrupt change in direction (yaw orientation angle). In order to accomplish this,
the yaw angle series is divided into small fragments with a default size of 35 samples
(≈ 0.5 seconds).

i = 0
startIndex = 0 
endIndex = 0 

true

false

straightness = tangentStraightness(f)

straightness > threshold1
false

new Frament f (i, i + fragmentSize)

(*) true
endIndex = i endIndex - startIndex 

>= minPathDuration

false

startIndex = i+1

straightness = leastSqrRegression(p)

Path p (startIndex, endIndex)
true

straightness <= threshold2
false

(*) An abrupt change or turn in direction has 
been found.

straightPaths.push_back(p)

true

i=i+hopSize

i < yawAngleVariationSeries.size() - fragmentSize

Figure 3.26: Straightness analysis flow diagram. Adapted to work with yaw orientation
angle series
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The algorithm iterates over the fragments measuring the straightness of the en-
closed trajectory marked by the yaw angle. The procedure responsible for this is called
tangentStraightness(), indicated in bold in the flow diagram in Figure 3.26. It
consists of computing how much, on average, the tangent to the enclosed trajectory
is changing. For an ideal linear trajectory this would be zero as the tangent is con-
stant. The procedure tangentStraightness() is mathematically defined in Ap-
pendix A.81.

According to the execution flow shown in Figure 3.26, the candidate to straight
path is building up while moving through the trajectory marked by the yaw angle
(the red dashed loop in the Figure 3.26). When the trajectory enclosed by a specific
fragment is above a predefined threshold, the candidate under construction is ended
(endIndex=i) because a turn or an abrupt change in direction (yaw orientation an-
gle) has occurred. If the candidate exceeds a minimum duration, it continues to the
second mechanism of straightness analysis (leastSqrRegression()), otherwise it
is discarded and the process to compose a new candidate to straight path begins again.

In the second mechanism, the linear least squares regression is conducted to vali-
date if the candidate from the first mechanism is definitely a straight path, as done in
the first case of study. The RMSD coefficient is computed as straightness indicator. If
this coefficient is under a fixed threshold, the segmented path is considered straight
and therefore, its enclosed raw data, gait events and stride intervals are stored in a list
(straightPaths) with the information of the rest of segmented straights path found
in the gait trial.

The first and last stride intervals from each segmented straight path have been re-
moved to avoid the influence of acceleration and deceleration phases during the gait
trial. It has been also included mechanisms to discard stride interval outliers within
the segmented straight paths, for instance, to remove short stops before stitching to-
gether all the resulting stride intervals, which make up the time series required for gait
variability analysis in Section 4.

3.4.1.2. Gait event estimation

The algorithm implemented to demarcate gait events from trunk accelerations is
introduced in this section. Raw data is gathered using inertial nodes attached close to
the (T1) first thoracic vertebra, as indicated before.

The algorithm has its roots in the definition of gait events given by Zijlstra et al.
and González et al. [153, 156]. In that definition, relevant maximum peaks from the

1 The mathematical definition of tangentStraightness() is the same both, for the first case of
study (Section 3.2.1.2) and for the present one
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Figure 3.27: Extracted from [156]. Antero-posterior acceleration for a 31-year-old subject
while walking at 1.2 m/s. HS and TO, as described in [153], are marked with a plus
and a product sign, respectively. The same events are detected by González et al. [156]
and marked with an open square and an open rhombus, respectively. Distance between
tick marks represents 0.5 seconds. The 16 events in the figure are considered as correct
detections

antero-posterior trunk acceleration signal correspond to HS events, and TO events of
the contra-lateral foot are the local minimum peaks in a small neighbourhood after
each HS, see Figure 3.27.

There are some previous required steps in the gait event demarcation process that
need to be executed. The first one is to compute the magnitude of the 3D trunk accel-
eration, also named the energy signal and represented as e(i) in Equation 3.21:

e(i) =

√
x(i)2 + y(i)2 + z(i)2 (3.21)

where x(i) is the medio-lateral acceleration, y(i) the vertical acceleration and z(i)
the antero-posterior acceleration.

After energy computation e(i), this signal and the vertical acceleration y(i) are sep-
arately filtered using different Gaussian kernels to accentuate relatively high energy
concentration areas in both signals. These areas correspond to step occurrences in
whose vicinity the gait events are present. The application of a cascade of Gaussian fil-
ters in different scales helps to accentuate the high energy concentration areas avoiding
temporal variations and noise.

The probability density function of the Gaussian distribution is defined by the Equa-
tion 3.22.

F (x, σ) =
1√
2πσ2

e
−x2
2σ2 (3.22)

where σ represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution (the width of
the Gaussian kernel).

Filter settings
The smoothing capability of a Gaussian kernel depends on the choosen σ parameter.
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A larger σ produces greater smoothing effect, removing many peaks from the original
signal. A smaller σ has minor effect and therefore, more peaks remain. If a tiny σ is
used only high-frequency noise is removed. The different Gaussian filters applied to
the energy e(i) and vertical acceleration y(i) signals are listed below:

Scale-space filtering of the energy signal e(i).
A 3-level scale-space Gaussian filter is applied to the energy signal e(i). Each
level (or Gaussian kernel) in the scale-space filter provides a different smoothing
capability.
The use of the scale-space filtering idea enables a multi-scale analysis of the
magnitude of the 3D acceleration signal, decomposing it according to different
scales (kernel widths) that correspond to a full range of gait cycle durations.
Scale-space filtering has been used previously in the last stage of the first case
of study to smooth the correlation time series that represented step and strides
(Section 3.2.1.2 - Gait parameter estimation). Particularly, the scale-space filter-
ing idea is used extensively in this case of study.
In order to determine the size of the σ parameter for each Gaussian kernel
the assumption that the gait cycle duration (or stride time/interval) is between
Tmin = 500 ms (milliseconds) and Tmax = 1750 ms has been made. This range
works for different gait patterns and it is derived empirically from timed gait tests
to ensure that all gait speeds are considered.
A pair of energy peaks are expected to be found within each gait cycle, corre-
sponding to two consecutive steps. Accordingly, the three σ widths that have been
assigned for the three Gaussian filters, represent three different step durations
{short step, medium step, large step}. Therefore, σ parameters are
defined as follows:

σ ∈ {Tmin/4, (Tmin + Tmax)/8, Tmax/4} (3.23)

The signals êσ(i) illustrated in Figure 3.28 are an example of the output obtained
after filtering an original energy signal e(i) using the three σ parameters from For-
mula 3.23, which are configured to underscore short, medium and large step du-
rations, respectively. These signals are then combined through the Equation 3.24:

pe(i) =
∏
σ

êσ(i) (3.24)

The result of the previous equation (product) is the smoothed signal pe(i), which
represents the output of the scale-space filter. It is drawn using an unfilled purple
red mark in the example in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Example to illustrate the output obtained in each of the levels of the proposed
scale-space Gaussian filter. A slice of the magnitude of the 3D acceleration (the energy
signal e(i)) is the filter’s input. This input is separately convolved with Gaussian kernels
that represent short (σ = Tmin/4), medium (σ = (Tmin + Tmax)/8) and large (σ =

Tmax/4) step durations. Tmin and Tmax are predefined time periods for minimum and
maximum gait cycle durations. The smoothed energy product pe(i) is the final output of
the scale-space filter
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Figure 3.29: The vertical acceleration signal y(i) is convolved with two single Gaussian
kernels with σ = 50 ms and σ = 100 ms. The slice of the vertical acceleration comprises
the same timestamps as the one in Figure 3.28

Gaussian filtering of the vertical acceleration signal y(i).
The vertical acceleration y(i) is separately convolved with two Gaussian kernels
with σ = 50 ms and σ = 100 ms. The resultant signals ŷσ50(i) and ŷσ100(i) are
illustrated in the example in Figure 3.29.
The narrowest Gaussian kernel (σ = 50 ms) allows us to accentuate relevant
maximum peaks in the vertical acceleration signal in whose vicinity a step oc-
currence can be found. The purpose of this filter is similar to that proposed in
[156], where a cut-off frequency of 2.5 Hz (based upon the expected maximum
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step rate) is used to determine “step” areas. The kernel width (σ = 50ms) works
properly for all the stride durations defined before, between Tmin = 500 ms and
Tmax = 1750 ms.
From empirical observations by comparing the signal ŷσ50(i) with the antero-
posterior signal z(i), it has been found evidence that each HS event occurs some-
where between a local maximum in the ŷσ50(i) signal and its previous local min-
imum. If y(i) is convolved with the second Gaussian kernel that uses a σ param-
eter which is twice the size of the first kernel, it produces the smoothed signal
ŷσ100(i) (see Figure 3.29). The ŷσ100(i) signal crosses ŷσ50(i) in intermediate points
between its local maxima and its previous local minima, which will be useful to
restrict the search area where HS events are located in the following steps.

On the basis of this set of smoothed signals the algorithm to identify characteristic
peaks that correspond to HS and TO events is explained below.

HS and TO identification

There are a number of sequential processes required to identify HS and TO events in
the antero-posterior acceleration using the set of filtered signals from the filter settings
paragraph:

(P1) Subtraction signal sy(i) and identification of local maxima and zero-crossing
points.
The first process involves computing the subtraction signal sy(i) between the
smoothed vertical acceleration signals ŷσ50(i) and ŷσ100(i). Peaks (local maxima)
and zero-crossing points are identified over this signal and their x-coordinates are
stored in the sets PKsy and ZC, respectively. Zero-crossing points (ZC) corre-
spond to the intersections between ŷσ50(i) and ŷσ100(i) signals.
For peak detection a simple algorithm as the proposed in [208] is used. This
algorithm is based on the assertion that a peak (local maximum) is the highest
point between “valleys”. The strategy followed could be summarized as iterating
over the corresponding signal looking for a local maximum, while the signal is
growing; and then, keep iterating over it looking for a local minimum, while the
signal continues to decline. See the explanation in [208] for more details.
Figure 3.30 shows the appearance of the subtraction signal sy(i) using the inputs
from the example in Figure 3.29. Maximum peaks PKsy and zero-crossing points
ZC are also indicated.
Figure 3.31 shows the slice of the antero-posterior acceleration signal z(i) that
corresponds to the same timestamps used in the above examples, HS and TO
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events are marked according to the definitions in [153, 156].
Paying attention to the zero-crossing set ZC in Figure 3.30, it contains all the
points where ŷσ50(i) and ŷσ100(i) intersect. Particularly, there is a subset of them,
labelled as ZC2, whose x-coordinates are very close to the HS locations, which
matches what was said earlier in this section. These zero-crossing points are
marked with green squares in Figure 3.30 and with dashed lines in Figure 3.31.
The next step is to build a process to automatically select them from the whole
set of zero-crossing points.

(P2) Selection of relevant zero-crossing points (ZC2) from the whole set.
In a first stage, only zero-crossing points from negative to positive are considered,
forming the ZC1 subset. Zero-crossing points from positive to negative (marked
with red crosses in Figure 3.30) are discarded because they are far from HS occur-
rences, as can be observed from the comparison between Figures 3.30 and 3.31.
In a second stage, the ZC1 subset requires further refinement to isolate the rel-
evant zero-crossing points belonging to ZC2. Graphically, that means being able
to discard the zero-crossing points marked with black crosses (×) in the ZC1

subset displayed in Figure 3.30. The procedure to do it programmatically starts
computing the subtraction signal se(i) between the output of the scale-space fil-
ter pe(i) and the smoothed energy signal êσTmax/4(i). The result is illustrated in
Figure 3.32. Peaks (local maxima) are identified over the signal using the peak
detection algorithm detailed in [208].
As can be observed in Figure 3.32, there are three local maxima in the signal
slice se(i) that represent the major differences in energy levels between the two
input signals, these maximum peaks contain substantial amounts of energy and
are very close to the ZC2 points and therefore, very close to the HS occurrences.
From the whole set of local maxima PKse , these selected peaks are identified
when they are above a predefined energy threshold (set to 0.13). This threshold
has been empirically determined from gait tests conducted on young and older
adults at different walking paces.
Following from these premises, the procedure to isolate the ZC2 subset from the
zero-crossing set ZC1 involves the following steps:

1. Iterate over the ZC1 subset and for each zero-crossing point zck ∈ ZC1 find
the right closest maximum peak pi in PKsy .

2. Once pi is determined in each iteration, its counterpart peak ki in PKse is
required. This peak is expected to be found in se(i) within a search window
in the vicinity of the pi timestamp. If ki exists and it is above the predefined
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Figure 3.33: The process flowchart for HS and TO event identification

threshold commented before, the zck under evaluation is added to the ZC2

subset. The window’s width is set to |pi − zck|.

(P3) Demarcation of HS and TO events in the antero-posterior acceleration signal
using the ZC2 subset.
It is required to iterate over the ZC2 subset in order to demarcate the HS events in
the antero-posterior acceleration signal z(i). There is a corresponding HS event
hsk in the immediate temporal vicinity of each zero-crossing point timestamp.
This HS event (hsk) matches with the highest peak in the z(i) signal enclosed in
a search window. The width for the search window is the same that was used in
the P2 process.
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Each HS event is marked with a gray dot in the slice of the antero-posterior signal
z(i) displayed in Figure 3.31. As indicated before, the timestamp of each zero-
crossing point is represented by a dashed line in this figure.

Once HS events are demarcated, TOs are identified as the right lower valleys in
the proximity of each heel-strike hsk. In this case, half the width of the search
window is used. Brown crosses are used to highlight the TO events in Figure 3.31.

The flowchart in Figure 3.33 uses symbolic notation to summarize the three pro-
cesses that have been described in this section. The processes are framed with different
color rectangles. Each of the steps taken to achieve gait event demarcation in these
processes are first textually described and then mathematically formulated.

The algorithm described here is implemented in the Analytics and Intelligence layer
of the current infrastructure (Gait event estimation service). Specifically, Java EE
Servlet technology has been used for this purpose. The infrastructure and this service
in particular is tested and validated in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2. Evaluation and discussion of the case of study

The main objective of the evaluation of this case of study is to validate the infras-
tructure developed and, specifically, test the accuracy achieved by the implementation
of the algorithm described in Section 3.4.1.2. For this purpose, a setup composed by
a 6.5 metres hall with a RGB camera1 mounted orthogonally to the gait trajectory is
used. The RGB camera captures a side/lateral view of the gait trials. It has a sampling
frequency of 30 frames per second.

Using the described setup, recorded gait trials are then reproduced in slow motion
(at 0.25x playback speed) using VLC media player software [209] to manually identify
HS and TO events. Timestamps from gait events, marked by hand, are considered the
ground truth source for the accuracy comparison. Manual marking has an approxi-
mate error margin of ±1 frame (±33.3 milliseconds) with regard to the real gait event
occurrence.

A test operator is in charge of manually starting or stopping the gait trial by using
the web client application shown in Figure 3.25(a). The first HS inside the Field of
View (FOV) of the camera is used to manually synchronize gait event occurrences.

A total of 16 gait trial sequences have been recorded for the experimentation. The
differences in milliseconds between the ground truth (manually marked gait events)
and the estimations made by the algorithm implemented in the background service
are analyzed. Each participant carried out two gait trial sequences. The 16 gait trial
sequences are broken down as follows: four male participants in the 25-35 age range

1 The one included in the Kinect 1 device
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Table 3.7: Results of a gait trial sequence from a 48-year-old female participant

Heel-strikes (timestamps milliseconds (ms))
Marked by hand (ground truth) 570 1197 1773 2430 2938 3452
HS estimation algorithm 537 1130 1772 2400 2941 3395
Differences 33 67 1 30 -3 57
Toe-offs (timestamps ms)
Marked by hand (ground truth) 783 1386 1990 2557 3150 3565
TO estimation algorithm 752 1380 2010 2488 3201 3614
Differences 31 6 -30 69 -51 -49

(8 gait trial sequences), two female participants in the 45-55 age range (4) and two
male participants in the 60-65 age range (4).

An example of the results of a gait trial sequence is shown in Table 3.7. The differ-
ences in milliseconds between the considered ground truth timestamps and those from
the service are analyzed. All participants have a healthy gait cycle without any gait
pathology or known problem.

Figure 3.34 details the differences found, for all the gait trial sequences, between
the ground truth and the gait event estimations made by the implemented service. One
HS and two TO events are undetected or missed in the experimentation and there are
no false positives in the whole set of gait trials. Therefore, results are good considering
all participants have a healthy gait cycle. The average difference in HS estimation is
35.6±21.5 milliseconds (ms) and the average difference in TO estimation is 43.5±18.2
ms, so the results are very promising holding this average. As can be seen in the graphs
in Figure 3.34 only few samples are over a difference of 70 ms in both cases, HS and TO
event estimations. The accuracy achieved is similar, slightly worse in TO estimation.
Although the video slow-motion method is accurate enough, it would be interesting to
redo this evaluation with a quantitative ground truth like the GAITRite in future steps.

3.4.3. Conclusions of the case of study

This case of study introduces a complete infrastructure to perform Quantitative Gait
Analysis in Assisted Living Environments. After detailing all the hardware/software
components and layers that make up the infrastructure, the two main background
services in the Analytic and Intelligence layer are thoroughly explained in separated
sections.

The straightness analysis to segment straight paths and discard turns within the ac-
quired gait trials is based on the method used in the first case of study (Section 3.2.1.2 -
Gait trajectory estimation and analysis) where 2D gait trajectories are analyzed through
two nested mechanisms: 1) quantifying changes in the gait trajectory’s tangent; 2) us-
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3.4 An infrastructure for QGA in Assisted Living Environments. Use of 6DOF
wireless IMUs to demarcate gait events from trunk accelerations

(a) Heel-strike absolute differences

(b) Toe-off absolute differences

Figure 3.34: Gait event estimation differences between the ground truth and the imple-
mented service. 3.34(a) Heel-strike absolute differences. 3.34(b) Toe-off absolute differ-
ences

ing linear regression and the RMSD coefficient as straightness indicator. The method is
adapted to work with changes in trunk orientation (yaw angle) over time.

The gait event estimation algorithm implemented in the second background service
is fully detailed in its dedicated section, explaining how different scales of Gaussian
filters and zero-crossing operations are used to finally demarcate HS and TO events.
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The algorithm is validated in terms of accuracy through the evaluation conducted in
this case of study. The results obtained after the comparison with the ground truth are
promising for a sample of adults aged from 25 to 65 years without any gait patholo-
gies. Average differences below 50 milliseconds are achieved with only few gait events
missed. Although the video slow-motion method looks accurate enough for this exper-
imentation, it will be necessary to redo the evaluation with a quantitative ground truth
like the GAITRite in future steps.

The infrastructure and services described here provide an offline mechanism for
gait event estimation not so far from the results obtained in the passive vision-based
system presented in the first case of study (Section 3.2). In fact, the vision-based system
was unable to detect TO events unlike the current case of study. On the other hand,
estimation of spatial gait parameters, such as stride or step length are difficult to obtain
from trunk accelerations.

The infrastructure is easy to deploy in Assisted Living Environments such as elderly
care homes only requiring a WLAN to connect the wearable devices (nodes) and the
MQTT server. The latter can be deployed on a normal laptop. This infrastructure is
used to assess gait variability (stride interval variability) in frail elders through explicit
gait trials carried out in the elderly care home’s facilities with different motivations.
This will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and results

After addressing the development of QGA systems through different technologies
and processing algorithms in Chapter 3, this evaluation chapter explores the associa-
tions between gait variability and ageing and gait variability and commonly used char-
acteristics in frailty assessment, including mental examination to determine the onset
of cognitive decline. Two different empirical experiments are introduced throughout
this chapter for the purposes mentioned. The gait data required for the assessments
comes from explicit gait trials performed while using the prototype developed in the
third case of study in Section 3.4.

Particularly, the experimentation in this chapter covers the main motivations of this
Ph.D. Thesis (Section 1.1) in two ways: (a) Relationship between stride interval vari-
ability and ageing: use of linear and non-linear estimators for gait variability assessment
in assisted living environments, the associations between gait variability (stride interval
variability) and ageing are explored as part of the first evaluation conducted. Young
and older frail adults, the latter subdivided into two subgroups according to its mobility
grade, participate in explicit gait trials while wearing the prototype of inertial device
introduced in the third case of study. Two different gait variability estimators are used
in this experiment; (b) Associations between commonly used characteristics in frailty as-
sessment and mental state in frail elderly people, the second evaluation conducted covers
a study to assess the impact on mental state (cognitive deterioration) of gait variability
and other commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment that were introduced in
Section 1.3.1.
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4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

4.1. Relationship between stride interval variability and age-

ing: use of linear and non-linear estimators for gait vari-

ability assessment in assisted living environments

The discriminatory power of gait variability is evaluated in this experiment. Gait
variability is used to discern between age groups formed by young and frail older
adults, as well as between frail elder groups with different degrees of mobility. Stride
interval time series are gathered with the prototype for QGA from the third case of
study (Section 3.4). The stride interval time series are then analyzed by using different
variability estimators to examine gait fluctuation patterns. In particular, the Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) (non-linear estimator) and the Coefficient of Variation (CV)
(linear estimator) are obtained for the two groups of frail older adults with different
walking ability. These estimators are used to make comparisons among themselves and
with those from the young adult group (control). Walking ability is previously quanti-
fied by means of the Tinetti gait and balance assessment tool [88] (Section 1.3.2.2).

DFA and CV estimators were introduced in Section 2.5, together with some relevant
related works about gait variability definition and its interpretation over the last years.
Both estimators will be mathematically defined in Section 4.1.3 before use.

As will be discussed later, although empirical results of this experiment do not pro-
vide strong assumptions about correlations between the ageing process and gait vari-
ability, which would require a more accurate inclusion criteria considering separated
ageing groups in the sample, e.g, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 years old and also rigor-
ously inter-group comparisons, the combination of the proposed estimators (linear and
non-linear) looks promising as a tool to objectively assess gait variability. Clear differ-
ences among the young adult and elder groups are found in terms of gait variability
that increase if elders walking and balance abilities get worse, showing that there is an
inherent association between ageing and gait variability.

4.1.1. Participants

Ten older adults (7 women, 3 men) have participated in this experiment. They are
all living in a care home, older than 60 years and mild-to-moderately frail. The elders
have been divided into two groups according to their walking and balance abilities,
subjectively scored using the Tinetti gait and balance assessment tool [88]. The first
group (Elders A) consisted of 5 older adults (age: 84.60±5.07) with an average
Tinetti score of 8.20±0.83 points for gait assessment (out of 12 points) and 8.20±0.83
points for balance (out of 16 points). The second one (Elders B) consisted of 5 older
adults (age: 80.40±13.27) with an average Tinetti score of 11.60±0.89 points for gait
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environments
and 12.80±0.83 points for balance assessment, respectively. The Elders B group is
subjectively characterized with better gait than the Elders A group. A control group
(CG) of 5 young adults under 35 years (age: 31.60±4.28) and with appropriate gait
and balance has also been involved in the study. All subjects participated voluntarily
and gave consent to take part in the experiment.

4.1.2. Experimental protocol

The participants were encouraged to walk at their natural self-paced velocity along
a 19-meters corridor at the elderly care home where the explicit gait trials were con-
ducted. When the end of the corridor was reached they turned and continued in the
opposite direction. Each trial was performed by one person at a time, carrying one
single inertial wearable device close to the T1 vertebra, as illustrated in Figure 3.24(a)
(Section 3.4.1). In the case of the elders, they were accompanied by a therapist (with-
out interfering).

On average, each trial lasted about 4 minutes and contained up to 200 stride in-
tervals (it may be less depending on the cadence), after removing turns and abrupt
changes in direction.

4.1.3. Stride interval variability analysis

The assessment of the stride interval variability in the two groups of frail older
adults and in the young control group has been carried out from the two perspectives
presented before. First, the linear approach by using the Coefficient of Variation (linear
estimator) to quantify the magnitude of the stride interval variability through statistical
analysis; and then, the fractal analysis (DFA) to map long-range correlations in the
structure of the stride interval time series.

4.1.3.1. Coefficient of Variation (linear estimator)

The Coefficient of Variation (CV) is a measure of dispersion computed as the stan-
dard deviation (σ) normalized by the mean value (µ),

CV (%) =
σ

µ
× 100 (4.1)

For this particular case, (µ, σ) are estimated on the basis of the stride intervals obtained
from each explicit gait trial. Straightness analysis is performed to discard abrupt turns
and the combination of the remaining intervals from the segmented straight paths is
done to obtain the final stride interval time series. This final stride interval time series
represents the explicit gait trial. The process was fully detailed in Section 3.4.1.1,
corresponding to the third case of study whose infrastructure is used in this experiment.
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4.1.3.2. Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (non-linear estimator)

The Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) can map long-range, self-similar fluctu-
ations in a non-stationary time series by computing the DFA scaling exponent (α). In
this method, the mean square distance between the integration of the time series and
the estimation of its local trend is analyzed as a function of scale parameter.

In this experiment, the sequence of stride intervals is a non-stationary time series
where each stride can be represented by the following formula

u(i) = t(i+ 1)− t(i) (4.2)

where u(i) is the ith stride interval, t(i + 1) represents the time of the (i+1)th Heel-
strike event and t(i) the time of the ith Heel-strike event, considering both events are
from the same foot.

As described by Hausdorff et al. [162], the DFA algorithm on 1-dimension time
series involves the integration of the entire series. The stride interval time series can
be integrated according to the formula

y(k) =
k∑
i=1

[u(i)− uavg] (4.3)

where u(i) is the ith stride interval and uavg is the average of the stride interval time
series. The integrated times y(k) are then divided into non-overlapping windows of
equal size n. Separately, in each window of size n, a trend line yn(k) fits the data con-
tained through a least squares procedure, representing the linear approximation of the
enclosed data (local trend). Next, the detrending of the integrated stride interval time
series is computed by subtracting the local trend in each window. For a given window
size n, the average fluctuation F (n), is a function which depends on the window size,
calculated as the root-mean-square deviation of the detrended time series, as shown in
Formula 4.4,

F (n) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
k=1

[y(k)− yn(k)]2 (4.4)

where n is the selected window size (i.e. the number of stride intervals within the ob-
servation window), N is the total number of stride intervals in the series (total length),
y(k) represents the integrated stride interval time series at k position and yn(k) its lo-
cal trend. This calculation is repeated throughout all possible time scales or, in other
words, for all considered window sizes n to find a relationship between the average
fluctuation F (n), as a function of window size, and the window size itself. Typically,
the average fluctuation F (n) will increase with larger sizes of n.
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Once F (n) is computed for all considered window sizes, a linear relationship on a

double logarithmic graph (logF (n) versus log n) is used as indicator of the presence
of self-similar fluctuations. The slope of the estimated line relating logF (n) to log n is
called DFA scaling exponent or fractal exponent (α). It can depict the presence/lack
of long-range autocorrelation properties in the signal, providing a quantification index
for the randomness of the analyzed time series.

If DFA scaling exponent has a value within the range 0 < α < 0.5, it means the
signal is anti-correlated, if α = 0.5, it indicates an uncorrelated signal (white noise).
Conversely, the presence of long-range fractal correlations is denoted by an α within
the range 0.5 < α < 1.0, so that fluctuations in short windows are related to those from
larger windows in a power-law fashion. Finally, fractal exponents within the range
1.0 < α < 1.5 indicate the presence of correlations that do not follow a power-law
relation in the analyzed signal [210].

In the context of fractal dynamics of human gait, DFA scaling exponent normally lies
between 0.5 and 1.0, being closer to 0.5 if the gait cycles are uncorrelated; and closer to
1.0 or a little bit higher in the presence of long-range correlations, which means there
are self-similar scaling fluctuations in the stride interval time series [2, 162, 163].

In Figure 4.1 and 4.2 an example of DFA is shown. The selected stride interval time
series comes from a gait trial performed by a young adult (age: 33 years), with no evi-
dence of gait disorder, walking at his normal pace. The example graphically illustrates
how the selected signal, containing 200 stride intervals from both feet (Figure 4.1(a)),
is integrated and divided into non-overlapping windows of size n = 32 strides, where
the local trends are fitted through linear regression (Figure 4.1(b)). Then, the de-
trended integrated signal is illustrated in Figure 4.1(c), as previous step to the calcula-
tion of the average fluctuation, F (n = 32) in this example.

The double logarithmic graph (logF (n) vs log n) with its corresponding fractal ex-
ponent is shown in Figure 4.2. This graph is made up of several average fluctuations
computed for different window sizes, ranging from n = 2 to n = 27. The same stride
interval time series from Figure 4.1(a) are used.

DFA scaling exponent (α) is computed through the method explained in this sec-
tion for each acquired gait trial after discarding turns in the straightness analysis (Sec-
tion 3.4.1.1). The Gait variability analysis services illustrated in Figure 3.23 are re-
sponsible for implementing DFA and CV estimators, as part of the infrastructure of the
prototype in the third case of study.

4.1.4. Results

Figure 4.3 shows different examples of combined stride interval time series (graphs
above) and logF (n) vs log n graphs (bottom) from gait trials provided by a 92-year-
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(a) Original stride interval time series
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Figure 4.1: Example of DFA analysis. 4.1(a) Original stride interval time series from a
young adult walking at normal pace. 4.1(b) Integration of the entire series and local trends
estimated for each of the non-overlapping windows (size=32 strides). 4.1(c) Detrended
integrated signal computed by subtracting the local trend to the integrated signal
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Figure 4.2: Double logarithmic graph (logF (n) vs log n) and DFA scaling exponent (α),
derived from the same gait trial used in Figure 4.1(a)
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(b) Elder (89 years) from Elders B
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(c) Young adult (33 years) from CG

Figure 4.3: Examples of stride interval time series (top subfigures) and DFA scaling ex-
ponents (bottom subfigures). 4.3(a) One elder from Elders A group. 4.3(b) One elder
from Elders B group. 4.3(c) One young adult from CG
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Table 4.1: Stride interval variability (CV and DFA scaling exponent (α)) for participants
from the Elders A group

#Participant
Age

Gender
Tinetti Stride interval

(years) (Gait+Balance) Mean(sec) CV(%) α exponent
1 92 female (9+9)=18 1.11 4.96 0.68
2 87 female (8+7)=15 1.36 5.70 0.75
3 84 female (8+8)=16 1.20 5.34 0.70
4 80 male (9+8)=17 1.13 4.20 0.82
5 80 female (7+9)=16 1.20 4.67 0.71

Mean±StDev 84.60±5.07 - 16.40±1.14 1.20±0.10 4.97±0.58 0.73±0.05

Table 4.2: Stride interval variability (CV and DFA scaling exponent (α)) for participants
from the Elders B group

#Participant
Age

Gender
Tinetti Stride interval

(years) (Gait+Balance) Mean(sec) CV(%) α exponent
1 90 male (12+14)=26 1.15 3.40 0.73
2 90 female (12+12)=24 1.38 5.07 0.75
3 89 female (12+12)=24 1.09 3.89 0.76
4 72 male (12+13)=25 1.21 3.57 0.75
5 61 female (10+13)=23 1.14 4.03 0.86

Mean±StDev 80.40±13.27 - 24.40±1.14 1.19±0.11 3.99±0.65 0.77±0.05

Table 4.3: Stride interval variability (CV and DFA scaling exponent (α)) for participants
from the young adult Control Group

#Participant
Age

Gender
Stride interval

(years) Mean(sec) CV(%) α exponent
1 34 male 1.23 4.27 1.02
2 34 male 1.18 3.87 0.94
3 33 male 1.22 2.81 0.95
4 33 male 1.21 3.17 1.08
5 24 male 1.07 3.82 0.83

Mean±StDev 31.60±4.28 - 1.18±0.06 3.59±0.59 0.96±0.09

old woman from the Elders A group (Figure 4.3(a)), a 89-year-old woman from the
Elders B group (Figure 4.3(b)) and one young adult (33 years) from the Control
Group (Figure 4.3(c)).

According to these examples, the stride interval variations of the young adult are
substantially smaller than those from the elders, what suggests a more regular gait.
Furthermore, the DFA scaling exponents (α) confirm that the strength of the long-
range correlations and the fractal behaviour become lower in the elders (α = 0.68 and
α = 0.76) than in the young adult (α = 0.95). In addition, there is also a difference
in the DFA scaling exponent between the two elders that should be noted. The elder
with the lowest fractal exponent (α = 0.68) corresponds to the one who has the lowest
Tinetti scores (gait = 9(12), balance = 9(16)), while the elder from the Elders B
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group has Tinetti scores equal to 12(12) and 12(16), for gait and balance assessments
respectively.

Tables 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 summarize the stride interval variability (CV and DFA scaling
exponents) for all the participants in the experiment. Each table corresponds to one
target group and is sorted by age to check out its impact on the stride interval variability.
Summary measures (Mean ± Standard Deviation) have been provided to characterize
each group at the end of each table. As can be observed, average CV values are higher in
both elder groups than in the young adult group. Particularly, the average CV values are
well differentiated between the Elders A and Control groups (CV=4.97% ± 0.58
versus CV=3.59% ± 0.59). Conversely, the average fractal exponent value decreases
in the elders in comparison with the young adult group. These results suggest that the
fluctuation magnitude in the stride intervals is higher in elders than that of the young
adults and the stride interval fluctuations become more random (less correlated) with
aging, breaking the long-range correlations.

The box-plots in Figure 4.4(a) show the comparison of stride interval variability
between the three groups of participants in terms of Coefficient of Variation. As can
be observed, the CV of Elders A group (Mean = 4.97%, Median = 4.96%) is sub-
stantially higher than that of young adults (Mean = 3.59%, Median = 3.82%), and
also well differentiated from the average CV of the Elders B group (Mean = 3.99%,
Median = 3.89%). Besides, despite having an average CV value slightly above the
young adult group, no significant difference has been observed among the Elders B

(Mean = 3.99%, Median = 3.89%) and Control groups (Mean = 3.59%, Median =
3.82%). Lastly, comparing these three groups by using the kruskal-wallis test, a signifi-
cant difference was found between the three groups in terms of CV (χ2(2) = 7.22, p =
0.027).

The box-plots in Figure 4.4(b) show the comparison of stride interval variability be-
tween the three groups of participants in terms of DFA scaling exponents. The average
fractal exponent of the Control group (Mean = 0.96, Median = 0.95), is substan-
tially higher than that of the Elders A (Mean = 0.73, Median = 0.71) and Elders

B (Mean = 0.77, Median = 0.75) groups, providing an efficient marker to successfully
distinguish between young adults and elders. However, the difference in the average
fractal exponents between the two elder groups is not significant enough. For instance,
the Elders A group, ranked with the lowest Tinetti score (16.40 ± 1.14 points), has a
mean fractal exponent of 0.73 ± 0.05, while the Elders B group, who received 24.40
± 1.14 points in the Tinetti test, has a mean fractal exponent of 0.77 ± 0.05. Lastly,
comparing the three groups by using the kruskal-wallis test, a significant difference was
found between them in terms of DFA scaling exponent (χ2(2) = 9.69, p = 0.007).
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of stride interval variability between the Elders A, Elders
B and Control groups. 4.4(a) Box-plots for CV comparison. 4.4(b) Box-plots for DFA
scaling exponent comparison

4.1.5. Discussion

In the present experiment the stride interval variability has been computed by using
two different estimators, the Coefficient of Variation (CV) and the Detrended Fluctua-
tion Analysis (DFA). As introduced in the Section 2, there are other studies that have
also used these estimators on the stride interval time series with different purposes, for
instance, to analyze the relation between gait variability and disorders such as Parkin-
son and Huntington diseases or to study how gait dynamics may be useful for assessing
fall risk. This study stands out from the works mentioned before because it focuses
purely on the relation between gait variability, ageing and the gait performance esti-
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mated through a subjective characterization tool (the Tinetti gait and balance assess-
ment tool). In this sense, participants are young adults and older mild-to-moderately
adults, physically independent and healthy, referring to the absence of neuro-locomotor
disorders.

The infrastructure introduced in Section 3.4 is used for gait variability analysis in
an elderly care home. The infrastructure is unique, starting from its Sensor layer and
the set of wearable devices that enable inertial raw data acquisition in a less intrusive
manner, to the Analytics and Intelligence layer, which is made up of the Gait event
estimation service and the Straightness analysis to segment straight paths within each
gait trial.

It should be noted that this study does not provide conclusive results from an indi-
vidual perspective, if stride interval variability is examined separately for each partici-
pant. Looking closely at Tables 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 it can be found cases where a particular
elder has less gait variability than one younger, which indicates that stride interval vari-
ability appears to be more correlated with locomotor impairments, and poorly or not
correlated with ageing. From this individual perspective, the impact of ageing in stride
interval variability requires more research efforts to better assess if there exists a direct
connection between gait variability and ageing. As part of these efforts, it is necessary
to increase the number of gait trials conducted and the sample size, gathering different
ageing groups (30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 years) and computing the gait variability for
each participant through the proposed estimators, along with new features that can be
explored.

In addition, it should not be forgotten that the Tinetti gait and balance assessment
tool is a subjective functional scale, highly dependent on the experience of the expert
who supervises the tests. Therefore, it should be complemented by other functional
scales and more than one expert judgements.

Despite the inconclusive results from the individual perspective, we have performed
an inter-class analysis to compare the stride interval variability between the groups.
The analysis has been summarized in the box-plots in Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). The
inter-class analysis has provided interesting findings about the relationship between
stride interval variability and the Tinetti gait scores for the two age groups. While the
coefficient of variation enables a better distinction between the two frail elder groups
with different gait performance, it does not exhibit significant differences among the
young adult group and the elder group with better Tinetti scores (see Figure 4.4(a)).
The scaling exponent, for its part, has a better ability to discriminate the young adult
group from each of the two frail elder groups. However, it does not differentiate be-
tween the two frail elder groups with distinct gait performance (see Figure 4.4(b)).
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4.2. Associations between commonly used characteristics in

frailty assessment and mental state in frail elderly peo-

ple

This section presents a cross-sectional study to analyze the impact on cognitive de-
cline of a set of characteristics commonly used for frailty assessment in elderly people.
Considered characteristics have been previously presented and come from several of
the dimensions introduced in Section 1.3.1, including anthropometric, biological, nu-
tritional and functional.

Cognitive functioning is estimated by the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
test [48] also introduced in Section 1.3.1. Additionally, mobility dimension is assessed
from two perspectives: one based on direct observation of ambulation through subjec-
tive gait analyses, Section 1.3.2.2; and the other performing explicit gait trials by using
the instrumentation provided in the third case of study, Section 3.4. With the addition
of explicit gait trials through the instrumentation provided, the aim is to complement
observational gait analysis to achieve a more reliable characterization of the gait cycle.

In order to accomplish the purpose of this experimentation, a multiple logistic re-
gression analysis has been performed. Variables (characteristics) are grouped according
to popular and/or standardized categories adopted in other clinical studies. The Mini-
Mental State Examination (mental state) represents the dependent variable, while the
characteristics for frailty assessment make up the set of explanatory variables. The mul-
tiple logistic regression is performed using a sample of 81 frail elders from two elderly
care homes in Spain.

The results obtained indicate that frail elders aged 90 years of older, with moderate
dependence in daily functioning, moderate risk of falls and with a stride interval gait
variability greater than 6% were most likely to suffer cognitive decline, representing
what is called cognitive frails.

4.2.1. Participants, variables and experimental protocol

Table 4.4 shows a summary description of the elders who participated in the study.
The sample was made up of 81 frail elders from two elderly care homes: Residencia An-
damarc and Residencia Asistida de Ancianos Gregorio Marañón, both located in Ciudad
Real (Spain).

Several dimensions related to frailty assessment were evaluated. Particularly, age
and sex were considered, together with the BMI characteristic from the anthropometric
perspective (Section 1.3.1.4). Nutritional condition was examined through the Mini
Nutritional Assessment (MNA) questionnaire [211, 212]. The biological dimension was
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Table 4.4: Description of anthropometric, biological, nutritional, functional and cognitive
related characteristics of the sample of frail elders under study (n = 81)

Variable Category n(%)

Age (in years)

[75, 80) 19(23.4)

[80, 85) 11(13.6)

[85, 90] 23(28.4)

≥ 90 28(34.6)

Sex
female 39(48)

male 42(52)

BMI(%)a

normal < 25 15(18.5)

overweight [25, 30) 35(43.2)

obese ≥ 30 31(38.3)

MNA(/30)b

normal [24, 30] 49(60.5)

risk [17, 24) 32(39.5)

malnutrition < 17 0(0)

Leukocytes(µL)
low ≤ 4500 15(18.5)

normal (4500, 11000) 62(76.5)

high ≥ 11000 4(5)

Lymphocytes(µL)
low ≤ 1500 20(24.7)

normal (1500, 4000) 58(71.6)

high ≥ 4000 3(3.7)

Proteins(g/dL)
low ≤ 6 17(21)

normal (6, 8.3) 64(79)

high ≥ 8.3 0(0)

Cholesterol(mg/dL)
normal < 200 71(87.6)

high [200, 240] 10(12.4)

very high > 240 0(0)

Barthel scale(/100)
moderate dependence [61, 91) 28(34.6)

mild dependence [91, 99] 30(37)

independent 100 23(28.4)

Tinetti test(/28)
absence risk of fall > 24 27(33.4)

moderate risk [19, 24] 36(44.4)

severe risk < 19 18(22.2)

Stride interval mean

< 1000 13(16)

[1000, 1200) 24(29.6)

[1200, 1400) 23(28.4)

(msec) ≥ 1400 21(26)

Stride interval CV(%)c

< 2 4(5)

[2, 4) 30(37)

[4, 6] 37(45.7)

> 6 10(12.3)

MMSE(/35)d impairement < 23 26(32)

no impairement [23, 35] 55(68)

a Body Mass Index
b Mini Nutritional Assessment
c Coefficient of Variation
d Mini-Mental State Examination
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also included by measuring blood concentrations of leukocytes, lymphocytes, proteins
and total cholesterol (Section 1.3.1.5). In addition, criteria for estimating person’s
daily functioning, particularly the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and mobility, were
also considered through the 10-items Barthel scale [50, 52] (Section 1.3.1.7).

Mobility assessment was reinforced with the Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility
Assessment (POMA) [88]. The Tinetti’s overall score facilitates an estimate of the risk
of fall in the elderly. It is important to note that this test not only considers gait, but
also balance abilities (Section 1.3.2.2 - POMA).

The observational estimations of gait performance through the Tinetti test were
accompanied by explicit gait trials, as part of quantitative gait analyses carried out in
the facilities of both elderly care homes. Specifically, HS events from both legs were
demarcated by using the inertial-based wearable and the infrastructure introduced in
the third case of study of this Ph.D. Thesis, Section 3.4.

Stride intervals were computed from the heel-strikes while walking at a comfortable
speed along a 19-meters straight line. The gait trial duration was 1 minute and 30
seconds long per participant. Every time the end of the straight path was reached the
participant turned around and continued walking in the opposite direction until the
time of the trial was over.

The trunk acceleration segments corresponding to turns were automatically dis-
carded from each gait trial, as explained in Section 3.4.1.1. This was done in this
manner since the strides gathered while turning were no representative of the gait cy-
cle performed at normal pace. The previous stride to the turn and the subsequent one
after it were also automatically removed to avoid acceleration and deceleration stages,
which also skews the normal gait pattern of each participant. Mean and Coefficient of
Variation (CV) were computed from the stride interval time series of each participant.

Lastly, the MMSE test was obtained for all the participants to examine their mental
state and the risk of suffering cognitive impairment.

The search of associations between commonly characteristics used to assess the
progression of frailty and mental state in frail elderly people has been the intended
purpose of this study. The multiple logistic regression analysis [213] conducted in
Section 4.2.3 has attempted to accomplish this aim. As a first step, all considered
variables has been categorized as shown in Table 4.4. This data transformation has
intended to accommodate continuous values to discrete categories for the multiple
logistic regression analysis.

4.2.2. Descriptive statistical analysis

The categorization indicated in the last section allows to reduce data complexity
from continuous variables to “singular units of meaning” (categories), highlighting the
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systematic structure behind the original dataset and retrieving more conceptual mean-
ing from the acquired data. This preprocessing was very appropriate because of the
small sample size handled in the study (n = 81).

Based on the descriptive statistical analysis that draws up the absolute (n) and
relative (%) frequencies reported in Table 4.4, it can be observed that all the frail
elders included in the sample were aged 75 years or over, with slight prevalence of
elderly people aged 85 or older (63%). With regard to sex, the study sample was
well-balanced with 48% women compared to 52% of men.

The BMI characteristic from the anthropometric dimension was divided into the
three standard weight status categories associated to the BMI percentages: normal
(<25%), overweight (25%≤BMI<30%) and obese (≥30%). There was a clear pre-
dominance of overweight (43.2%) and obese (38.3%) patterns over normal weight
(18.5%).

The scores referred to the nutritional condition evaluated through the MNA ques-
tionnaire were also divided into the same categories defined by the 30-point scale MNA
tool [211]: malnutrition status (<17 points), risk of malnutrition (17≤MNA<24) and
normal nutritional status (24≤MNA≤30). Paying attention to the frequencies of these
categories in Table 4.4, it can be observed that there were no participants in malnutri-
tion condition in the sample. Around 60% of the elders had normal nutritional state.
However, near 40% were within the risk of malnutrition range.

Leukocytes, lymphocytes and protein levels in serum were categorized using the
current reference ranges accepted by healthcare professionals for low, normal and high
concentrations of these biological markers. As can be seen in the summary description,
most elders (above 70%) had normal levels for these characteristics, while high levels
of leukocytes and lymphocytes were found in no more than 5% of the sample. There
were no elders with high level of total serum protein (≥ 8.3 g/dL) in the whole sample.
On the other hand, around 20% of the participants had leukocytes, lymphocytes or
proteins deficiencies.

Total cholesterol was also provided by the blood tests carried out in the study. On
the basis of the frequencies referred to cholesterol levels, the majority of the sample
(87.6%) had normal values according to cholesterol management guidelines [214].
Only 12.4% of the elders fell outside the normal range exhibiting moderate to high
cholesterol. None of the participants reported very high levels.

Regarding Barthel index, there was no person scored as severe dependent or com-
pletely dependent in the sample. Therefore, moderate dependence, mild dependence
and independent were the three scale levels considered as categories in this analysis.
There was no clear prevalence of one group over the rest, being the independent group
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the least numerous in the sample (28.4%), compared to the 37% and 34.6% for the
mild and moderate groups, respectively.

Due to particular characteristics of the sample, the Tinetti test had more discrimi-
natory strength than the Barthel index between the frail elders involved in the study.
Specifically, 44.4% of the participants were scored with a moderate risk of fall, while
22.2% had an increased severe risk of falling. The absence of risk (> 24 points), denot-
ing strong gait and balance performance, was found in one-third of the sample. Again,
categories previously defined by the corresponding test were used in the analysis.

In order to enrich the gait characterization provided by the Tinetti test, temporal
gait parameters were estimated by using the instrumentation introduced in the third
case of study of this Ph.D. Thesis, Section 3.4. Initially, cadence and mean and CV from
the step interval time series were considered together with mean and CV from the stride
intervals. However, the strong multicollinearity between these predictors led to biased
estimates and inflated standard errors in the subsequent logistic regression analysis.
Particularly, stride interval mean, step interval mean and cadence were highly corre-
lated (correlation coefficient R∼1). Similarly happened with CV from step intervals and
CV from stride interval time series (R∼1). Because of the relevance of stride-to-stride
(stride interval) variability in the literature associating gait performance with cogni-
tive decline (e.g., [20, 215, 216]), it was decided to retain stride interval statistics and
remove cadence and step interval parameters to avoid collinearity.

Four categories were established to split continuous values from the stride inter-
val mean. The lower and upper ones were fixed according to stride times observed
in previous empirical studies involving elderly populations [74, 190]. In these stud-
ies, elders without evidence of gait disorder performed controlled gait trials gathering
stride intervals in the range from 900 to 1550 msec (milliseconds). Therefore, two
categories, <1000 msec and ≥1400 msec, were considered together with two inner
intervals equidistantly-separated in [1000,1200) and [1200,1400) msec. The sample
underlined the group of elders within the <1000 msec category was the most reduced
(16% of the sample).

The ranges of the categories selected for the stride interval CV were also chosen
in accordance with CVs reported in other studies about stride interval variability in
elders with/without falling history [24, 190, 217]. These studies shown similar results,
with healthy elderly population within the range of 1.7 to 2.6% for the stride interval
CV [217] and those with a history of fall within 3.0±2.8% [24]. Therefore, stride
interval variability above 6% of coefficient of variation might be considered high. Only
12.3% of our study sample presented this value.

Lastly, the MMSE (35-point Spanish variant used) reflected that 68% of the elders
were presumably out of cognitive impairment risk depending on the MMSE criterion
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(MMSE≥23). Conversely, 32% had a score under 23 points which indicates that, ac-
cording to the MMSE test [49], there is a high probability of cognitive decline.

4.2.3. Multiple logistic regression

The study sample presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 was used for statistical
inference with the aim of building a multiple linear regression model for the MMSE
score (as a continuous variable). In order to fit the inference model, Explanatory Factor
Analysis (EFA) [218] was tested.

EFA attempts to identify latent relations (factors) between variables simplifying the
linear regression model and reducing its dimensionality. Factors can be interpreted in
terms of patterns of association among explanatory variables with different impacts
on the dependent variable (MMSE score in this particular case). These explanatory
patterns may be easily interpreted by humans.

However, EFA assumes there is a strong linear relationship (high correlation) be-
tween explanatory variables and that there is no multicollinearity. This second as-
sumption was faced reducing the set of considered temporal gait variables, as pre-
viously explained in Section 4.2.2. Nevertheless, the analysis of correlations among
resultant variables shown that there were low to moderate correlations (R∼0.35 at
best). Therefore, EFA would not provide good explanatory factors in these conditions.
This was confirmed with the application of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test (KMO). This
tool measures sampling adequacy for each explanatory variable in the model and for
the complete model.

More specifically, KMO values under 0.50 means that there are large partial cor-
relations compared to the sum of correlations. In other terms, there are widespread
correlations which are a large problem for EFA. For the current study sample the value
obtained for KMO was ∼0.40, so that EFA was unacceptable.

Once EFA was ruled out, binomial logistic regression [213] was considered to fit
an inference model for the MMSE score. Logistic regression is better placed to deal
with non-highly-correlated variables than EFA, moreover, it also fits better when the
sample size is small, as in the current study (n = 81). However, this kind of multiple
regression provides a single binary categorical response (dependent variable) from a set
of multiple explanatory variables which can be discrete, continuous or a combination.

The variables and categories that were established for each of the dimensions pre-
sented in Section 4.2.1 were considered as candidates for the set of independent vari-
ables. In this case, all selected explanatory variables were discretized in this multiple
logistic regression model (using the categorization provided).

Concerning the binary response, the binomial logistic regression estimated the prob-
ability that cognitive impairment existed (MMSE<23) or not. Besides fitting a model
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to make predictions about mental state, the binomial logistic regression allowed to
study the impact of the explanatory variables (characteristics in frailty assessment) on
the probability of existence of cognitive decline. The latter is the intended aim of the
presented study.

Previously to fit the multiple regression model, each of the categorical variables
from Table 4.4 was individually compared to the MMSE dependent variable by using
the Chi-square test of independence. This makes possible to check if they were related
or not. The significance level adopted was 5% so that the null hypothesis (indepen-
dence) was rejected for this test if the p-value was less than 0.05. Null hypothesis
rejection indicates that there was relationship between the MMSE and the particular
explanatory variable being tested. Those categorical variables showing dependence
with MMSE were the ones considered in the multiple logistic regression analysis.

The R1 software environment was used for the multiple logistic regression analysis.
As will be explained in the following section, the model did not converge at the first
attempt given large standard errors, when using the binomial logistic regression imple-
mentation in the R package. The problem was solved using the bias reduced method
of logistic regression proposed by Firth [220, 221] which is implemented in the brglm
package in R.

4.2.4. Results

Table 4.5 contains the comparison between the MMSE dichotomous variable, indi-
cating the presence of cognitive decline, and the rest of categorical variables used in
the characterization of frailty. Each row represents a contingency table accompanied
by the resulting p-value from the Chi-square test.

As can be observed, there were significant associations (marked with an asterik)
between MMSE and age (p-value = 6.6 ·10−5), MMSE and the Barthel scale (p-value =
0.0008), MMSE and the Tinetti test (p-value = 0.003) and MMSE and the stride interval
CV (p-value = 0.0006).

The presence of cognitive decline (MMSE<23) correlated individually with greater
numbers of elderly people aged 90 years or over; correlated individually with moderate
dependence according to the Barthel scale (scores in the [61,91) interval); correlated
individually with elders in moderate and severe risk of fall (scores ≤ 24 in the Tinetti
test); and also, the presence of cognitive decline (MMSE<23) correlated individually
with percentages in the stride interval variability mainly in the [4,6] and >6 intervals.
The rest of variables did not reject the null hypothesis in the Chi-square test, conse-

1 R is a free multiplatform software environment for statistical computing, numerical analysis and
graphics [219]
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Table 4.5: Comparison between MMSE (mental state) and the explanatory variables: age,
sex, BMI, MNA, leukocytes, lymphocytes, proteins, cholesterol, Barthel scale, Tinetti test,
stride interval mean and stride interval CV from the elderly individuals studied (n = 81).
Contingency tables and Chi-squared tests are presented

MMSE (Mental state)

Variable Category n(%)
NO Cog.
imp.(%)

Cog. imp.(%) p-valuea

Age (in years)

[75, 80) 19(23.4) 16(29.1) 3(11.5)

6.6 · 10−5(*)
[80, 85) 11(13.6) 11(20) 0(0)

[85, 90] 23(28.4) 18(32.7) 5(19.25)

≥ 90 28(34.6) 10(18.2) 18(69.25)

Sex
female 39(48) 23(41.8) 16(61.5)

0.155
male 42(52) 32(58.2) 10(38.5)

BMI(%)b
normal < 25 15(18.5) 10(18.2) 5(19.2)

0.316overweight [25, 30) 35(43.2) 21(38.2) 14(53.8)

obese ≥ 30 31(38.3) 24(43.6) 7(27)

MNA(/30)c normal [24, 30] 49(60.5) 35(63.6) 14(53.8)
0.549

risk [17, 24) 32(39.5) 20(36.4) 12(46.2)

Leukocytes(µL)
low ≤ 4500 15(18.5) 9(16.4) 6(23.1)

0.747normal (4500, 11000) 62(76.5) 43(78.2) 19(73.1)

high ≥ 11000 4(5) 3(5.4) 1(3.8)

Lymphocytes(µL)
low ≤ 1500 20(24.7) 13(23.6) 7(26.9)

0.946normal (1500, 4000) 58(71.6) 40(72.7) 18(69.2)

high ≥ 4000 3(3.7) 2(3.7) 1(3.9)

Proteins(g/dL)
low ≤ 6 17(21) 11(20) 6(23.1)

0.979
normal (6, 8.3) 64(79) 44(80) 20(76.9)

Cholesterol(mg/dL)
normal < 200 71(87.6) 51(92.7) 20(77)

0.092
high [200, 240] 10(12.4) 4(7.3) 6(23)

Barthel scale(/100)
moderate depend. [61, 91) 28(34.6) 12(21.8) 16(61.5)

0.0008(*)mild dependence [91, 99] 30(37) 22(40) 8(30.8)

independent 100 23(28.4) 21(38.2) 2(7.7)

Tinetti test(/28)
absence risk of fall > 24 27(33.4) 25(45.4) 2(7.7)

0.003(*)moderate risk [19, 24] 36(44.4) 20(36.4) 16(61.5)

severe risk < 19 18(22.2) 10(18.2) 8(30.8)

Stride interval mean

< 1000 13(16) 11(20) 2(7.7)

0.116
[1000, 1200) 24(29.6) 19(34.6) 5(19.2)

[1200, 1400) 23(28.4) 14(25.4) 9(34.6)

(msec) ≥ 1400 21(26) 11(20) 10(38.5)

Stride interval CV(%)d

< 2 4(5) 4(7.3) 0(0)

0.0006(*)
[2, 4) 30(37) 27(49) 3(11.5)

[4, 6] 37(45.7) 21(38.2) 16(61.5)

> 6 10(12.3) 3(5.5) 7(27)

a Chi-square test
b Body Mass Index
c Mini Nutritional Assessment
d Coefficient of Variation

quently they were considered not related to the MMSE and excluded from the multiple
logistic regression analysis.
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The multiple logistic regression analysis was carried out to study the presence of
cognitive decline (high probability of cognitive impairment when MMSE<23) in rela-
tion to age, Barthel and Tinetti scoring and the stride interval CV. The classic logistic
regression algorithm1 implemented in R did not converge because of the phenomenon
known as “separation” which avoided fitting the model properly at the first attempt.

Displaying extremely large standard errors is the only symptom of the separation
problem in the fitted model. Separation or monotone likelihood occurs in the fitting
process if the likelihood converges while at least one predictor estimate diverges to
infinity. Separation primarily happens in small samples with unbalanced and highly
predictive risk factors, which is quite common in binary response models [221]. In
simple terms, the separation occurs when at least one explanatory variable perfectly
separates zeroes and ones in the target variable.

A solution to the separation problem is to use a form of penalized regression which
reduces the bias of maximum likelihood estimates and produces robust standard errors.
The procedure developed by Firth [220] relies on a Bayesian approach to reduce the
bias of maximum likelihood estimates solving the separation problem.

The Firth’s bias reduced method of logistic regression was used to fit a model for
the MMSE in relation to age, Barthel and Tinetti scoring and the stride interval CV.
Results are shown in Table 4.6. The significance level adopted was p=0.05.

The odds ratio for the frail elderly people with high probability of cognitive decline
(MMSE<23) was 6.23 times higher among those aged 90 years or older than in frail
elders aged between 75 and 79 years old. The other age categories were far away from
the minimum significance level in the fitted model so that their relation with MMSE
had not to be considered.

Regarding the Barthel scale, frail elders with moderate dependence, with scores in
the [61,91) range, had odds ratio 6 times higher than the independent ones. In other
terms, they were six times more likely to have cognitive decline (MMSE<23) than those
with 100 points in the Barthel scale. P-value for the mild dependence category was over
the significance threshold (<0.05) which indicated that this odds ratio, coming from
the fitted logistic model, was not useful for inferring relations between the presence of
cognitive decline and mild dependence in performing ADL activities.

None of the odds ratios in the Tinetti test categories was under the significance
level (<0.05), nevertheless the moderate risk of fall category had an odds ratio which
fell within the <0.1 significance level (p-value=0.097), marked with a (·) symbol in
Table 4.6. It cannot be done a strong assumption, however, a larger sample proba-
bly would made the model converge within the p-value=0.05 significance level for the
moderate risk of fall. A glance at this category of the Tinetti test considering the thresh-

1 glm() function with parameter family=binomial
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old at p-value=0.1 indicates that frail elders with moderate risk of falls (scores in the
[19,24] interval) are around 4 times more likely to have cognitive decline than elders
in absence of risk of fall.

Table 4.6: Multiple logistic regression analysis for the presence of cognitive decline
(MMSE<13) in a frail elderly population

Variable Category p-value ORa 95% CIb

Age (in years)

[75, 80)(ref) - 1 −
[80, 85) 0.539 0.36 0.01− 9.19

[85, 90] 0.903 1.11 0.20− 6.26

≥ 90 0.041 6.23(∗) 1.07− 36.34

Barthel scale(/100)
independent(ref) - 1 −
mild dependence 0.143 3.87 0.63− 23.82

moderate dependence 0.049 6.00(∗) 1.00− 35.88

Tinetti test(/28)
absence risk of fall(ref) - 1 −
moderate risk 0.097 4.04(·) 0.77− 21.16

severe risk 0.684 1.47 0.22− 9.74

Stride interval CV(%)

> 6(ref) - 1 −
[4, 6] 0.361 0.42 0.07− 2.69

[2,4) 0.050 0.12(∗) 0.02− 1.03

< 2 0.756 0.54 0.01− 25.86

a Odds ratio for presence of cognitive impairment (*) Significance level p-value=0.05
b Confidence interval for odds ratio (·) Significance level p-value=0.1

Lastly, the logistic inference model indicated that those elders with a stride interval
variability within the [2,4) range of percentages had 0.12 times lower possibilities of
having cognitive decline than those with a variation bigger than 6% (which represents
high gait variability). The odds ratio is less than 1 due to the choice made while
selecting the reference category for stride interval CV in the input parameters of the
algorithm in R. In this case, stride interval CV >6% points out greater risk of having
cognitive decline than a stride variability within the [2,4) range. It is enough to invert
the odds ratio to get more self-explanatory meaning in this sense. Therefore, frail elders
with a stride interval CV >6% had 1/0.12=8.33 times higher possibilities of suffering
cognitive impairment than those with more regular stride intervals around 2% or 3%
of CV.

4.2.5. Discussion

The multiple logistic regression analysis performed here results in a fitted model
that can be used to infer information about the impact on the mental state of some
of the characteristics of frailty assessment that were initially considered in the cross-
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sectional study. As it will be discussed, not all of them are finally relevant in the frail
elderly population.

With regard to the anthropometric dimension, the Chi-square tests reject that there
were real associations inferred from the sample data and extrapolated to the frail el-
derly population between the pairs [Sex and MMSE] and [BMI and MMSE]. Age vari-
able, for its part, held association with the mental state, thus, it was the only an-
thropometric variable included in the logistic regression. Particularly, the fitted model
provides certainty regarding the strong presence of cognitive decline in frail elderly
population aged 90 years or older, in comparison with those under 80 years old.

Neither the nutritional dimension (MNA variable) nor the biological (Leukocytes,
Lymphocytes, Proteins and Cholesterol) shown relationships with the mental state that
could be extrapolated to the frail elderly population, according to the Chi-square tests.
Therefore, they were not considered in the logistic regression.

Daily functioning estimated through the Barthel scale, for its part, shown associa-
tions scalable to the frail elderly population. In fact, the fitted regression model pro-
vides certainty regarding the strong presence of cognitive decline in frail elders under
90 points in the Barthel scale, in comparison with those with perfect daily functioning
capabilities.

Regarding the mobility assessment, both, Quantitative Gait Analysis (QGA) (through
the stride interval variability) and Subjective Gait Analysis (SGA) (through the Tinetti
test) held individual relationships with the MMSE variable in the Chi-square tests. By
contrast, stride interval mean had not relationship with the MMSE . It is important to
highlight that there were other quantitative gait variables initially considered (cadence
and step interval mean/variability) that were discarded in the first stages to avoid
strong multicollinearity problems. Stride interval was selected due to its relevance in
the literature associating gait performance with cognitive decline (Section 4.2.2).

The multiple logistic regression fitted model reflects the strong association between
stride interval variability and mental state, being high stride interval variability (> 6%)
the most influencing factor to develop cognitive decline in the multivariate model.

The fitted model can not ensure assumptions of association between the mental
state and the gait and balance examination performed by the Tinetti test. This is be-
cause the p-value obtained does not reject the Null hypothesis. If the significance level
adopted is moved up to <0.1, the moderate risk of falls (Tinetti test scored between 19
and 24) may be considered. It reflects 4 times more possibilities of developing cognitive
decline than perfect mobility state and absence of risk of fall.

A key limiting factor in this study is the sample size used (n=81). Including new
frail elders to the multiple logistic regression analysis might provide higher level of
granularity in the dependent variable (MMSE). For the time being, the performed anal-
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ysis is a binary logistic regression, thus, we can only divide MMSE into two categories,
one for the presence of cognitive impairment (MMSE<23) [49] and one for the absence
(MMSE≥23). New records makes possible to attempt to fit a multinomial logistic re-
gression so that a categorically distributed MMSE dependent variable could be achieved
instead, dividing mental state in mild, moderate and severe categories.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, a synthesis of the conclusions derived from the research undertaken
in this Ph.D. Thesis is presented, highlighting the contributions achieved by this dis-
sertation, the constraints encountered and the points for improvements, in both, the
prototypes from the different cases of study and from the experimentation and eval-
uations conducted in Chapter 4. Moreover, open research lines and future research
directions derived from this work are also highlighted.

5.1. Summary

As described in the motivation of this Ph.D. Thesis, gait is a high cognitive com-
plexity task involving nervous system, muscle activation and joint movements. This
task requires several inputs from the motor cortex, cerebellum and the basal ganglia,
as well as feedback from visual, vestibular and proprioceptive sensors to produce the
coordinated movements that make up the gait cycle. Therefore, apart from the muscu-
loskeletal systems, gait functioning depends on the nervous system in a comprehensive
manner, involving the central nervous system (from cerebellum to the spinal cord) and
the peripherical nervous system (motor neurons and any nerve that connects parts of
the body with the central nervous system during the gait). Specifically, the central
nervous system controls executive brain functioning, meaning the mental faculties of
controlled, planned and anticipative behaviour necessary for walking (in this particular
context).

Beyond the last paragraph, there are examples that reflect the influence on both,
gait and executive functioning, in the Fundaments and Related work chapters. These
examples make the last paragraph more plausible. In this sense, we have found several
research works that refer to the changes in the gait patterns after the occurrence of neu-
rological diseases and during their course, which includes brain injuries and suffering
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a neurodegenerative condition such as Huntington’s disease, Parkinson, Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and some types of dementia. Moreover, there are studies with a
broader scope, focusing on how cognitive impairment affects gait or simply how ageing
process impacts on gait performance. In a similar manner, from a functional perspec-
tive, we have also found studies showing how functional decline leads to higher gait
variabilities in frail elders or how the progression of frailty syndrome affects the gait
performance, in most cases, showing visible changes in gait variability and in gait speed
(slowness).

On the basis of this background, we have tried to explore if these associations also
occur in the opposite direction, which has been less analyzed in the literature. In
other terms, we have tried to study if gait performance, measured through Quantitative
Gait Analysis (QGA) techniques, can provide relevant information about the ageing
process; or if high gait variability has a significant impact on the mental state and,
therefore, QGA can be used as a functional marker, in combination with other markers
of different nature, to detect cognitive decline. The experimentation conducted in
Chaper 4 revolves around these intentions that motivate this work.

In particular, associations between gait variability and ageing are explored as part
of the first evaluation conducted in Chapter 4. Starting from two samples of adults,
one formed by young adults and the other formed by frail elders, the latter is subdi-
vided into two subgroups according to their walking and balance abilities1. We have
evaluated the discriminatory power of gait variability to discern between the two age
groups, as well as between the frail elders with different walking and balance abilities
(subjectively measured). Specifically, stride interval variability is analyzed through two
different variability estimators (Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) and the Coeffi-
cient of Variation (CV)).

If the results of the first evaluation are examined individually, they do not provide
strong assumptions about correlations between gait variability and the ageing process.
That kind of comparison would require larger samples and more accurate inclusion
criteria, considering separated ageing groups, e.g, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 years
old and also rigorously inter-group comparisons, which were not feasible during the
experiment. However, looking at gait variability data computed at group level, the
combination of the two proposed estimators (linear and non-linear) exhibits clear dif-
ferences among the young adult and frail elder groups, in terms of gait variability, that
increase if frail elders walking and balance abilities get worse. Thus, at group level,
there is an inherent association between gait variability and ageing. It is important to
highlight that while CV (linear estimator) has difficulties to distinguish between young
adults and the frail elders with better walking and balance condition; DFA (non-linear

1 Subjectively scored using the Tinetti test
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estimator), for its part, has difficulties to discriminate between the two group of frail
elders. In this case, the combination of the two estimators enhances stride interval
variability discriminatory power.

In the second evaluation conducted, we have tried to analyze the associations en-
countered between commonly used characteristics in frailty assessment and the mental
state of frail elderly people. Characteristics used in the analysis come from several
dimensions considered in frailty assessment, including anthropometric, biological, nu-
tritional and functional. Cognitive functioning is estimated by the standardized Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE) test. On the other hand, gait characterization is
taken into account as part of the functional dimension from two different perspec-
tives: 1) direct observation of ambulation and characterization through a SGA method
(Tinetti test); and 2) gait variability assessment through QGA, by means of explicit gait
trials using the instrumentation developed for this purpose (third case of study).

The impact on mental state (MMSE) is inferred from the 81-frail-elder sample by
means of multiple logistic regression analysis. MMSE is the dependent (explained) vari-
able, while the other considered characteristics, including gait variability, are the inde-
pendent or explanatory variables in the regression model. The multiple logistic regres-
sion fitted model reflects the strong association between gait variability and mental
state, being high stride interval variability (CV > 6%) the most influencing factor to de-
velop cognitive decline in the multivariate model. Age variable also provides certainty
about the strong presence of cognitive decline in frail elderly population aged 90 years
or older.

Lastly, the inferred model confirms that the presence of cognitive decline increases
in frail elders with impairment in daily functioning. Particularly, it is higher when
the score of the Barthel scale is below 90 points, indicating moderate dependence.
The model can not ensure associations between the scores in the Tinetti test and the
presence of cognitive decline, however the significance level accomplished (< 0.1)
invites us to think that including new frail elders to the multiple logistic regression
analysis might provide a new fine-tuned significance level < 0.05 for the moderate risk
of fall. This would serve to confirm the relationship between the scores obtained in the
gait and balance examination, through the Tinetti test, and the presence of cognitive
decline.

This last evaluation has proven the relevance of gait variability as a factor or func-
tional marker to be considered in mental state examination, together with other het-
erogeneous types of markers. Those with a high gait variability have more possibilities
of suffering cognitive impairment, according to the inferred model. Therefore, carrying
out gait trials assiduously to monitor gait variability seems advisable.
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Regarding the different manners to estimate gait variability, stride interval variabil-
ity is the most widespread in the related work, either through linear estimators, as
the Coefficient of Variation (CV), or through non-linear, as the Detrended Fluctuation
Analysis (DFA). The protoypes developed in the three cases of study presented in this
Ph.D. Thesis can demarcate the Heel-strike event events required to compose the stride
interval time series. Each of them has advantages/disadvantages in comparison with
each others that were discussed in the “Conclusions of the case of study” sections.

For instance, the main constraint of the sensorized insole prototype is the diffi-
culty of replication. It is a wired prototype using hand carved insoles that hampers
the construction of new devices for different foot sizes. Therefore, gait trials, beyond
laboratory settings and with several participants (with different foot sizes) are hard to
accomplish. On the other hand, this prototype is enough accurate to demarcate gait
subphases in an online process, which is not possible with the other prototypes. This
opens up a range of possibilities for QGA by using these kind of devices, for example,
fall risk prevention or assistance in walking during freezing episodes suffered by people
with Parkinson’s disease, among others.

The passive vision-based system, for its part, has space constraints. It requires a hall
or a corridor free of occlusions and without direct sunlight. Furthermore, the maximum
field of view of the Kinect 1 camera is delimited to no more than 5 meters, thus, only
short gait trials may be carried out with this system. On the positive side, users do not
carry anything attached to the body. Moreover, spatial parameters and gait speed may
be estimated easily with this system, because of the depth information.

Concerning the inertial-based system used to demarcate gait events from trunk ac-
celerations, it is an easy to deploy system that can be used sucessfully in Assisted Liv-
ing Environments. In addition, wireless nodes are very easy to replicate, in terms of
hardware. The main limitation of this system is related to the fact of using trunk accel-
erations, acquired by wearable devices close to the thoracic area. If the participant has
strong tremors, the filtering and demarcation of HS and TO events is impossible.

5.2. Future research directions

The main research line in the future work must aim at adapting some of the proto-
types introduced in the different cases of study of this Ph.D. Thesis to enable continuous
long-term gait monitoring, apart from explicit gait trials. In this sense, although it has
not been included in this document, we have made a great effort in the design and
development of a new prototype of wireless insoles from the lessons learned in this
Ph.D. Thesis.
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The new prototype includes 12 pressure sensors per insole and an IMU with 6DoF.
The hardware is complemented by a SoC equipped with a Bluetooth Low Energy mod-
ule for data communication, ADC circuits, various serial buses and a 32bit ARM Cortex-
M0 microprocessor to manage sensor data processing and transmission to a mobile
client application. Moreover, each insole integrates a voltage regulator, a charge con-
troller and a Qi wireless charging module to recharge the small battery integrated in
each insole effortlessly.

The new prototype uses flexible and rigid printed circuit boards designed with Elec-
tronic Design Automation (EDA) software. In addition, the enclosure of each insole
is created with a 3D parametric modeling tool and made in flexible plastic (FilaFlex)
using a 3D printer. In this manner, the difficulty of replication in different foot sizes
disappears.

Another premise in the new prototype has been to miniaturize the size of the insole
(without need for external addon), leaving all the hardware embedded inside the insole
which closely looks like any standard insole of footwear. Moreover, the new prototype
is conceived thinking in low power consumption. For the time being, it can work in an
uninterrupted manner during 2 full days gathering data at 50 Hertz. Lastly, the cost of
the prototype manufacturing few units is around 150 euros for the pair of insoles.

Some pictures of the new prototype (still under development) can be seen in Ap-
pendix A.9.
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A.1 Evaluation of the criteria in the FPI phenotype devoloped by Fried et al. [28]

A.1. Evaluation of the criteria in the FPI phenotype devoloped

by Fried et al. [28]
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A.2 Edmonton frailty scale (EFS)

A.2. Edmonton frailty scale (EFS)

The Edmonton Frail Scale 
 

NAME : _________________________________ 

 

d.o.b. : ____________________          DATE : ________________ 
 
 

Frailty domain Item 0 point 1 point 2 points 

Cognition Please imagine that this pre-drawn 
circle is a clock. I would like you to 
place the numbers in the correct 
positions then place the hands to 
indicate a time of ‘ten after eleven’  

No errors Minor 
spacing 
errors 

Other 
errors 

General health 
status 

In the past year, how many times have 
you been admitted to a hospital? 

0 1–2 ≥2 

 In general, how would you describe 
your health? 

‘Excellent’, 
‘Very good’, 
‘Good’ 

‘Fair’ ‘Poor’ 

Functional 
independence 

With how many of the following 
activities do you require help? (meal 
preparation, shopping, transportation, 
telephone, housekeeping, laundry, 
managing money, taking medications)  

0–1 2–4 5–8 

Social support When you need help, can you count 
on someone who is willing and able to 
meet your needs? 

Always Sometimes Never 

Medication use Do you use five or more different 
prescription medications on a regular 
basis? 

No Yes  

 At times, do you forget to take your 
prescription medications? 

No Yes  

Nutrition Have you recently lost weight such 
that your clothing has become looser? 

No Yes  

Mood Do you often feel sad or depressed? No Yes  

Continence Do you have a problem with losing 
control of urine when you don’t want 
to? 

No Yes  

Functional 
performance 

I would like you to sit in this chair with 
your back and arms resting. Then, 
when I say ‘GO’, please stand up and 
walk at a safe and comfortable pace to 
the mark on the floor (approximately 3 
m away), return to the chair and sit 
down’  

0–10 s 11–20 s One of : 
>20 s , or 
patient 
unwilling ,  
or  
requires 
assistance 

Totals Final score is the sum of column totals    

 

Scoring : 
0 - 5 = Not Frail                                                                        TOTAL                     /17 
6 - 7 = Vulnerable 
8 - 9 = Mild Frailty 
10-11 = Moderate Frailty 
12-17 = Severe Frailty                            Administered by : ______________________________ 
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A.3 Example of a laboratory report for a particular patient

A.3. Example of a laboratory report for a particular patient

Laboratory report (biological and nutritional markers) 1 (out of 3)
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Laboratory report (biological and nutritional markers) 2 (out of 3)
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A.3 Example of a laboratory report for a particular patient

Laboratory report (biological and nutritional markers) 3 (out of 3)
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A.4 Cognitive scales (MMSE)

A.4. Cognitive scales (MMSE)

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 

Patient’s Name: Date: 

Instructions: Ask the questions in the order listed. Score one point for each correct 
response within each question or activity. 

Maximum 
Score 

Patient’s 
Score 

Questions 

5 “What is the year? Season? Date? Day of the week? Month?” 

5 “Where are we now: State? County? Town/city? Hospital? Floor?” 

3 

The examiner names three unrelated objects clearly and slowly, then 
asks the patient to name all three of them. The patient’s response is 
used for scoring. The examiner repeats them until patient learns all of 
them, if possible. Number of trials: ___________

5 
“I would like you to count backward from 100 by sevens.” (93, 86, 79, 
72, 65, …) Stop after five answers. 
Alternative: “Spell WORLD backwards.” (D-L-R-O-W) 

3 
“Earlier I told you the names of three things. Can you tell me what those 
were?” 

2 
Show the patient two simple objects, such as a wristwatch and a pencil, 
and ask the patient to name them. 

1 “Repeat the phrase: ‘No ifs, ands, or buts.’” 

3 
“Take the paper in your right hand, fold it in half, and put it on the floor.” 
(The examiner gives the patient a piece of blank paper.) 

1 
“Please read this and do what it says.” (Written instruction is “Close 
your eyes.”) 

1 
“Make up and write a sentence about anything.” (This sentence must 
contain a noun and a verb.) 

1

“Please copy this picture.” (The examiner gives the patient a blank 
piece of paper and asks him/her to draw the symbol below. All 10 
angles must be present and two must intersect.) 

30 TOTAL 
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Instructions for administration and scoring of the MMSE

Orientation (10 points):
• Ask for the date. Then specifically ask for parts omitted (e.g., "Can you also tell me what season it 

is?"). One point for each correct answer. 
• Ask in turn, "Can you tell me the name of this hospital (town, county, etc.)?" One point for each 

correct answer. 

Registration (3 points):
• Say the names of three unrelated objects clearly and slowly, allowing approximately one second for 

each. After you have said all three, ask the patient to repeat them. The number of objects the 
patient names correctly upon the first repetition determines the score (0-3). If the patient does not 
repeat all three objects the first time, continue saying the names until the patient is able to repeat all 
three items, up to six trials. Record the number of trials it takes for the patient to learn the words. If 
the patient does not eventually learn all three, recall cannot be meaningfully tested. 

• After completing this task, tell the patient, "Try to remember the words, as I will ask for them in a 
little while." 

Attention and Calculation (5 points):
• Ask the patient to begin with 100 and count backward by sevens. Stop after five subtractions (93, 

86, 79, 72, 65). Score the total number of correct answers. 
• If the patient cannot or will not perform the subtraction task, ask the patient to spell the word "world" 

backwards. The score is the number of letters in correct order (e.g., dlrow=5, dlorw=3). 

Recall (3 points):
• Ask the patient if he or she can recall the three words you previously asked him or her to 

remember. Score the total number of correct answers (0-3). 

Language and Praxis (9 points):
• Naming: Show the patient a wrist watch and ask the patient what it is. Repeat with a pencil. Score 

one point for each correct naming (0-2). 
• Repetition: Ask the patient to repeat the sentence after you ("No ifs, ands, or buts."). Allow only one 

trial. Score 0 or 1. 
• 3-Stage Command: Give the patient a piece of blank paper and say, "Take this paper in your right 

hand, fold it in half, and put it on the floor." Score one point for each part of the command correctly
executed. 

• Reading: On a blank piece of paper print the sentence, "Close your eyes," in letters large enough 
for the patient to see clearly. Ask the patient to read the sentence and do what it says. Score one 
point only if the patient actually closes his or her eyes. This is not a test of memory, so you may 
prompt the patient to "do what it says" after the patient reads the sentence. 

• Writing: Give the patient a blank piece of paper and ask him or her to write a sentence for you. Do 
not dictate a sentence; it should be written spontaneously. The sentence must contain a subject 
and a verb and make sense. Correct grammar and punctuation are not necessary. 

• Copying: Show the patient the picture of two intersecting pentagons and ask the patient to copy the 
figure exactly as it is. All ten angles must be present and two must intersect to score one point. 
Ignore tremor and rotation. 

(Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975)
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Interpretation of the MMSE

Method Score Interpretation 

Single Cutoff <24 Abnormal 

Range 
<21 

>25 

Increased odds of dementia 

Decreased odds of dementia 

Education 

21 

<23 

<24 

Abnormal for 8th grade education 

Abnormal for high school education 

Abnormal for college education 

Severity 

24-30 

18-23 

0-17 

No cognitive impairment 

Mild cognitive impairment 

Severe cognitive impairment 

Sources: 
• Crum RM, Anthony JC, Bassett SS, Folstein MF. Population-based norms for the mini-mental state 

examination by age and educational level. JAMA. 1993;269(18):2386-2391. 
• Folstein MF, Folstein SE, McHugh PR. "Mini-mental state": a practical method for grading the cognitive state 

of patients for the clinician. J Psychiatr Res. 1975;12:189-198. 
• Rovner BW, Folstein MF. Mini-mental state exam in clinical practice. Hosp Pract. 1987;22(1A):99, 103, 106, 

110. 
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MINI EXAMEN
COGNOSCITIVO (Versión de A. Lobo)

Paciente.......................................................................................Edad................

Ocupación......................................................Escolaridad............................... .....

Examinado por..................................................Fecha..........................................

ORIENTACIÓN

•Dígame el día...........fecha ……..Mes.......................Estación...........................Año..........
___5

•Dígame el hospital (o lugar).............................................................................

planta.....................ciudad.................Provincia......................Nación................

___5
FIJACIÓN

•Repita estas tres palabras ; peseta, caballo, manzana (hasta que se las aprenda)
___3

CONCENTRACIÓN Y CÁLCULO
•Si tiene 30 ptas. y me dando de tres en tres ¿cuantas le van quedando ?

___5
•Repita estos tres números : 5,9,2 (hasta que los aprenda) .Ahora hacia atrás

___3
MEMORIA
• ¿Recuerda las tres palabras de antes ?

___3
LENGUAJE Y CONSTRUCCIÓN

•Mostrar un bolígrafo. ¿Qué es esto ?, repetirlo con un reloj
___2

•Repita esta frase : En un trigal había cinco perros
___1

•Una manzana y una pera ,son frutas ¿verdad ?
¿qué son el rojo y el verde ?

___2
• ¿Que son un perro y un gato ?

___3
•Coja este papel con la mano derecha dóblelo y póngalo encima de la mesa

___1
• Lea esto y haga lo que dice : CIERRE LOS OJOS

___1
•Escriba una frase

___1
•Copie este dibujo___1

Puntuación máxima 35.
Punto de corte Adulto no geriátricos 24

Adulto geriátrico 20
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APLICACIÓN DEL TEST

Orientación:

Seguir las indicaciones del test (un punto cada respuesta correcta).

Fijación:

Repetir claramente cada palabra en un segundo. Se le dan tantos puntos como 
palabras repite correctamente al primer intento. Hacer hincapié en que lo 
recuerde ya que más tarde se le preguntará.

Concentración:

Si no entiende o se resiste, se le puede animar un poco, como máximo 
reformular la pregunta como sigue: “ si tiene 30 euros y me da 3 ¿Cuántos 
euros le quedan? y a continuación siga dándome de 3 en 3 ( sin repetir la cifra 
que él dé). Un punto por cada substracción correcta, exclusivamente. Por 
ejemplo 30 menos 3 = 28 (0 puntos); si la siguiente substracción es de 25, ésta 
es correcta (1 punto). Repetir los dígitos lentamente: 1 segundo cada uno 
hasta que los aprenda. Después pedirle que los repita en orden inverso y se le 
da un punto por cada dígito que coloque en oposición inversa correcta.
Por ejemplo, 592 (lo correcto es 295); si dice 925 le corresponde 1 punto.

Memoria:

Seguir las instrucciones del test, dando amplio margen de tiempo para que 
pueda recordar, pero sin ayudarle ( un punto por cada palabra recordada)

Lenguaje y construcción:

Seguir las instrucciones puntualizando que:

- Leerle la frase despacio y correctamente articulada. Para concederle 1 
punto tiene que ser repetida a la primera y correctamente articulada, un 
fallo en una letra es 0 puntos.

- Semejanzas; para darle un punto en verde-rojo tiene que responder 
inexcusablemente “colores”. Para la semejanza perro-gato la 
contestación correcta exclusiva es animales o animales de “x” 
características o bichos.

- En la ordenes verbales, si coge el papel con la mano izquierda es un 
fallo en ese apartado. Si lo dobla más de dos veces otro fallo. 
Dependiendo de la posición del paciente se podrá modificar la orden de 
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poner el papel en la mesa o en el suelo. Cada una de las partes de la 
orden ejecutada correctamente es un punto, hasta un máximo de 3.

- Para los test de la lectura y escritura, pedir al paciente que se coloque 
sus gafas, si las usa, y si es preciso escribir la orden y los pentágonos 
en trazos grandes en la parte posterior del papel , para que los vea 
perfectamente. Se le concede un punto si, independientemente de lo lea 
en voz alta, cierra los ojos sin que se le insista verbalmente. Recalcar 
antes, dos veces como máximo que lea y haga lo que pone en el papel.

- Para escribir una frase instruirle que no sea su nombre. Si es necesario 
puede usarse un ejemplo, pero insistiendo que tiene que escribir algo 
distinto. Se requiere sujeto, verbo y complemento para dar un punto (las 
frases impersonales sin sujeto)

- Figuras: la ejecución correcta (1 punto) requiere que cada pentágono 
tenga exactamente 5 lados y 5 ángulos y tienen que estar entrelazados 
entre sí con dos puntos de contacto.

Mini-Examen Cognoscitivo. Versión española del Mini-Mental Status Examination de Folstein et al 
(1975). Validado por Lobo et al (1979-94)
Publicación más representativa : un sencillo, práctico, para detectar alteraciones intelectuales en 
paciente médicos. Actas Luso-Españolas de Neurología, psiquiatría y ciencias afines vol 3, 189-202, 
1979
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A.5. Functional scales

Barthel I ndex Scoring Form 

Patient Name: _____________________  Rater Name:_____________________  Date:____________  

FEEDING 
0 = unable 
5 = needs help cutting, spreading butter, etc., or 
requires modified diet 
10 = independent 

BATHI NG 
0 = dependent 
5 = independent (or in shower) 

GROOMI NG 
0 = needs to help with personal care 
5 = independent face/hair/ teeth/shaving 
(implements provided) 

DRESSI NG 
0 = dependent 
5 = needs help but can do about half unaided 
10 = independent (including buttons, zips, laces, 
etc.) 

BOWELS 
0 = incontinent (or needs to be given enemas) 
5 = occasional accident 
10 = continent 

BLADDER 
0 = incontinent, or catheterized and unable to 
manage alone 
5 = occasional accident 
10 = continent 

TOI LET USE 
0 = dependent 
5 = needs some help, but can do something alone 
10 = independent (on and off, dressing, wiping) 

TRANSFERS (BED TO CHAIR AND BACK) 
0 = unable, no sitting balance 
5 = major help (one or two people, physical), can 
sit 
10 = minor help (verbal or physical) 
15 = independent 

MOBI LI TY (ON LEVEL SURFACES) 
0 = immobile or < 50 yards 
5 = wheelchair independent, including corners, > 
50 yards 
10 = walks with help of one person (verbal or 
physical) > 50 yards 
15 = independent (but may use any aid;  for 
example, stick) > 50 yards 

STAI RS 
0 = unable 
5 = needs help (verbal, physical, carrying aid) 
10 = independent 

TOTAL SCORE= _____________

The Barthel ADL I ndex: Guidelines 
1. The index should be used as a record of what a patient does, not as a record of what a patient could do. 
2. The main aim is to establish degree of independence from any help, physical or verbal, however minor and for whatever 
reason. 
3. The need for supervision renders the patient not independent. 
4. A patient's performance should be established using the best available evidence. Asking the patient, friends/relatives and 
nurses are the usual sources, but direct observation and common sense are also important. However direct testing is not 
needed. 
5. Usually the patient's performance over the preceding 24-48 hours is important, but occasionally longer periods will be 
relevant. 
6. Middle categories imply that the patient supplies over 50 per cent of the effort. 
7. Use of aids to be independent is allowed. 

References 
Mahoney FI , Barthel D. "Functional evaluation: the Barthel Index." 
Maryland State Medical J ournal 1965;14:56-61. Used with permission. 
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Description

- 0-20 
- 21-60 
- 61-90 
- 91-99 
- 100 independencia 

In
d

ep
en

d
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cy

N
ee

d
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el
p

D
ep

en
d

en
cy

 

1. 4 0 0 
2. 6 0 0 
3. 5 3 0 
4. 7 4 0 
5. 0 -2 0 
6. 5 0 0 
7. 6 0 0 
8. 10 5 0 
9. 10 5 0 

10. 15 7 0 
11. 6 3 0 
12. 1 0 0 
13. Walking 50 meters without unevenness 15 10 0 
14. 10 5 0 
15. Unable to walk: can move wheelchair 5 0 0 

Drink from a cup
Eating from a dish

Total Dependency
Severe Dependency
Moderate Dependency
Poor Dependency

Dressing  / undressing (upper part)

OVERALL RATING - BARTHEL INDEX (Granger et al. version)

MOBILITY RATING 

SELF-CARE RATING 

Name:

Center: Date:

BARTHEL INDEX, Granger et al. version

Mobility Index

Self-care Index

Dressing / undressing (lower part)
Putting prostheses 
Grooming 
Bathing 
Bowels 
Bladder 

It is a questionnaire formed by 15 items subdivided into 2 , the self-care index 
with 53 points as maximum score, and the mobility index, with 47 points as maximum 
score. Greater scoring means greater independency. Together, both indices sum up
100 points and the interpretation of the result is similar to the original Barthel scale, as 
indicated below:

Sitting down / stand up (chair) 
Sitting down / stand up (on the toilet) 
Getting in / out of the shower 

Going up / down stairs

indices
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INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SCALE (IADL) 
M.P. Lawton & E.M. Brody

Ability to Use Telephone 

1. Operates telephone on own initiative; looks up 
and dials numbers....................................................1

2. Dials a few well-known numbers........................................1 
3. Answers telephone, but does not dial.................................1 
4. Does not use telephone at all.............................................0 

Shopping 

1. Takes care of all shopping needs independently.................1 
2. Shops independently for small purchases ..........................0 
3. Needs to be accompanied on any shopping trip .................0 
4. Completely unable to shop .................................................0 

Food Preparation 

1. Plans, prepares, and serves adequate meals 
independently............................................................1 

2. Prepares adequate meals if supplied with ingredients........0 
3. Heats and serves prepared meals or prepares meals 

but does not maintain adequate diet ........................0 
4. Needs to have meals prepared and served ........................0 

Housekeeping 

1. Maintains house alone with occasion assistance 
(heavy work).............................................................1 

2. Performs light daily tasks such as dishwashing, 
bed making…...........................................................1

3. Performs light daily tasks, but cannot maintain 
acceptable level of cleanliness ................................1 

4. Needs help with all home maintenance tasks ....................1 
5. Does not participate in any housekeeping tasks.................0 

Laundry 

1. Does personal laundry completely...................................1 
2. Launders small items, rinses socks, stockings, etc .........1 
3. All laundry must be done by others .................................0 

Mode of Transportation 

1. Travels independently on public transportation or 
drives own car .......................................................1 

2. Arranges own travel via taxi, but does not otherwise 
use public transportation........................................1 

3. Travels on public transportation when assisted or 
accompanied by another........................................1 

4. Travel limited to taxi or automobile with assistance 
of another ..............................................................0 

5. Does not travel at all ........................................................0 

Responsibility for Own Medications 

1. Is responsible for taking medication in correct 
dosages at correct time ........................................1 

2. Takes responsibility if medication is prepared in
advance in separate dosages................................0 

3. Is not capable of dispensing own medication...................0 

Ability to Handle Finances 

1. Manages financial matters independently (budgets, writes 
checks, pays rent and bills, goes to bank); collects 
and keeps track of income…………………………..1 

2. Manages day-to-day purchases, but needs help with 
banking, major purchases, etc ................................1 

3. Incapable of handling money ............................................0 

   The information will be obtained from a reliable caregiver. Each area is rated on the basis of the given description which better fits 
patient's condition. Therefore, each area receives a scoring of 0 points (minimum) or 1 point (maximum). Overall scoring of 8 points 
means independency and 0 points total dependency. This scale is more useful in women because there are men who have never
carried out some of these activities.
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A.6. Gait assessment scales

Twelve Item MS Walking Scale (MSWS-12) 

Self-report  questionnaire

In the past two weeks, 
how much has your MS ... 

Not at all A little Moderately Quite a lot Extremely

1. Limited your ability to walk? 1 2 3 4 5

2. Limited your ability to run? 1 2 3 4 5

3. Limited your ability to climb up and 
down stairs? 1 2 3 4 5

4. Made standing when doing things more
diffcult?

1 2 3 4 5

5. Limited your balance when standing or 
walking? 1 2 3 4 5

6. Limited how far you are able to walk? 1 2 3 4 5

7. Increased the effort needed for you to 
walk?

1 2 3 4 5

8. Made it necessary for you to use 
support when walking indoors (eg holding
on to furniture, using a stick, etc.)?

1 2 3 4 5

9. Made it necessary for you to use 
support when walking outdoors (eg using 
a stick, a frame, etc.)?

1 2 3 4 5

10. Slowed down your walking? 1 2 3 4 5

11. Affected how smoothly you walk? 1 2 3 4 5

12. Made you concentrate on your 
walking? 1 2 3 4 5

From the numbers you circle against these questions, your healthcare professional can calculate your MSWS-12 score.
This is done by adding the numbers you have circled, giving a total out of 60, and then transforming this to a scale with a
range from 0 to 100. Higher scores indicate a greater impact on walking than lower scores.

To be completed by the healthcare professional 

Total score ______________________out of 60 
Percentage ______________________%

Extracted from Measuring the impact of MS on walking ability. The 12-Item MS Walking Scale (MSWS-12)
J.C. Hobart, A. Riazi, D.L. Lamping, R. Fitzpatrick, A.J. Thompson. Neurology 60(1) pp. 31-36 (2003)
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Tinetti Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA)

Description: 
The Tinetti assessment tool is an easily administered task-oriented test that measures an older adult’s gait
and balance abilities.

Equipment needed: Hard armless chair
Stopwatch or wristwatch 
8 metres walkway

Completion: 
Time: 10-15 minutes

Scoring: A three-point ordinal scale, ranging from 0-2. “0” indicates the highest 
level of impairment and “2” the individuals independence. 
Total Balance Score = 16
Total Gait Score = 12
Total Test Score = 28

Interpretation: 25-28 = low fall risk
19-24 = medium fall risk
 < 19 = high fall risk

Extracted from Performance-oriented assessment of mobility problems in elderly patients. M.E. Tinetti.  Journal of the American Geriatrics 
Society 34 pp. 119-126. (1986)
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Tinetti Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA)
- Balance Test -

Initial instructions: Subject is seated in hard, arm-less chair. The following maneuvers are tested:

1. Sitting Balance
Leans or slides in chair =0
Steady, safe =1 _____

2. Arises
Unable without help =0
Able, uses arms to help =1
Able without using arms =2 _____

3. Attempts to rise
Unable without help =0
Able, requires > 1 attempt =1
Able to rise, 1 attempt =2 _____

4. Immediate Standing Balance (first 5 seconds)
Unsteady (swaggers, moves feet, trunk sway) =0
Steady but uses walker or other support =1
Steady without walker or other support =2 _____

5. Standing Balance
Unsteady =0
Steady but wide stance( medial heals >10 cm
apart) and uses cane or other support =1
Narrow stance without support =2 _____

6. Nudged (subject at maximum position with feet as close
together as possible, examiner pushes lightly on subject’s
sternum with palm of hand 3 times)
Begins to fall =0
Staggers, grabs, catches self =1
Steady =2 _____

7. Eyes Closed (at maximum position of item 6)
Unsteady =0
Steady =1 _____

8. Turning 360 Degrees
Discontinuous steps =0
Continuous steps =1 _____
Unsteady (grabs, staggers) =0
Steady =1 _____

9. Sitting Down
Unsafe (misjudged distance, falls into chair) =0
Uses arms or not a smooth motion =1
Safe, smooth motion =2 _____

BALANCE SCORE:             _____/16
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Tinetti Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA)
- Gait Tests -

Initial Instructions: Subject stands with examiner, walks down hallway or across room, first at “usual” pace, then 
back at “rapid, but safe” pace (using usual walking aids)

10. Initiation of Gait (immediately after told to “go”
Any hesitancy or multiple attempts to start =0
No hesitancy =1 _____

11. Step Length and Height
Right swing foot does not pass left stance foot with step =0
Right swing  foot passes left stance foot =1 _____
Right swing foot does not clear foor completely with step =0
Right swing foot completely clears foor =1 _____

Left swing foot does not pass right stance foot with step =0
Left swing foot  passes right stance foot =1 _____
Left swing foot does not clear foor completely with step =0
Left swing  foot completely clears foor =1 _____

12. Step Symmetry
Right and left step length not equal (estimate) =0
Right and left step length appear equal =1 _____

13. Step Continuity
Stopping or discontinuity between steps =0
Steps appear continuous =1 _____

14. Path (estimated in relation to 30 cm foor tiles; observe excursion
of one foot over about 3 cm)
Marked deviation =0
Mild/moderate deviation or uses walking aid =1
Straight without walking aid =2 _____

15. Trunk
Marked sway or uses walking aid =0
No sway but fexion of knees or back or spreads arms out 
while walking =1
No sway, no fexion, no use of arms, and no use of walking aid =2 _____

16. Walking Stance
Heels apart =0
Heels almost touching while walking  =1 _____

GAIT SCORE =            _____/12

TOTAL SCORE (Gait + Balance ) =       _____/28

(< 19 high fall risk, 19-24 medium fall risk, 25-28 low fall risk)
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   Gait Abnormality Rating Scale (GARS)

A. General Categories    
    1. Variability. A measure of inconsistency and arrhythmicity in steps and arm movements
        0 = Fluid and predictably paced limb movements.
        1 = Occasional interruptions (changes in velocity) approximately < 25% of the time.
        2 = Unpredictability of rhythm of movement > 25% of the time.
        3 = Random timing of limb movements.
    2. Guardedness. Hesitancy, slowness, diminished propulsion and lack of commitment stepping 
        and arm swing.
        0 = Good forward momentum and lack of apprehension in propulsion.
        1 = Center of gravity of head, arms and trunk (HAT) projects only slightly in front of push off, but still good arm-leg       

coordination.
        2 = HAT held over anterior aspect of foot, and some moderate loss of smooth reciprocation.
        3 = HAT held over rear aspect of stance phase foot, and great tentativeness in stepping.
    3. Weaving. An irregular line of progression.
        0 = Straight line of progress on frontal view.
        1 = Single deviation from straight line of progression.
        2 = Two to three deviations from straight line of progression.
        3 = Four or more deviations from straight line of progression.
    4. Waddling. A broad based gait characterized by excessive truncal crossing of the midline and bending.
        0 = Narrow base of support and body held nearly vertically over feet.
        1 =  Slight separation of medial aspects of feet and just perceptible lateral movements of head trunk.
        2 =  3" to 4" separation of feet and obvious bending of trunk to side so that cog of head lies well over ipsilateral stance 

foot.
    5. Staggering. Sudden and unexpected laterally directed partial losses of balance.
        0 = No losses of balance to side.
        1 =  A single lurch to the side.
        2 = Two lurches to the side.
        3 = Three or more lurches to the side.

B. Lower Extremity Categories
    1. Percentage of time in swing. Loss of percentage in the gait cycle constituted by the swing phase.
        0 = Approximately 3:2 ratio of stance:swing.
        1 = 1:1 or less ratio of stance:swing.
        2 = Markedly prolonged stance phase but with some obvious swing time remaining.
        3 =  Barely perceptible portion of cycle spent in swing phase.
     2. Foot Contact. The degree to which the heel strikes the ground before the forefoot.
        0 = Very obvious angle of impact of heel on ground.
        1 = Barely visible contact of heel before forefoot.
        2 = Entire foot lands on ground.
        3 = Anterior aspect of foot strikes ground before heel.
    3. Hip ROM. The degree of loss of hip ROM seen during a gait cycle.
        0 = Obvious angulation of thigh backwards during double support (~ 10 deg.)
        1 = Just barely visible angulation of thigh backwards from vertical.
        2 = Thigh in line with vertical projection from ground.
        3 = Thigh angled forward from vertical at maximum posterior excursion.
    4. Knee ROM. The degree of loss of knee ROM seen during the gait cycle.
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        0 = Knee moves from complete extension at heel strike (and late stance) to 70 or nearly 90 deg during swing.
        1 = Slight bend in knee seen at heel strike and late stance and maximal fexion at midswing is closer to 45 deg. Than 90 

deg.
        2 = Knee fexion at late stance more obvious than at heel strike, very little clearance seen for toe during  swing.
        3 = Toe appears to touch ground during swing, knee fexion appears constant durng stance, and knee angle during 

stance, and knee angle during swing appears 45 deg or less.

C. Trunk, Head and Upper Extremity Categories
    1.  Elbow Extension. A measure of the decrease in elbow range of motion.
        0 = large peak to peak excursion of forearm (approximately 20 deg.), with distinct maximal fexion at end of anterior 

trajectory. 
        1 = 25 deg. decrement of extension during maximal posterior excursion of upper extremity.
        2 = almost no change in elbow angle.
        3 = no apparent change in elbow angle (held in fexion).
    2. Shoulder Extension. A measure of the decrease in shoulder range of motion.
        0 = clearly seen movement of upper arm anterior (15 deg) and posterior ( 20 deg) to vertical axis of trunk.
        1 = shoulder fexes slightly anterior to vertical axis. 
        2 =  shoulder comes only to vertical axis or slightly posterior to during fexion.
        3 = shoulder stays well behind vertical axis during entire excursion.
    3. Shoulder Abduction. A measure of pathological increase in shoulder range of motion laterally.
        0 = shoulders held almost parallel to trunk. 
        1 =  shoulders held 5 to 10 deg. to side.
        2 =  shoulders held 10 to 20 deg. to side.
        3 =  shoulders held greater than 20 deg. to side.
    4. Arm - Heel strike Snychrony. The extent to which the contralateral movements of an arm and leg are out of phase.
        0 = good temporal conjunction of arm and contralateral leg at apex of shoulder and hip excursions all of the time.
        1 =  arm and leg slightly out of phase 25% of the time.
        2 =  arm and leg moderately out phase 25 - 50% of the time.
        3 =  little or no temporal cadence of arm and leg.
    5. Head Held Forward. A measure of the pathological forward projection of the head relative to the trunk.
        0 =  earlobe vertically aligned with shoulder tip.
        1 =  earlobe vertical projection falls 1" anterior to shoulder tip.
        2 =  earlobe vertical projection falls 2" anterior to shoulder tip.
        3 =  earlobe vertical projection falls 3" anterior to shoulder tip.
    6. Shoulders Held Elevated .The degree to which the scapular girdle is held higher than normal. 
        0 = tip of shoulder (acromion) markedly below level of chin ( 1 - 2").
        1 =  tip of shoulder slightly behind level of chin.
        2 = tip of shoulder at level of chin.
        3 =  tip of shoulder above level of chin.
    7. Upper Trunk Flexed Forward. A measure of kyphotic involvement of the trunk. 
        0 =  very gentle thoracic convexity, cervical spine fat, or almost fat. 
        1 =  emerging cervical curve, more distant thoracic convexity.
        2  = anterior concavity at mid chest level apparent. 
        3 =  anterior concavity at mid chest level very obvious.

>9  At risk for falling.

Extracted from Gait assessment in the elderly: a gait abnormality rating scale and its relation to falls  L. Wolfson, R. Whipple, P.
Amerman, JN Tobin. Journal of Gerontology 45(1) DOI:10.1093/geronj/45.1.m12   (1990)
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A.7. Depth mapping from stereo images

Figure 1: Triangulation used to compute depth in a stereoscopic vision system

The above diagram represents a simplified stereoscopic vision system. x and x′

are the x-axis coordinates of projected points on the image plane for the same 3D real
point X. The camera centers are O and O′, respectively. B (Baseline) is the distance
between the two camera centers (known). f is the focal length of each camera, which
is rectified for this simplified example so that fR = fL = f (known). Finally, Z is the
depth value to be computed.

From Thales’ theorem of similar triangles the following equations can be defined:

Disparity = x− x′ (1)

Z

f
=

B

Disparity
⇒ Z =

Bf

Disparity
(2)

Disparity represents the distance between x and x′ projections. From the relations
obtained in Equation 2, about segment proportionality, Z can be isolated. The depth of
a 3D point in a scene is inversely proportional to the computed Disparity. Then, less
disparity between stereo images, for a particular point, means greater depth. In other
terms, the point is located further from the camera centers. We can derive the depth of
all pixels in the stereo images.
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A.8 Measuring the straightness of a trajectory fragment

A.8. Measuring the straightness of a trajectory fragment

The procedure tangentStraightness() is used in the flow diagrams in Fig-
ure 3.8 and Figure 3.26. It is responsible for measuring the straightness of the trajectory
enclosed by a fragment, to accomplish that, the changes in the tangent to that piece
of trajectory are computed; tangentStraightness() is mathematically defined as
follows:

If the trajectory’s position at time t is (x(t), y(t))1, then the tangent at this point is
(dx(t), dy(t)), where dx(t) is the derivative of x at time t. The tangent can be normal-
ized dividing by ||(dx(t), dy(t))||. Therefore, an unit vector a(t) of the tangent to the
trajectory at time t is defined as:

a(t) =
(dx(t), dy(t))

||dx(t), dy(t)||
(3)

In order to measure the straightness of the trajectory framed in a particular frag-
ment, the focus is set on integrating ||da(t)||2 along that portion of trajectory, where
da(t) is the derivative of a at time t. As our trajectories are sets of discrete data points
rather than curves, finite differences must be used to approximate the derivatives.
Therefore, a(t) becomes:

a(t) =
x(t+h)−x(t)

h , y(t+h)−y(t)h

||x(t+h)−x(t)h , y(t+h)−y(t)h ||
(4)

and da(t):

da(t) =
a(t+ h)− a(t)

h
(5)

where the spacing parameter h, used in the finite differences, is initialized to 1 in this
particular case. Then, we get a straightness value S by summing up h||da(t)||2 for all
points belonging to the trajectory framed in a fragment:

S =
∑

trajectory

h||da(t)||2 (6)

To reiterate, S will be zero for a perfect line and larger the more the trajectory
enclosed by the fragment deviates from a line. We fix a threshold for S in order to
determine if the current fragment of trajectory under analysis is considered straight or
not, in other words, if it contains an abrupt change in direction or not.

1 For the third case of study utilizing wireless 6DoF IMUs (Section 3.4), x(t) indicates the timestamp
and y(t) the yaw angle (trunk orientation) relative to this sample
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A.9 New prototype of low-cost wireless sensorized insoles

A.9. New prototype of low-cost wireless sensorized insoles
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